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FOREWORD

The outcome of the hiring process is uncertain for both job applicants
ald'employers. Employers are faced with selecting 'a individual from a pool
of"candidates about whom they have incomplete information. Collecting ad-

ditional information is costly, and the most important variable--how the
individual will perform on the the job4-can liever be :.known with carta,i4ty.

Similarly, for job applicants, th6re'fs'cOnsiderable-uricertainty.aboui
potential employers and how a particular job would influence the applicant's
career. This study analyzed the explicit and implicit behavior of firms
and of youthful applicants during the hiring process, both in assessment of
applications and interviews;

The study addressed questions such as the following: (1) What is the
relative importance of the attributes (signals) that appear in.a typical job
application? (2) How valuable is one or two years of postsecondary-education
versus a high school diploma? (3) Of what value, in terms of being hired, is
a vocational education major versus a work experience program versus a co-
operative education program? (4) How valuable is Part-time work experience
in high school versus no work experience? (5) Do employers value eligibility
for subsidies such as Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC) as they make their
hiring decisions?

This report presents analyses of data collected in a number of seminars
in which Columbus-area employers came to the'National Center and'reviewed
simulated applications and job interviews. The research would not have been
possible without the cooperation and assistance of the fifty-six employers

who attended these seminars. We greatly appreciate the time and the insights

that these very busy men and women contributed.

Appreciation is also extended to Jack Barron, Robert Crain, John Gardner,
And 71iehael Crowe for their reviews of this report.

Thanks are due to Cathy Jones for her expert typing and preparation of
the report and to Ruth Morley for editorial assistance.

This technical report is meant to be a companion study to a nontechnical
executive summary with the same title.

4

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Employability-development involves making decisionS'about investments of

time or resources in the pursuit of activities undertaken to affect a career

or occupational choice or to enhanCe the chances of gaining employment in a

preferred occupation. For example, youths -could hold- part-time jobs while in

school, which means less time devoted ,to academic achievement or extracurricu-

lar activities. They could decide to attend a vocational program in a junior

or community college after graduation from high school or to enter the labor

market directly. The implications of these sorts of decisions on future earn-

ings are important, but the effect of these investments on the probability of

getting a job are perhaps more important.

Despite its importance, relatively little study has been undertaken of

the effects of personal characteristics, basic or vocational skill levels, and

'job experience on the chances of, getting a job. The purpose of this study was

to describe and to analyze how employers respOnd to .information presented to

them on application forms and in interviews when they make hiring decisions

for entry-level jobs. The focus of the study was, upon employer reactions to

youthful applicants (aged sixteen to twenty-five) who were seeking full-time

jobs in clerical, retail, or machine trade positions.

the approach of the study was to observe employer responses in simulated

hiring settings. A represenfati0e-(typically a personnel administrator) from

a number of firms in the Columbus, Ohio area participated in these simula-

tions, which took place at the National Center for Research in Vocational

Education during November and Dc'cember 1982. The simulation required respon-

dents first to rate a number of applicants from information supplied in job

applications. Tien the employers were shown-a particular application to rate,

and after rating that application, they viewed several videotaped seg segments

xi



of interviews with that. job c,qndidat? and ritcd the ,ippli,!ant again on the

basis of the additional information obtained.from,Viewing the.videotape.

In'order to gain employment, generally an individual has to survive an

application screening process and to perform well in an interview. 16 the

application screening process, the results of the study demonstrate the ad-

vantage of having some work exp9_rience/(although too-many johs.is disadvan-

tageous), of having taken relevant vocational education coursesr/Of having.

high levels of vocational skills such typing speed,-of having good grades;.

and of completing application forms in a neat manner. For some jobs, in par-

ticular the retail positions, the reputation of one's high school and

lity for a Targeted Jobs Tax Credit, yield important signals,to employers.

The results from the interview ratings show that behaviOr and appearanCe

can affect not only employers' perdeptions of charipteristics such as atti

tude, personality, and verbal Allay, but also behavior and appearance affect

employers' perceptions of educational preparation, training, and work experi=

ence. Using the same job candidate and same script, only 40 percent of em-

ployers indicated they would hire an applicant who exhibited poor nonverbal

behavior (e.g., lack of eye contact; shyness) as compared to 93 percent who'

would hire,the same applicant after an interview with no negative behavior.

Furthermore, respondents gave the former a mean rating of 3.2 (on a 5 point

scale) for job preparation in terms of education: as compared.to a mean rating

of 3.6 when no negative behavior was exhibited. This was an 11 percent dif-

ference in perceived job-readiness in terms of educational background, despite

the fact thatthe interviewee gave identical informthtion in both interviews.

The study concludes with numerous conclusions and recommendations for

youth and /or youth guidance counselors, employers, and school administrators.

xii
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I. PURPOSE AND SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

1.1 Purpose

The pdrpose of this studyl_s to describe and to analyze Vow employers re-
.

'spond to Information presented to them on application forms and in interviews

when they are making hiring decisions for entry-level jobs. .Entry=level johs

are defined here to be positions which do not require a bachelor's degree.

The approach of the study is to observe responses in a simulated hiring set-

ting. Employers from a number of Columbus-area firms participated in these

simulations that took place,at the National Center for Research in Vocational

Education in November/December 1982.

Although actual hiring processes involve many actors in a firm (e.g. re-

ceptionists, personnel office staff,,tine supervisors), the design calls for

1

personnel administrators to be the primary respondents. Furthermore, the

focus of the,study.sis on youthful applicants ,(aged sixteen to twenty-five),

aspiring to their initial full-time jobs. Employers' perceptions of employ-
,

ability change with personal contact with a job seeker, so the simulation

process required the respondents first. to rate applicants from information

t'
supplied in job applications and then to rerate them,hased on additional

information obtained from viewing a videotaped interview.

The empirical analyses of the data collected during Che.simulation of

hiring activities measure the relative weight that employers place on various

attributes when making applicantassessmentS-,and the relative weight of the

influence of,-employer-and firm characteristics on those assessments as well.

For almost all the 'attributes being studied, Mere are strong a priori ex-

pectations about the direction of the relationship between attribute and em-

ployers assessment. For example, employers prefer applicants with previous,

12



relevant work experience to those whose work experience has no application to

the job. It is also anticipated that applicants with,friends or relatives in

the organization are more likely to be viewed positively than those youth who

do not have contacts within the firm.

The emphasis of the quantitative analyses is, therefore, not on farther

substantiation of the existence of or direction (sign) of such relationships,

but rather is on the relative magnitudes of the effects. By how much is an

applicant with two years of relevant poStsecOndary vocational training but no
4

job experience rated higher or lower than another' applicant with two years of

relevant job experience, but no postsecondaraining? The approach is to

estimate, with multivariate regression, tree structure 'and relative magnitudes

of the function which employers use implicitly in rating job applicants. The

rating of the job applicant is modeled as dependent on the applicants' person-

al attributes as provided on the applicaotion form and on the characteristics

of the employers performing the rating exercise. The.regression yielcts a

vector of parameter estimates indicating the effects of the (systematically)

manipulated attributes, such as work history, type of high school program, and

vocational skills, on the rating of the "applicants." Analyses of the ratings

made after viewing videotape interviews explain how various dimensions of in--

terview performance change the employer's prior evaluation of the applicant.

In addition to the quantitative data collected during this simulation,

employers have been provided with the opportunity to "tell their stories"

about hiring youth and employability development within schools. These dis-

cussions offered employers a chance to share their perceptions about the qual-

ity of job applicants And new hires and how the latter perform on the job. For

examplei.when selecting an employee because of certain school or work expert

ence, what qualities of the youth do the employers believe they-are avoiding

2 13



that relate to unacceptable performance on the job or high turnover rates?

What aspects of the youth's performance on the job influences his or her

probability of being prombted, laid off, or fired? What' problems, seem to

have led to a youth's deciding tali,resign? These qualitative data provide a

corroborative source of information to the empirical analysis about employers'

thought and reasoning processes when hiring youthful workers.

It should be noted that the simulation study of employer'hiring decisions

being reported here is the first stage of a multiyear project. Based on the

4

knowledge gained about the simulation materials and study design for the

Columbus seminars, the second stage of the research will attempt to observe

employer response to the simulated hiring process in several urban and rural

areas aside from Columbus. The final stage of the project is designed to

analyze personnel files from actual firms in order to gauge the validity of

the responses to sim Lated applications andto address the question df to what

extent are the hiring criteria that are used justified by the actual perfor-

mance of the people hired.

1.2 Summary of Findings

Because the outcomes from transactions are uncertain, the labor market

can be viewed almost as resembling a lottery. This is particularly true for

youth searching for their first or second full-time job. From the employer's

perspective, the most important characteristics of a job applicant--the in-

dividual's productivity on the job--can never be known with certainty. So the

employer searches through a pool of applicants and selects one, using criteria

that the employer considers to he good proxies or correlates of productivity.

An offer is made (i.e., a lottery ticket is purchased), and thelpayoff comes

through job performance. From the youth's perspective, there is considerable

3
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uncertainty about each potential employer and how a particular job will in-

fluence their career. Job applicants can never know for sure their future

flow of earnings, how much and what type of training they 1.111 re Hive, or

ao

how much job security they will be afforded. In the context of this environ-

ment, youths search across employers and attempt to find one who will purchase

the particular lottery ticket being offered.

But it should be recognized that there is an important asymmetry in the

labor market process. And that asymmetry is that the supplier (the Youth) is

an infrequent participant in the market, whereas the emander (the employer)

most likely has considerable market experience. Employers, particularly those

with sizAble work forces, constantly purchase labor services and observe the

outcomes of their decision making. Thus, there is a natural feedback loop

through which employers refine the signals they use in predicting productivity.

The results of this study confirm that market experiende has resulted

in employers exhibiting rather consistent behavior in their hiring decisions.

Youth should be aware of this consistency, but beyond thai; the parameteriza-

tion of employer behavior estimated in this study can be used by youth in mak-

ing career' choices.

The period of school-to-work transition can be divided into three seg-

ments a period of employability development, a period of job search, and

a period of job holding. This division can be heuristically shown as in

figure 1. As shown, the period of employability development involves the

Employability Development
vocational + basic skill acquisition

formation of attitudes, expectations

job experience

Job
Search Work Performance

time

Figure 1. School-to-work transition.
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,

acquisition and refinement of vocational and basic skills, the formation of
/

attitudes toward and expectations about work, and theacquirition of (part

time) job experience. Young people make numerous decisions.djuring this period

of their lives. Results reported here show that a high school dropout re-

1

quires some job experience that is related to the job being applied.for to be

considered as employable as a graduate with no job experience. (Both are at a

.considerable disadvantage to an otherwise equal individtial who has a high

school diploma and some'related job experience.) For retail sales or machine.

trades occupation's, 'having a high school major of distributive education or

machine trades (i.e., a relevant major) is abut as important as having a high

school diploma. All other things equal, .an individual applying for a machine

trades job who has no high school diploma, but reports having a high school

major program of machine trades, is perceived as employable as a high school

graduate whose program was a general or college prep course of studies. For

clerical jobs and for retail jobs, although "tho a4 lesser extent, typing speed

is an extremely important determinant of emp'oyability. For the former,

results show that an increase in typing speed of,five words per minute is

equivalent to a full pi4int in the high school grade point average of the

applicant-, again holding all other characteristics constant.

The results of this study are useful also, in determining job search be-

havior. They reaffirm the importance of vocational aptitudes in determining

what jobs to look for. Results highlighted in the previous,paragraph about

the importance of typing speed (and tmplicitly, manual dexterity) indicate the

necessity of aptitude for those .occupations. Employers, hiring for retail jobs

16



are particularly attuned to appearance, poor, nonverba] behavior in interviews,

and the location and reputation of an applicant's highschool. The findings

demonstrate the importance of neatness of an application form and appropriate-

appearance and language at an interview. A poor interview performance over

a period of ten to fifteen minutes can offset totally years of hatd work in

job experience and educational achievement. If difficulty is encountered in

finding work, a long gap in employment may show on the 'application form. The

results of this study indicate that if youthful allplicants use the time to

improve or acquire new skills through training or in volunteer work, their em

ployability ratings may be even higher, than otherwise identical young persons

with no employment gap.

These results and others are detailed in the remainder of this report.

It should be recognized that the results are highly conditional on the pro
,

cedures used in the data collection seminars and on the particular set of

employers who responded. In chapter 2, the me1thodolog'y used in the simula

tions is documented, and in chapter 3, considerable background data about

the employers and their firms are presented. The results of the statistical

analyses of the applicant rating process and the results from the interview

)

rating exercise are given in chapters 4 and 5, respectively. An important

part of the study was the discussion periods held during the employer hiring

-..

decisions seminars. Chapter 6 provides a systematic recounting of their

"stories" and the opiniolls they shared. Finally, chapter 7 draws insights

and implications from the 1-s..,:e:rch for youth, employers, and school personnel.

1 7
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2. METHODOLOGY

In this chapter, the development of the applications and videotapes is

described, as is the process used to select seminar participants.,

2.1 Development of the Job Applications

For most employers, the completed job application ,rovides the ini-

tial information on the applicant's abilities, skills, and experiences. The

employer's evaluation of the application's content, in conjunction with the

duties of the open job position, determine which applicants are interviewed

and subsequently who is hired for the position. To simulate the employer's

initial evaluation of prospective employees, job application information was

generated that varied systematically the applicant's educational credentials

and work experience. The overall structure used to vary applicant character-

istics is displayed in table 1. Four general types of job applicants were

generated as follows:

Type 1 18-year-old--High school dropout

Type 2 18-year-old--High school graduate

Type 3 20-year-old--One year postsecondary school plus one year

of work

Type 4 20-year-old--Two years postsecondary school

The development of an individual job application used random numbers

drawn against uniform distributions to assign the various characteristics.

The distributions are presented Ln table 1. For example, the table shows that

for 18-year-old--high school dropouts, 50 percent of all applicants were

assigned to Central High School (central city), 25 percent were assigned to

1UpperArlington High School (suburban), and the remaining 25 percent were

assigned to Wehrle HigE School (private). Similarly, it can he seen that the

7 16



TABLE I

LISTING OF POSSIBLE
APPLICANT CHARACTERISTICS

AND PROBABILITIES FORIC
IN GENERATING JOB APPLICATIONS

Character istig of

Appl (cent Ttat

(>dWere Varied

POSSIBLE CHARACTERISTICS
FOR DIFFERENT APPLICANT CROTS

18 -Year -Old

High School Dropout P

IB -Year-Old

High School Graduate P

( 20-Ylar -Old

One Year Postsecondary

School Plus One, Year Work P

20-Year-Old

Two Years Postsecondary

School
I. High School

8. Cenftil High School
.50 a. Central High School

.50 a. Central High School
.50 a. Central High School

Attended
(Central City)

(Central City)
(Central City)

(Central City)

b. Upper Arlington
.25 b. Upper Arlington

.25 b. Upper Arlington
.25 b. Upper Arlington

High School

(Suburban)
High School

(Suburban)
High School

(Suburban)
High School

,;

(Suburban)
c. Wehrle High School .25 c. Wehrle High School

.25 c. Wehrle High School
.25 c. Wehrle High School

(Private)
(Private)

(Private)
(Private)

`?

2. High School a. A-
.25 f5. A-

.25 a. A-
.25 a. A-

Grade Average b. B-
.315 b. 8-

.375' b. B-
.315 b. 8-

c. C-
.315 c. C

.315 c. C-
.375 c. C-

High tchool

Ma or/Progr em

a. General

4. High School a. No

Oloicma/Degree

5. Postsecondary a. None

School Attended

110 a. General

b. Office Education

c. Distributive Education

d. College Prep

e. Go-op Office Education

(CCE)

1. Co-op Distributive

Education

g. Occupational Work

Experience INE)

For Machine Trades, b & e

were replaced with Machine

Trades and co-op Machine

Trades

e. None

.15 a. General

.15 b. Office Education

.15 c. Distributive Education

.15 d. College Prep

.15 e, Co-op Office Education

(COE)

.15 f. Co-op Distributive

Education

.10
g. Occupational Mork

Experience (OE)

1.00 a. Yes

a. Columbus Businks

University (Private)

b. Columbus Technical

institute (Public)

For Machine Trades, used

b only

P

.50

.25

.25

.25

.375

.315

.15 a. General
.15

.15 b. OffIze Education
.15

.15 c. Distributive Education .15
.15 d. College Prep

.15
.15

e. Co-co Office Education .15

(CCE)

.15 (6 Co-op Distributive .15

Education

.10
g. Occupational Work .10

Experience (OK)

1.00 a. Yes
1.00

.50 a. Columbus Business .50

University (Private)

.50 b. Columbus Technical .50

Institute (Public)

For Machine Trades, used

b only
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TABLE 1 -Continued

1 i

Characteristics of

Applicant That

Were Varied

POSSIBLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR DIFFERENT APPLICANT GROUPS

18-Year-Old."

High School Dropout P,

18-Year-Old

High School Graduate P

20 -Year -Old

One Year Postsecondary

School Plus One Year Work P

20 -Year -Old

Two Years Postsecondary

School

6. Postsecondary

Grade Aierage

7. Postsecondary

Major/Program

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

8. Postsecondary Not Applicable

Diploma/Decree

9. Employer-1s) a. Large Manufacturing

'Firm

b, Small Manufacturing

Firm

c. County Govt. Oqice

d. Large Department-

Store

a. Small Department

Store

f. Fast Food Restaurant

g. School Cafeteria

h. Janitorial Service

I. City Hospital

J. No Employer-did not

work

- Not Applicable

- Not Applicable

- Not Applicable

a. Large Manufacturing

Firm

b. Small Manufacturing

lire
c. County Govt. Office

d. Large Department

Store

e. Small Department

Store

U.' Fast Food Restaurant

g. School Cafeteria

h. Janitorial Service

I. City Hospital

J. No employer-did not

work t

a. A-

b. B-

C. C-

a. Clerical

b. Marketing

For Machine Trades Jobs,

used Machine Trades

a.. No

a. Large Manufacturing

Frrm

b. Smell Manufacturing

Firm

c. County Govt. Office

d. Large Department

Store

e. Small Department

Store

f. Fast Food Restaurant

g. School Cafeteria

h. Janitorial Service

I. City Hospital

J. No employer-did not

work

For Machine Trade major, For Machine Trade major,

County Govt. office was County Govt. office was

deleted as possible deleted as possible

Employer , Employer

.25 a. A-

.315 b. 8-

.315 c. C-

.50 a. Clerical

.50 b. Marketing

For Machine Trades Jobs,

used Machine Trades

1.00 a. Yes

. 25

. 3/5

.315

.50

. 50

1.00

9

a. Large Manufacturing

Firm

b. Small Manufacturing

Firm

c. Office

d. Large Department

e. Smalltepartment

Store

f. Fast Food Restaurant

g. School Cafeteria

h. Janitorial Service

I. City Hospital

J. No employer-did not

work

For Machine Trade major,

County Govt. office was

deleted as possible

Employer

* Drawn ht random for each Job.



Characteristics of

Applicant That

Were Varied

10. PosItIon(s)

11. Job Dutl%

Corresponding

to Job Position

(10 above)

12. Reason for

Leaving Jobs

18-Year-Old

_High School Dropout

a. Office Helper

b. Sales Helper

c. Food Service Helper

d. Cleaner

TABLE I-- Continued

ti

POSSIBLE CHARACTERISTICS FOR DIFFER APPLICANT GROUPS

-1.

20-Year-Old

18-Year-01

High School Graduate

4
a. Filed records, sorted

and delivered mall,

answered phone

b. Stocked shelves,

showed products to

customers, put

prices on goods

c. Prepared soft drinks,

sandwiches, served

food, c leaned /reset

tables

d. Serviced rest rooms,

cleaned floors &

windows, did minor

repairs

a. Quit

b. Was laid off

c. Left for better Job

d. Was temporary Job

25
.25

.25

.25

a.

b.

c.

d.

Office Helper

Sales Helper

Food Service Helper

Cleaner

For Machine Trades, a

was replaced with

Machinist Helper

a. Flied records, sorted

and delivered mall,

Answered phone

b. Stocked shelves, '

showed products to

customers, put

prices on goods

c. Prepared soft drinks,

sandwiches, served

food, cleaned/reset

tables

d. Serviced rest rooms,

cleaned floors &

windows, did minor

repairs

For Machine Trades, a

was replaced with:

Helped skilled operator,

stacked materials, did.

clean-up work

a. Went back to school

b., Left to lock for

full-time Job

###

One Year Postsecondary

P 1 School Plus One Yeer Work

a. Office Helper

b. Sales Helper

c. Food Service Helper

d. Cleaner

For Mechine Trades, a

wasiliplaced with

Hirst Helper

a. Filed records, sorted

and delivered mall,

,answered phone

b. Stocked shelves,

showed products to

customers, put

,
prices on goods

c. Prepared soft drinks,

sandwiches, served

food, c leaned /reset

tables I

d. Serviced rest rooms,

cleaned floors &

windows, did minor

repairs

For Machine Trades, a

was replaced with:

Helped skilled operator,

stacked materials, did

clean-up work

a. Went beck to school

b. Left to look for

full-time Job

4-r--
20-Y0er-01d

Two Years Postsecondary

P 1 School

we a. Office Helper

b. Sales Helper

.c. Food Service Helper

d. Cleaner

If

For Machine Trades, a

was repixed with

Machinist Helper

a.,Filed records, sorted

and delivered mall,

answered phone

b. Stocked shelves,

showed products to

customers, put

prices on goods

c. Prepared soft drinks,

sendwiches, lerved

food, cleaned/reset

tables

d. Serviced restrooms,

cleaned floors &

windows, did minor

repairs

For Machine Trades, a

was replaced with:

Helped skilled operator,

stacked materials, did

clean-up work

a. Went beck to school

b. Left to lock for

full -time Job

P

.4

##

0441

411 Dependent cn employer selection.

"4 Nonrandom -- summer Jobs were
assigned (a); all others were

assigned (b).
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TABLE 1-- Continued

I

POSSIBLE CHARACTERISTICS
FCR DIFFERENT APPLICANT GROWS

Characteristics of

Applicant That

Were Varied

18- Year -Old

High School Dropout P

18.- Year-Old

High School Graduate "

20 -Year -Old

One Year Postsecondary

School Plus One Year Work

. 20 -Year -Old

Two Years Postsecondary.

School

.

P

Number. of Jobs

and Spells of

Unemployment

4. Employment

Status at Time

of Completing

Job Application

5. FrIend(s) at

Firm

6. El.igfble for

TJTC

7. Appearance of

Appllcatlpn

8. SpellIng Errors

on Application

9. Tested Typing

Speed

(Clerical/Retell)

!O. Machines

Operated

(Machine Trades)

a. No Job.

b. Ono.Job--no

unemployment

c. Ten jobs --no

unemployment

lkd. Ten jobs --six months

of unemployment

e. SIx Job's --no .

unemployment

f. Six Jobs --six months

of unemployment

a. Employed

b. Unemployed

a. Yes

b. No

A. Yes

b.. No

a. Neat

b. Messy

a. Yes

b. No

Radom Number

a. from 40

b. to 60

a. None

;- a. No job

.20 b. One full-time Job

c. Two full-time Jobs,

.20 one Job .each summer

period

.20 d. 04 pert-time job

during school rsar

.20 e. Two pert-time Jobs,

one Job each school

.20 session

..65 a. Employed

.35' b. Unemployed

.50 a. Yes.

.50 b. No

.70 a. Yes'

.30. b. No

.50

.50 b. Messy

.50 a. Yes

.50 , b. No

'Random Number

'a. from 40

b. to 60

1.00 a. None A e. Milling

b.Lathe Machine

c. Grinder f. Boring Mill

,d. Drill . g. Saw '

h. Shaper'

.40 a. All had fast food Job

.15
during last high school

.15 summer

b. During school year:

- No fob

.15 - One part-time Job

c. During year not In school:

.15 - No Job

- One job--stx months of

unemployment

three Jobs - -no

unemployment

1.00 a. No summer Jobs ' .40

b. Two summer jobs'
.*

c. Two Jobs--six months_

of unemployment
.10

.50 d. Three Jobs --slx months

.50 of unemployment 10

0. Four Jobs --slx months

.40 of unemployment .10

.30,

.20

.50 a. Employed
.50 a. Employed

.50 b. Unemployed
.50 b. Unemployed

.50 a, Yes

.50 b. No

.25 a. Yes

.75 b. No

.50 a. Yes

.50 b. No

.40 a. Yes

.60 b. No

.50 Not Applicable
- Not Applicable

.50

,.50 Not Applicable
Not Applicable

.50

Random Numb&

a. from 40

b. to 60

a. None a. Milling

b. Lathe Machine

c. Grinder f. Boring MITI

d. Drill g. Saw

h. Shaper,

Random NuMber

a, from440

b. to 60

e. None

.50

.50

;50'

.25,

".75

1. Milling No ne

b. Lathe Machine

c. Grinder . Boring Mill

d. DrIll g. Saw

h. Shaper

If" p = .33 'NOne'

p ..33 'Boring mill, saw, shaper'

p = .34 'Lathe, grinder, drill press, milling
4hIne, boring mIll, saw shaper"



(Aerall distributiOn of grade point average for the 18-year-old --high schc:::

dropouts was 25 percent of all applicants were assigned' a grade average of

A-, 37.5 percent were assigned a grade average of B-, and 37.5 percent were

assigned a grade average of C-. Examples of each of the four types of job

applications for the clerical/retail occupations are found in appendix A.

.
Two job descriptions were.developed for each of three occupations--cleri-
L,

cal, retail, and machine trades. Table 2 displays the job descriptions used .

for each type of job application. TO obtain a measure of how the application

content affects employers'. hiring decisions, employers were asked to compare

the job description and application information and then provide al hiri g

score ranging from zero 61twahundred points. The directions employers were

given for rating the job applications were as follows:

1. Review each' job application independently and rate it as though
you were going to fill a machine trade (or clerical or retail)

position in your organization. If you would not hire a person
because they seem overqualified, they should get a lower score
than the one you would chaose to hire.

2. Choose any score betweei zero, and 200, based on the scale shown

below:

HIRING PRIORITY INDEX
0 . . 50 . . 100 . 150 . .200

Worst Average -Best

Hired Hire 'Hired

YOUR SCORE
FOR APPLICANT

3. For a job 'similar to the one described above (see table 2 for job
descriptions) assume:

50 paints repregents the worst applicant you ever hired (as
perceived at the time of hiring, NOT what the new hire's
performance actually turned out to be)'

100 points represents the average applicant you hire

150 points represents the best applicant you ever hired (as
perceived at the time of hiring, NOT what the new hire's
performance actually turned out to be)

12
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TABLE 2

JOB DESCRIPTIONS EMPLOYERS USED WHEN RATING DIFFERENT TYPES OF JOB APPLICATIONS

Type and Number of Applications

Grouped Together for Rating

Type Number Clerical

Group #1

$ of Time

e 20-year-old--2 years Required on Job Job Tasks

postsecondary 5 q 75 Types letters,

reports, charts

20-year-old--1 year

postsecondary plus

one yea?. work

,

6

25 Maintains files for

records, invoices

Correspondence

18-year-old--High

School Graduate

Group #2

Job Descriptions for Each Occupation

Retail M chine Trades

of Time $ of Time

Required on Job 'Job Tasks Required'on Job Job Tasks

15 Advrses-Isells) 75 .0pReilFlasic

customers on pro- machine tiol

ducts; features , 25 Uses micrometers,

25 Prepares sales gauges, etc. to

slips, uses cash check completed

register, and work

keeps records of

sold merchandise

1 of Time of Time . of Time

e 18-year -old- -High Required on Job' Job Tasks Required on Job' Job Tasks Required on Job Job Tasks

School Dropout 11 2h Delivers marl and 2h Show ih Assisfi skilled

messages ,, to customers operator

e 18-year-oldrHih..) 25 Types invoices and 25 Prepares sales 25 Feeds parts Int6

School Graduate, 5 letters
,

slips and uses automatic machine

\25 Answers phone cash register 25 Removes parts

25 Copies material 25 Stocks counters from machine and

Note: Applicatl ns In and shelves places on con-

Group 2 W re 25 Packs and unpacks veyer for next

Hand Wr1 en Items operation

25 Loads and unloads

.
materials and,,..

I.

,...

cleans around

work area

2 3



4. The applicants are all black males (or females, fcr clerical and

retail).

5. Assume you are reviewing the applications'in July 1982. Note

that the current employment status is. indicated on each applica-

tion.

The-hiring priority index and the response for employer's rating were\

reproduced for each application (see appendix A for example).

-2.2 Development of Videotape Job Interviews

The purposes tf the videotape interviews were (1) to determine the change

that a personal interview has on employers' rankings of an applicant after

they had rated a written application, (2) to determine the relatiVe weight of

certain negative factors displayed in a.job interview--appearance, attitude,

language, and nonverbal behavior, and (3) to determine whether applicants':ex-

planations for gaps .in their work record affected how an employer rated them.

A project advisory committee reviewed a series of preliminary tapes and

made recommendations for improvement. These recommendations were incorporated

into succeeding taping and scripts.. The final tape used in the employer con-

k

ferences demonstrated the following characteristics:

1. No gap.in work record--no negative factors

2. No gap in work record--inappropriate dress

3. No gap in work recordinappropriate language

4. Nogap in work record--negative attitude

5. No gap, work record poor nonverbal behavior

6. Six month gap,in work record--"good" explanation--no negative factors

.7:7. Six-month gap in work record--"poor" explanation--no negative factors

The job applications and corresponding scripts for'the interviews can be found

in appendix B.

14



Other than the above differences, interviews were as uniform as possible.
r14

Each applicant was a black youth who graduated from high school two years ago.

The applicant for secretary was female and the applicant for the machinist and

retail sales was male. The Same interviewer was used for all inte ews and,

to the extent possible, asked identical questions in each interview sequence.

-Employers viewed the taped job interview corresponding to the occupation

for which they hired applicants. Employers were asked to rate tie ''written

application using the hiring priority index scale used in earlier ratings of

applications. They then viewed a segment of the taped interview and ranked

the applicant's performance again using the same scale. They were also asked

to rank the applicant's preparation, for.the job in terms of education/train-

ing, work experience, appearance, grammar, attitude, and personality. Fi

nally, the employers were asked to state whether or not, given a suitable

opening, they would hire this person and the main characteristic that in

fluenced this decision.

2.3 Employer Seminar'Procedures and Questionnaire Content

The process of recruiting employers to attend the seminars involved

(1) obtaining the cooperation of the Columbus Area Chamber of Commerce to

cosponsor the seminars, (2) writing letters-inviting chamberMember employ

ers to attend the seminars (the letters were signed personally by Robert E.

Taylor, Executive Director of the National Center for Research in Vocational

Edification; Ray Miller, Executive Director of the Employment & Education Com
.

mission of Franklin County; and Alfred S. Dietzel, President of the Columbus

Area Chamfer of Commerce), (3) calling the employers as a followup to the

letter, and (4) placing announcements of the availability of the seminars in

local papers. Letters were sent to Approximately 1,000 employers.

15
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Of the fifty-six employers wlio attended the seminars, about 60 percent

represented employers who hire clerical personnel, 30 percent represented

employers who hire retail personnel, and 10 percent represented employers who

hire machine trades personnel. The number of employers participating in the

seminars was lower than expected. In follow-up phone conversations to invite

employers personally to participate in the seminars, the following explana-

tions were most frequently expressed by employers as reasons for not wanting

to participate:

To busy

Did not hire entry-level personnel

Did not hire youth for entry-level jobs--in many, cases the employers

indicated that they tended to hire workers re-entering the job markets

in place of hiring youth

Did not have entry-level positions in thrge occupational areas of cler-

ical, retail, or machine trades

Retail employers were most likely to indicate that the time prior to

Christmas was critical for their success and therefore could not afford

time away from the job

Only hired one or two persons (if that many) a year and did not feel

that they could contribute to the seminar

The following is a list of seminar activities in which the participants

engaged and the approximate time employers spent on each activity:

Activities Time (minutes)

1. Complete questionnaire - Section A, Background 20

Information

2. Introductions and overview of seminar t5

3. Rate job applications: 20-year-olds, high school 25

graduates plus one or two years of additional

schooling, and 18-year-olds, high school graduates

4. Experience with young entry-level employees--com-

-plete questionnaire - Section B, Expected Produc-

tivity

16
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4 5. Observe and rate videotapes of youth's performance 30

in job interviews

6. Rate job applications: 18-year-olds, high school

dropouts and high school graduates

7. Participants' Discussion: Employer experiences in

hiring youth for entry-level jobs; skills and com-

petencies schools should be teaching youth to get

and keep jobs

25

45

The materials used in the seminar were assembled in a three-ring note-

book and were colorcoded to correspond to the different seminar activities.

The discussion period was tape-recorded for later analysis.

The questionnaire that was developed and administered to employers at-

tending the seminar was divided into four sections: Section. A - Background

Characteristics of the Firm and Individual; Section B Expected Productivity

and Training Processes for Entry-Lev91 Employees; Section C Application and

Interview. Evaluation Process; and Section D - Background Characteristics of

Successful and Nonsuccessful'Entry-LeYel Employees at the Firm. Sections A

and B were completed as part of the seminar activities. Due to the time con-

straint of three hours for the seminar, employers were asked to take Sections

C and D and mail them back in a postage-paid envelope.' The next chapter pro-

vides summary statistics of the data gathered in the questionnaire.

9
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3. DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA

In this chapter, the data collected about the employer and their firm are

described. Appendix C to this report is comprised of a,copy of the,question-

uaire given to the seminar participants which provides frequency distributions

of their responses. At the end of the data collection activity, a total of

fifty-six employers had attended hiring-decisions seminats held at the Nation-

al Center. The following chart shows employer response by firm size:

Firm Size: Number of
v

Number Who Percentage

(No of Employees Firms Contacted Attended Seminars Response

20-99 750 22 2.9%

100-199 135 6 4.4
4

200-499 100 9 9.0

500+ 74 19 25.7

Total 1,059 56 5.37_

This response was lower than anticipated and caused a significant reduc-

tion in the planned analysis of the questionnaire data. n addition to the

reasons stilted above for not attending, the lo'w response can be explained Aby

the fact that participation in the seminar required approximately one-half-

*,

person day, which was a cost most firms felt'they could not,bear. Response

rates increased significantly with firm size; which was expected, because

larger firms tend to have formal personnel offices.

If 3.1 Employer and Firm Characteristics

The first set of data to be described are the characteristics of the re-

sponnts and the firms that they represented. Because of the nature of the

three occupations examined in the study--clerical, retail, and machine trades

trades--the sample was judgmentally screened by industry( Table 3 shows

19
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TABLE 3

PARTICIPANTS IN EMPLOYER HIRING DECISIONS SEMINARS, BY IN1USTRY

'SIC Industry Number of Attendees

MANUFACTURING 10

272 Periodicals 1

275 Commercial Printing .- 1

344 Fabricated Structural Metal Prods. . 1

349 Misc. Fabricated Metal Prods. 1

354 Metalworking Machinery 2

355 Special Industry Machinery 1

358 Refrigerati Machinery . 1

366 Communicatio Equipment 1

367 Electroni mponents 1

TRANSPORTATION AND PUBLIC UTILITIES 1

492 Gas Production and Distribution
$

1

WHOLESALE TRADE 5

501 Motor Vehicles and Equip. I
505 Metals and Minerals, exc. Petro. 1

506 Electrical Goods 1

511 Paper and Paper Products 1

517 Petro. and Petroleum Products 1

RETAIL TRADE 9

523 Paint, Glass, and Wallpaper 1

531 Department Stores 1

541 Grocery Stores 2

545 Dairy Product Stores 1

571 Furniture and Home Furnishings Stores 1

581 Eating and Drinking Places 2

594 Misc. Shopping Goods Stores 1

FINANCE, INSURANCE, AND REAL ESTATE 15

602 Commercial Banks 3

612 Savings and Loan Assoc. 3

631 , Life Insurance 1

632 Medical anellealth Instirance , 2

633 Fire, Marine, and Casualty Insurance k 2

641 Insurance Agents 4

SERVICES AND GOVERNMENT / 15

701 Hotels, Motels, and Tourist Courts 2

734 Services to Buildings 1

736 Personnel Supply Services 1

739 Misc. Business Services 1 '0

769 Misc. Repair Shops 1

806 Hospitals .. 1

824 Correspondence and Voc. Schools 4

839 ft. Social Services, not elsewhere classified 1

864 Civic and Social Assocs. 1

919 Government, not elsewhere classified
t

2

NOTE: Industry unknown for one respondent.



the industrial composition of the firms represented. In general, the manu-

facturing firms reviewed machine trades applicants; the wholesale and retail

trade establishments reviewed applicants for the retail job; while the finance

and insurance and other services rated the clerical poSition applilants.

Few of the respondents' companies were unionized. Only four firms out of

the fifty-six participating had any nonsupervisory workers covered by collec-

tive bargaining, and one of these responded that the percentage was only 10

jrcent. There was wide diversity in the size of the establishment, with the

median-size class being 100-199 employees. Approximately half of the employ-

ers reported fewer than 10 part-time employees in the firm. Surprisingly,

ten of the remaining twenty-eight employers reported 500 or more part-time

employees in the firm.

The median percentage of full or part-time employees under the age of

twenty-five was 25 percent at the respondents' firms. In an attempt to gauge

the extent to whicfi internal labor markets were existent among the firms, the

respondents were asked how many foremen or supervisors were f rst hired by the

establishment in an unskilled or semiskilled entry-level position: 1The median

response was 30 peweent.

There was a fairly wide variation in the characteristics of the individ-

uals who attended the seminars. Males constituted 54 percent of the sample.

Blacks comprised 9 percent. The age distribution of the respondents was that

35 percent were less than age thirty-five, 29 percent were thirty-five to

forty-four years of age, 19 percent were forty-five to fifty-four, and the re-

maining 17 percent were fifty-five years or older. Educational levels were

relively high, with about 80 percent responding that they had four or more

years of college or training beyonklhigh school. The individuals had a

median of five years,of experience participating in the hiring decisions of
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their currentestablishMents and a medihn'O .ten years of experience reviewing

employment applications in any company,

In terms of position within the firm,. twenty -two out of,fifty-ttio of- the

employers (42 percent) reported being a manager or. staff-Member of a .personnel',

department. Forty-two out of fifty-two (81 percent) reported-havi

authority either on their own or. shared with othera: ,A,someWhat smaller num- ;40

ber--69 percent-reported having, their own. or shared to fire indivi-
.

duals.

3.2 Firms' Hiring Practices
47-

The employers were asked to report what methods are used to attract

applicants when their firm has an opening in an unskilled or semiskilled job.

Of fifty-four responses from seminar participants, six employers (11 percent)

indicated that they did not solicit
tapplicants because they had enough unso-

licited applicants. Of the remaining forty-eight responses, the rank ordering

of the responses was as fdllows (employers could denote more than one method):

0

Rank Method Number of Responses

1

2

3

4

5

5

6

7

Advertise in media
Announce to current employees
Ask for referrals from schools or vocational

education institution
Ask for referrals from the state employment

service
Display "help wanted" sign
Make other efforts
-Ask for referrals from an employment agency

Ask for referrals from union

43

36

33

25

12

12

5

0

The way firms respond to telephone inquiries about employment, how often

persons are allowed to complete an application, what percentage of applicants

are interviewed, and whether reference checks with former .employers are made

are all important aspects of a firm's hiring process. These policies also

4 .

differ among many firms depending on whether or not there is an opening.
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Thus, as can be seen in appendix C, questions about these subjects were asked

for periods when there is an opening and when there no specific opening. A

majority of employers7couraged telephone callers to come in and fill out an

application whenthere is an opening in the firm. A total of 62 percent indi-

cated that they unconditionally encouraged callers to come in, whilec.W addi-

tional 30 percent encouraged callers to come in if they have skills. When

there is no specific vacancy, the employers are somewhat less encouraging.

Only 44 percent unconditionally invite callers to apply, and 26 percent said

to apply if skilled; on the other hand, 28 percent of the employers generally

discouraged callers when there was no opening.

Employers exhibited similar behavior in their policies for taking appli-

cations fOm individuals who come to their establishment without a referral..

When there is a vacancy, 91 percent of the respondents indicated that they

give 95 -100 percent of the walk-ins application forms to complete, and only

2 percent'reported giving 0-5 per-cent of walk-ins an application. But when

there.iS no specific opening, 21 percent of the employers do not give out ap-

plications (Le.,'give them to 0 -5 percent) to walk-ins, and only 68 percent

give out applications tb 95-100 percent of walk-ins.

When there was no specific opening, seventeen employers indicated that

they screened individuals who come to their establishment without a referral

Ln the process of, deciding whether to give out applications. The basis for

not allowing persOns to fill out an application were as follows:

1. Application
2. .Walk-ins

3. Walk-ins
4. Walk-ins
5. Wfilk-ins

6. Walk7ins
7, Walk-ins
8. Walk-ins

not

Reason
accepted

screened
screened
screened
screened
screened
screened
screened

when no opening

on education
on job training
on experience
on speaking and language ability

on age
on general appearance
on other reasons

e

23 34

Number.
7

8

7

7

4

4

4

1



The responses summed to freatelt than seventeen because rearons 2 through 8

could have been marked more than once.

The percentages of persons filing applications who are interviewed also

change significantlydepending on whether or not there is an opening. These

percentages may be summarized as follows:

Percentage of
applicants in-

Percentage in-

terviewed when
terviewed when

there is an no specific

opening: Number opening: ,

/

'Number

95-100% 13 95-100% 6

76-94% 10 76-94% 2

51-75% 5 51-75%- 3

26 -50% 9 26-50% 4

6-25% 10 6-25% r 12

0-5% 3 046% 23

. ,

The respondents reported a fairly high number of interviews per hire. The

median response to the question "On average, how many people are interviewed

to fill an opening?" was eight applicants. The responses ranged fr
-\
m three

()D

to forty.

Employers may engage in one of several' different hiring strategies and'

the strategy choice may even depend upon the job to be filled._ The Columbus,

employers were asked to charactelize their firms' selection process. Forty-

two percent of the respondents indicated that they set a target number of.,in-

.

terviews and then selected the best applicant.' For these respondents, the

n median target number of interviews was five. When asked what percent of the

time the number of interviews had to. be increased past the target number, the

median response was 10 percent of the time. Twenty-six percent of-the employ-

ers responded that they set a target date and selected the best person inter-

viewed prior to that date. The median response to the length of the interview.

period was four days and 10 percent was the median response to the crtiestiOn

about what percent of the time selections were made after the target date.
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Thirty percent of,the employers desctibed their hi-ring procel's as one of

setting a fixed, minimum standard and offering the job to the first person

exceeding the standard. These respondents indicated that they lowered the
A

minimum( standard a median of 5 percent of the time. The remaining 2 percent

of the /ployers indicated that their process was one of setting a high mini-

mum standard at first, but lowering it as time progressed.

Checking references can be a very useful and cost-efficient practice for

employers to reduce the probability of making an error in hiring. The employ-

ers voiced their opinions that it is becoming more and more difficult to get

reliable infOrmation on applicants through reference checks because of legal

developments and protection of privacy concerns. But despite this trend,

81 percent of the respondents .reported contacting previous'employers for at

least some applications.. (Forty percent of these same respondents con cted

previous employers 95 to 100 percent of the time).

Data were collected on the frequency of the type of information obtained

when previatsemployers were contacted. Through examination of the data, it

appears that the major purpose -of employer contacts is for verification of

previous employment. Of least interest is verification of previous wage

rates. The precise data that were collected are as follows:

Type of Information Sought Frequency of Reference Checking

Always 'Frequently Infrequently Never

Verify applicant did work there 41 3' 3 1

Verify type of work applicant
performed

33 9 2 2

Verify applicant's wage 8 10 14 9

Verify reasons applicant left 29 8 8 4

Information on absenteeism 24 - 10 00 4

Performance on the job 28 11 6 5
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3 The Applicant and Interview Evaluation Process

The process of evaluating applications and interviews involves searching

for the key signals of employability. In some cases, the signals are explicit

on the application form or in answers to questions at the7;irtterview, e.g.,

grade point average, typing speed, etc. In other cases, .Che signals are in-

ferred from other information (e.g., eligibility for Target Jobs Tax Credit

(TJTC), location of high school.) The participants in the seminar were pre-
,

sented with twenty -five items that they might use to screen applicants. They.

were asked to indicate all items which were important in narrowing the appli=

cant pool, and to rank order the three items which were most critical in mak-

ing the final decisions among applicants. Table 4 presents the items as rank

ordered by how often the respondents selected each item as important. Table 4

also presents the items as rank ordered by the respondents' assessment of

their criticalness. The rank ordering for criticalness reflects a weighting

system by which an item was assigned a score of 15 each time a respondent

judged it most critical, a score of 10, each time,a respondent judged it next

most critical, and a score of 5:each time a respondent judged the item third

most 'critical. Each itees.scoring index on table..4 is the total of the

item's assigned score.

The rankings)for importance and criticalness are highly correlated as

seen by inspection of the table. 'A Kendall tau coefficient of .684 was cal-

culated for the two rankings (Hayes 1965, pp. 647-655). The construction of

the index for the critical items 'was somewhat arbitrary, but what is indicated

clearly is that specific vocational skills (in most cases, typing speed) and

kinds of duties performed in previous jobs are key signals for persons review-

ing applications.
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TABLE ,4

RANK ORDERING OF ITEMS IMPORTANT IN SCREENING'APPLICATIONS
IN DECISIONS OF WHOM TO INTERVIEW

Rank Order of Items Important
fn Narrowing Applicantool

4

I. Reasons fOr leaving previous
jobs

2. Kinds of duties performed in
previous jobs

3.'SpeCIfic vocational skillS
3. Kinds ofjobs held
5. Good spellili on appl5ication

form
6. Accuracy of application

information
7. Appearanceof application

form
8. Education level (e.g.; : high:

school diploma)
Number of jobs held

10. Gaps in employment
11. Recommendations from past'

employers
12..Criminal record
13. Vocational training rec'd

in school
14. School grades
Is. Applicant's age

Fmployed or unemployed
status at tiMeof
application

17. Vocational training received
in CETA

17. Reputation of past
employers

18. Bondability
20. Reputation of schools

attended
20. Friend(s) working at firm
22. Driver's license
23. RecOmmendation from

personal'friends
'24. Location of schools attended

Qualifies for TJTC

.Percentage

Response
Rank Order of Items Critical in

Final Decision

1. Specific vocational
97% skills

2. Kinds of duties performed
89 in previous jobs
86 3. Reasons for leaving jobs
86 3. Kinds of jobs held

5. Recommendations from past
employers

6. Educational level (e.g.,
89 high school diploma)

7. Number of jobs held
77' 8. Accuracy of application

infothation
4. 74. 9. Vocational training

74 9. Gaps in employment_
71 9. Good spelling on

application
69 12. Criminal record
54 13. Bondability

14. Appearance of applicationi
51 form
49 15. Driver's license
37 15. Applicant's age

15. School grades
15. Vocational training rec'd

29 in CETA
19. Friend(s) working at firm

26 20. Reputation of schools
attended

26 20. Reputation if past
23 employers

4. Location of school
20 attended
20 Employed or unemployed
17 status at time of

application'
'14 24. Recommendations from
'9 personal friends
0 25 Qualifies for TJTC

'83

Scoring
Index

260

170
110

110

90

85

70

60

50

50

'45

40

40

25
"lc

25.

20

15

15

10

10

5
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Among the other items reviewed by the employers, good spelling oh the

application form and appearance of the application form were both ranked high

but were somewhat higher on the firstilisk:(i.e., the screening.list) than on

the list of critical determinants. The employed or unemployed status of the

job seeker at the time of application also i4hked higher on the first list

than on the second, but 'it was less important than either spelling or appear-

ance of the application form--mentioned only 29 percent of the time as an item

that is important in narrowing applicant pools as opposed to 83 percent and

77 per for spelling and appearance of the application form.

Recommendations from past employers was an item that ranked higher on the

list of critical items for choosing an applicant than on the list o important

items for screening applicants and thereby narrowing down the number of appli-

cants. It"was noted in 69 percent of the responses as important for screen-

ing, ranking it ninth, while it was ranked fourth on the list of critical

items. Two other items that were ranked higher on the right-hand list of

table 4 were bondability and driver's license. This indicates that sometimes

these two items may serve as tie-breakers among the final list of applicants.

This group of employers repoited that eligibility for a tax credit Was

never important in screening or selecting applicpnts. As described later,

this fact is collaborated in estimating models of how applicants are rated.

Eligibility for TJTC was (randomly) assigned to the applications that were

rated in the seminars, but this characteristic never was a statistically

significant negative correlate of employability, holding all other things

constant, in any of the empirical models.

The employers .were also presented with a list of nineteen items that in-

fluenced their.evaluations of applicants during an interview for a job.

Table 5 presents ranks of these items for their importance in reaching the
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, TABLE 5

RANK ORDERING OF ITEM THAT INFLUENCE EVALUATION OF APPLICANTS
DURING AN INTERVIEW

Items Which Are Important
in Assessment of Interviews

ercentage
Reporting

Items. Which Are'Critical in
Assessment of Interviews Index

1. General appearance 1. Attitude 335

(grooming) 97% 2. General Appearance

2. Attitude 94 (grooming) 190

3. Punctuality for 3. Grammar or language 100

interview appointment 89 3. Maturity 100

3. Personality 89 5. Nonverbal behavior 60-'

3. Maturity 89 6. Speaking ability 55

6. Grammar or'language- 86 6. Discussion of education

7. Nonverbal behavior 71 irct shown on

8. Number of questions on application 55

about job 69 6. Personality ,55

8. Eye contact 69 8. Punctuality. for

10.,Dress 66 interview appointment 50

10. Speaking ability 66 9. Poise 50

10. Poise 0 66 11. Number of questions

13. Discussion of education about job 45

not shown on i2. Dress

application 63 12. Eye contact during
.40

14. Number of questions interview 40

about.company 49 14. Number of questions

15. Itiscussion of other
achievements not shown

about company
15. Discussion of other

25

on application 43 achiNements not shown

1.6. Reaction to wage on apOlication 20

offer 40 15. Sensitivity 20

16. Independence . 40 15. Independence 20

18. Nervousness 34 18. Nervousness 15

19,:,Sensitivity 31 18. Reaction to wage offer 15
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employers' assessments of the interviews and for whet -her they were among the.'

three most critical items. Again there was considerable agreement between the

two lists--Kendall tau statistic was calculated to be .607. General appear

ance (grooming) and attitude were the ranked first or'second in both liSts,,

but ,the latter was by far and away the most critical'item in assessing inter

;Views. Sixty percent of the respondents rated attitude as the most crucial

item in assessing an interview. This assessment is corroborated in the quail)

tative data presented in chapter 6 below from the discussion periods held

567,

dilring the hiring decision seminars.

Punctuality for the interview, number of questions about the job, and eye

contact are all items that employers indicated were important in assessing

interviews, but were rated lower in the ranking of critical assessment items.

Nervousness was not ranked highly an either list, although eye contact and

nonverbal behavior were. Interestingly, independence did not show up to be a

desirable item. It was mentioned to be an important item in 40 percent of the

responses (ranked eleven out of thirteen) and wast the ltWest ranked item in

the list of items critical in assessing interviews.

Both those rankings and those shown in table 4 indicate that employers

seeking to fill jobs closely akin to those used in .this study want -neat,

accurate applications that highlight vocational skills and duties held in

previAs jobs and want wellgroomed interviewees with a "good attitude"--team

players. School grades, having friends at the firm, qualification for TJTC,

and applicant's age are relatively less Important characteristics on the

application form. In the interviewneryousness seems to be:overlooked and an

Independent attitude is not desirable.:.
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3.4 Training and Productivity

During the seminars, data were,also collected, abourthe training process

of and productivity of typical new employees holding, jobs similar to the one,.

described for the application rating. Training was classified into four types

reading manuals or watching others, formal training, informal training by

management or supervisors, and informal training by coworkers. Furthermore,

information on hours spent in each of these types of training was collected

for the period of the first month of employment and for the next 11 months.

It turns out that approximately half of the training occurs in each of these

two periods. The median'level of training reported by the respondents was 97

hours during the first month of employment and 100 hours during the next 11

months.

An interesting pattern of hours spent in training during the first month

and during the next 11 months was observed across the three job types. The

employers of clerical workers reported the highest levels of training during

the first month--a median of 105 hours--with the lowest level among the three

occupations for the next 11 months--90 hours. Machine trades job holders had

,

just the opposite training experience. They were reported to have-relatively

low levels of training in month 1--a median of 62 hours, but much"higher

levels duringithe next 11 months--a median of 410 hours. The median data for

.
all the jOb types by type of training and total are presented in table 6.

The largest share of training time for newly hired persons was spent in

reading manuals and watching others do the job rather than doing it them-

selves (i.e., activities which consume the trainee's time but do not reduce

the productivity of the other workers): During the first month of employment,

a median of 40 hours was ?pent in such activities by the typical new employee;

40 additional hours in the next 11 months. The corresponding statistics for

'
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TABLE 6

MEDIAN HOURS OF TRAINING, BY OCCUPATION AND TYPE OF TRAINING

Typing of Training

,) Occupation

Clerical Retail Machine Trades All

1st Month' Next 11 1st Month Next 11 1st Month 'Next 11. 1st Month Next 11

Reading manuals

or watching

others perform job

40 40' , 20 64 40 .47 40 40

Formal training 15 ' 5 16 28 14. 10,

Informal training

by management

15 18 11 23 10 30 15 i
20

Supervision by

co-workers

20 20 10 18. '10 35 20 18

All 105 90 95 118 62 ,A410*

,,t

97 100

-7 9; responses were 40, 60, 95, 118, 410, 440, 600, 640, 1880.



the first month for formal training, informal training by management or super-

visors, and indivi ualized t /aining or supervision by coworkers are 14 hours,

15 hours, and 20 h urs respectively.

A set of questions asked the employers to rate the productivity of a typi-

cal new employee while engaged (or not engaged) in training activities during

the first day of employment, at the end of the first month, and at the end of

the first year of employment. The instructions were as follows: "Please rate

a typical employee's productivity on a Scale of zero to 1'60, where 100 equals

the maximum productivity rating any of your employees has or can attain and

zero is absolutely no productivity by your employ e." The questions about

productivity of recently hired employees were I tended to provide indicators

of the relative productivity of a worker at d fferent points in time or

engaged in two different activities. They are not attempting to measure

productivity in any absolute sense.

Relative productivity is rated as being very low during the first day

whether the worker is not engaged in any training activity (median = 0), is

being trained by a line supervisor or management (mediari: 10), or is being

trained by co-workers (median = 10). At the end of the first month, the

median ratings were 35, 45, and 50 respectively. At the end of the first

year, the medians are 75, 85, and 80. Notice that the employers rated

productivity of the new worker slightly higher at the end of the first month

when being trained by a co-worker rather than by a supervisor, but the reverse

is true by the time the worker reaches one-year tenure.

In an attempt to measure whether the training given to new employees in

these jobs was general in nature or specific to the firm, employers were asked

how many skills were useful outside their company, and focusing on those
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skills, how many other companies in, the local labor market have jobs requiring

those skills. The frequencies of the responses were as follows:

Skills learned
that are useful

Number of companies
in area having
jobs requiring

outside company: Number Percent general skills: Number Percent

Al l 95-100% 18 Less than 5 1 2

Mo41: 61-94% 28 50 5-15 2 4

Half 40-60% 7 12 10-100 22 38 .

Some 6-39% 2 4 100+ 31 55

Minimal --57, 1 2

These frequencies indicate that most of the training that respondents were re-

reporting was general in nature, and additionally', there were a large number

of firms in the Columbus area for which trainees could use these skills. ,Such,

a situat n would suggest that initial wages 'would be relatively low as indi-
.

viduals would be bearing part of the cost of training. Indeed, the median

starting hourly wage for the job's was only $4.00 per hour, just $0.65 above

minimum wage.

3.5 Experience wili\Recently Hired Workers

The last type of background information collected in the seminars per-

tained to the experiences firms had with recently hired workers. Information

such as age, sex, race, educational attainment, referral source for the job,

wage rate, and "productivity score" was obtained for a choice-based sample of

five individuals hired approximately eighteen months ago--one who had been -

prombted, one who was still employed,but had not.been promoted, a discharge, a

layoff, and a voluntary resignee. When asked about retention/separation of

workers, employers reporte6la median of 10 percent of employees aged sixteen

to twenty -five hired two years ago would be discharged or induced to quit, .a

median, of 25 percent would have voluntarily resigned, a median of 0 percent

would he on layoff (only eight employers reported having,any workers' currently
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on.layoff), and a median of 60 percent would still be employed at the firm.

Of the (60 percent) workers still at the firm;employers responded that about

onequarter would have received a job promotion,'defined here to be "given .

noticeably upgraded job responsibilities involving a higher rate of.pay."

Slightly over half of the' sample responded to questions about the char

acteristics ,ofworkers who were promoted and those who were still at the firm

but not promoted. Because of the small sample sizes, only impressionistic

conclusions kan be drawn. Those.JMpAsions include the f011OWing

A slightly higher proportion of the promotions were given to females,

blacks, and collegeeducated individuals..,

The median age of promoted workers was slightly lower than those workers

not promoted.

Promoted workers tended to have slightly less relevant job experience

than those not promoted, although this may be because they are younger.

As would be expected, wages and productivity scores of workers who were

promoted were higher than workers still at the firm who were, not pro

moted.

Interestingly, the respondents felt they could not distinguish between

the promoted workers and the nonpromoted wor ers at the time of the -hire

in terms of expected productiv y. The med an response o the questions

about expected productivity w hese workers were hired was ninety, for

both the promoted workers and e nonpromoted workers.

Little difference was found between'the proioted workers and the non

promoted workers for the characteristics of vocational education in a

speciality relevant to the job, referral source, receipt of a subsidy

for hirilSor training, or military experience.

A smaller percentage of the seminar participants provided data on a

voluntary resignation (n = 26; 48 percent), a layoff (n 13; 22 percent),

or a discharge (n = 24; 44 percent). Examination of 'the frequencies of the

responses also provides impressionistic evidence. Some of these impression

were as follows:
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The individuals who resigned tende to be femaleg, to be younger, to

have more education, and to have Tewer years of relevant job experience

than individuals who had been laid off or fired.

There did not seem to be differences amongst the ,groups in terms of

:race, vocational education, referral source, receipt Of a hiring/train-
,
-ing subsidy, military experience, or months at the firm prior to separa-

tion.

When compared to discharged individuals, the persons on layoff had simi-

lar characteristics, except they tended to be slightly younger and have

slightly more relevant job experience.

At the time of separation, the median reported hourly wage rates for the

individuals who voluntarily resigned, who were on layoff, and who were

discharged were $4.75, $4.50, and $5.25 respectively. Median "produc-

tivity scores" two weeks before separation were 75, 70, and 50 respec-

tively. Thus, laid off workers tended to have more relevant job experi-

ence, higher productivity, and lower wage rates than persons wIo were

discharged.

Again, the employers claimed not to have been able to distinguish

between the three individuals at the time of hire in terms of their

expected productivity.

'The next ch 101 er of the report presents the results from estimation of

various models to explain the, employability ratings of the applicants.

.641 ;111
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4. MODELS OF EMPLOYABILITY RATING FROM APPLICATIONS
6-

4.1 Theory

As Bishop, Barron, and Hollenbeck (1983) suggest, t43 a potential ed-

ployer, the "true" present value of labor services offeted/by a';fiew employee

101is a random Variable, V. The employer has e job seeker fill out an appli-

cation form which is screened to obtain a set o information about the job

seeker, I. The set of, information is then summarized by a screening index of

qualifications, S(I), and a reservation screening index is derived, Si.

Only, individuals with a screening-qualification index exceeding the reserva-

tion screening index are offered an interview.

The research attempts to determine the model underlying the summary of

information into the screening index (i.e., the S(I) function). As described

previously, each respondent, was prestnted with several appliCations and asked

( to rate the applicants on a scale of 0 to 200. To attempt to standardize the
"1

!ratings to the firm's hiring standards; the following directions were given:

.For a job similar to the one described abOve, asaume--

/ t
7 50 points represents the worst applicant you ever hired (as per-

ceived at the time of hiring, NOT what tf;-.-new hire's perfor-
mance actually turned out to be),

-100 points represents the

-150 points represents the
ceived at the time of
mance actually turned

The inde)? is not intended

average applicant you hire,

best applicant )You ever hired
hiring, NOT what the,..new hire
out to't'be).

(as per-
s perfor-

in any way to measure an applicant's absolute

employability, but it is a relative measure to be used to compare more than

one applicant for the same job' description.
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What determines how an employability rating is set? Human capital theory

suggests that an individual's productivity is determined by their human capi

tal, defined as prior work experience, education, and/or vocational training.

The more or the "better" the human capital, the higher would be the productiv

ity an individual would exhibit, and thus, the higher the employability. The

domain of the research reported here has been limited to noncollegebound

41
youth seeking an entry -level career position. For this group, human capital

is limited to job experience in parttime or summer jobs, and secondary or

postsecondary education, which may include vocational training. Human capital

theory would suggest that employers could distinguish between job applicants

who were very similar- -for example, same educational attainment-, 'similar

grades--by examining work experience patterns. The fact that employers,re

ported that "specific job duties" was one of the two most important items in

assessing applications supports the human capital approach.

An alternative theory, which may be referred to as a screening or sig

naling theory (Arrow 1973; Spence 1972, 1973) suggests that productivity, is

not determined by human capital, but rather by inherent traits or talents of

individuals. Furthermore, these talents are inversely related to the costs of

schooling or private training, so that employers can use wages to provide

incentives for the most talented individuals to acquire the most schooling.

Then the level of schooling can be used as a signal of underlying traits.

4i1U

A variant of this theory, whia might be entitled job rationing or queu=

ing theory (Thurow 1969),,posits that productivity is embedded in the job,

and that schools and work experience serve to sort out potential job appli

cants..-In other words, learning and training take place on the job, so that

1

the function of schools is simply to screen individuals, and not to impart
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human capital. Presumably, individuals who achieve higher levels of education
4

are valued because they will be more easily trained and -will be rationed into

"best" jobs. An implication of the signaling'and queuing theories is that

employers screen applications on .key fields, sucWas having a high school di-
.

ploma, or having any postsecondary education, while. other characteristics of--
r,... e

.

, " ,;ii.i=,

the applicants have'little bearing on theirefployability rating.
,./

The models estimated below stem from a theoretical perspective which
1

is a combination of the human capital and signaling theories.* The theory

suggests that employers believe that an applicant's true'productivity, V, is

'determined by a set of attributes, some of which are observable and some of

which are not. Denote these two sets as Ao and AN. Then the following

equation determines productivity:

(1) Vii = f(Aoi, ANi,Kj)

where Vij is the productivity of the ith indivickual in firm j's job

Aoi are i's observable 'attributes that determine productivity

ANi are i's nonobservable attributes that determine productivity

KA,are characteristics of firm j that may affect productivity
J.

such as capital stock, age, firm size, and so forth

The personnel function in a firm is to observe applicants and predict

their potential productivity. This is done by calculating an index which is

j

the expectation of productivity conditional on Aoi, ANi, and oror.

(2) S(I) = E(VijIA01., Kj, ANi)

(It is assumed that productivity measures can be scaled from 0 to 200.)

The problem is that signals need to be developed for the ANi. For

example, neatness on the application form is taken to be a signal of having a

good attitude or being neat 'and careful. Location or reputation of a school

*Spence (1181) presents a simple, theoretical model that 'achieves this

combination.
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is taken to be indicative of how well trained an individual is or how disci

plined the individual is,,or as a proxy for location.,of residence, which might

be an indicator of socioeconomic status.

But firms, and more importantly, the personnel staffs within firms vary

. with respect to what they Consider to be relevant proxies and the importance

or weight put on each proxy. There is a natural feedback loo' operable in

firms that is exhibited in figure 2.

Personnel Staff or
Line Supervisors

Rate Applications
Based on S(I)

Some Individuals
Are Hired

40

L Outcome Is
Successful or Not

Personnel Staff or Line
Supervisors Revise
Rating Prpcedures

1'

Figure 2. The personnel feedback loop in firms

This figure demonstrates that various candidates file applications for an

opening. The personnel staff or line supervisors review those applications

and on the basis of their current S(t) function (empl4ability assessment),

they recommend certain applicants over others. These applicants are hired and

turn out to be successful or unsuccessful matches for the firm. Baied on

these outcomes, the, raters may alter their particular screening mechanisms.

The upshot of this argument is that the nonobserveble characteristice,are

proxied according to the following function:
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(3) ANik = gjOci)
where gjk is the signaling function of the k-th rater at firm j

Ci are the proxy charaCteristics of the i-th appliCant

;elik is an error term

Substituting (3) into (2), we find the following:

(4) S(I) = E(ViilAoi, Ki, gjk(Ci) ± eiik)

The Aoi in equation (4) are the hUMancapital variables; the Ci are sig-

naling characteristics such as appliCation neatness, eligibility for TJTC,

race, location of high school,

forth:
1 a

In addition to the theoretical considerations concerning the employabil-
,.

4 -

ity ratings, there are issues to be addressed in considering t4 effects of

certain variables., For example, 'Bishop (1983) found that'vocatiOnal training

improved the productivity of a worker and reduced training time only when such

reason for leaving previous employer, and so

training was relevant to the job'. Vocational training that is not relevant,

in fact, was counterproduc$ve. The question remains of whether employers

consider negatively high school or postsedondary programs and prior work

experience that are not directly related to the job in their employabi

assessments. If so, by how much?

Similar types of questions include ,h employers react to the quality of

a school, or its reputation, and how they react to the reputation of a p

vious*employer. In the discussion sessions during the seminars, Several e tir

ployers did note that such distinctions were made. Such comments were made'

as: "A C- from school 'x' is just a good as an A- from school 'y'." Several '\

studies have attempted to examine the relatiohship between quality of school:7

ing and earnings or wage rates. Johnson and Stafford (1973)fOund that a

10 percent increase in school expenditures per.student increases the annual

J



return to schooling by close to 2 percent. Wachtel (1974) found similarly

strong effects in data in which student test scores were available as well;

the correlation between expenditures and test scores was also quite high.

Wise (1975) found strong effects of school quality on earnings and even on

dates of advancement of workers in a large firm.

The Targeted \Jobs Tax 'Credit (TJTC) is a prograM designed 6,subsidize

the employment of disadvantaged workers. Because it is a subsidy and beca0e

of its limited eligibility; theofi-suggests that.eMployers will tend to sub-
1

stitute eligible applicants for noneligible applicants in their hiring deci-

sions. Furthermore, theory suggests that firms will expand-total employment

at their establishments because of the tax credit.* Burtless anp,Cheston

hoWeVerfOund that being eligible for TJTC stigmatizes workers and

causes them to be at a disadvantage in the labor market. Furthermore, firms

tend to avoid participation because of paperwork and auditing burdens In

the models reported here, we will teist these competing hypotheses with the

Columbus data.

A finalqueStion of interest is the effect of the source of referral to

an employer on the assessmeicOf a job seekers application. ,Bishop, Barron,

and H011enbeck (1983) have shown a strong pro4ivity on the part of employer's

to rely on informal methods of referral, such as friends or current employees

in hiring decisions. Furthermore; that study shows that workers hired through

informal channels had higher prodUctivity:And required less training time than

similar workers on the same job bUt'hired through formal sources such as the

i '1

job service, schools, or private, employment agencies. In the Columbus data,

II i

*The 1J.S.Treasury'Department, in fact, testified against a continuation of

the TJTC because its factor distortion tends to cause substitution toward less

efficient labor .aw4y from more efficient capital.

*The fast serhWfood industry is a notable exception.
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one of the items that was part of the application form was whether the

applicant had friends at the firm. We will use this variable to test its

affect on employability ratings.

4.2 Empirical Results

The models that were estimated in the first stage of the analysiS come

directly from (4) and are as follows:

(5) S(I)ijk = al + biXj + b2Yi + b3Zk + b4YiZk + eijk

where S(I)ij 1= hiring index scores for ith apgication
rater k in firm j

X4 = characteristics of firm .1

Yi = characteristics of applicant i

Zk = personal attributes of person k doing rating for firm j

Note that the' Zk variables enter the model directly and also interacting

with applicant characteristics. The interactions result from the process

of raters observing hiring outcomes that reinforce their choice of signals

or cause them to alter those proxies. The additive terms will test whether

there are independent effects of the raters' personal characteristics on the

ratings.

As described in previous chapters, two job descriptionsowere used for

each of three occupations, so the universg of responses could be categorized

as follows:

Job Descriptions

#1: Less responsibility

#2: More responsibility

Occupations

Clerical /:- Retail Machine Trade

A B C

E F

J
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Not all applications were seen by.all employers. 'A total of fifty-six

employers participated, and each rated about thirty-five applicants, so the

total sample size for estimating (5) was approximately 1,960 (actual n=1,911).

All applications were rated by more than one employer. In all, there were 156

different applications reviewed by employers, implying that each was seen an

average of twelve times. The models were run for the total sample (A.+ B + C

+ D + E + F), for each job description (A + B + C; D + E + F), and for each

occupation (A + D; .B + E; C + F).

4.2.1 Total Sample Results

The parameter estimates for the model estimated by using the total sample

are presented in bable*7. The table defines each variable in the model: -and

provides, the parameter estimates and their standard error. The modet fits

quite, well- with an R2 of .3833 and F(45, 1865) of 25.76, significant at

better than the .01 level. Two variables were entered into the equations to

'control for spurious effects from .the design of the project. The seminars

were held at the-!S#tional Center -for Research in Vocational Education and were

led by two different individuals. To control for differences in the ratings'

that may have resulted from different Verbal instructions, a dummy variable

was added to the regression which was set to 1 for observations when one ihdi-

,

vidual was the leader and 0 for the other observations. Indeed, this variable

turned out to be highly significant. Furthermore, since each employer was

asked to rate abdut thirty-five different applicants, this repetitive pro-

cedure.may have resulted in the respondents tiring and thus relaxing (or

tightening) their judgments. To test this hypothesis, the sequence number

(1-35) of the application was pUt in the model, but it,was essentially zero.
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TABLE 7

PARAMETER ESTIMATES FOR A MODEL OF EMPLOYER HIRING INDICES,
FULL SAMPLE

Variable Estimate Standard Error
of Estimate

Intercept - 1.85 9.30

APPLICANT CHARACTERISTICS

High School Experi(Lce

Attended Wehrle High School (Parochial) 2.71 1.68

Attended Upper Arlington High School 1.77 1.66

(Suburban)

Grade polnt(4 =A -, 3=B-, 2=C-) 5.08 * ** .86

Relevant major/program 4.97** 2.05

Cooperative education 6.19 * ** 2.22

program participation

Occupational work experience program 2.86 3.03

High school graduate :13.57*** 2.64

Postsecondary Experience

Attended Columbus Business School 5.55** 2.48

(private)

Attended a postsecondary school -.9.71** 3.78

Completed a postsecondary program 10.64*** . 3.23

GradepoInt (4=A-, 348-, 2=C-)a 4.44*** 1.44

Relevant major/program 9.84*** 2.41

Work Experience

Held at least one job 12.23*** 3.12

Number of prior jobs - .30 .46

Number of months of prior work - .01 .06

Held only public jobs . 2.78 4.46

Held a relevant Job 6.79*** 1.68

Number of quitsb - 249 * ** :47

Gaps in employment record 2..3.5 1'110

1 ^.,r

Skills and Other Characteristics

Typing speed (words/minute)c .76*** .09

Eligible for TJTC - .25 1.57

Referred by friends at firm - .43 1.36 ,.I)

Number of spelling errors on - .01 .55

application

Application 'filled out In 10.27*** 1.49

sloppy handwritting ,

.

FIRM/JOB CHARACTERISTICS

Firm Characteristics

Firm has a formal probationary period -.8.33

Difficulty of firinqd 1.11

Percentage of new,hires for which, - .05**
reference checks are performed

Typical number of intervFews to
fill an opening

Size of firm (number of full-time
employees) .

45

2.02

1.87

.02

.02 .45
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TABLE 7 --Continued

Variable Estimate' Standard Error
of Estimate

Job Characteristics,

.014** .008Hours of training1given to typical
new employee

Firm provides mostly general
traininge

- 5.86*** 1.95

Typical starting wage (in dollars) - 3.31*** .66

Cost of most expensiv9 machine which
new employee works onT

2.33** 1.13

Clerical applicant - .32 2.83

Retail,applicant 2.90 w 2.75

Higher level of responsibility
in Job description

- 4.57** 1.97

RATER CHARACTERISTICS

Male 11.77*** 1.58

Black 16.93*** 2.47

Staff member of personnel
department

6.48** 1.'98

Has or shares hiring authority 3.57* 2.07

College graduate , .67 1.51

Age (in years) .02 .09

Age greater than 45 2.91 2.75

OTHER

Seminar leader 11.94*** 2.20

Sequence number .08 .14

R2 .3833

n r4 1911

Mean of dependent variable 78.95

a Set to mean for nonattendees.
b Possible reasons were. "quit," "was laid off," "left for better
job," "was temporary Job," "went back to school," or "left to look
for full-time job."

c Set to mean for machine trades applicants.
d Variable = 1 il employer reports "a great deal" or .'some"

dodumentation or paperwork required to discharge one employee;
0-otherwise.

e Variable = 1 if "air-95-10OP or "most--61-94%" of skills
learned by new employees are useful outside ,the company; 0-
otherwise.

f Categorical variable from small to large.

* Significant at < .10.
** Significaht at < .05.

'*** Sigskloeficant at < .01.
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4.2.1.1 Applicant characteristics. Among the facts given on the appli-

cation to describe the candidates' high school experience, the following were

statistically significant determinants of the employer hiring index:

High school graduate (positive influence)

Grade point average (+)

Having a relevant major/program (+)

Participating in a cooperative education program (f)
,ov

Having a high school diploma is the single most important explanatory variable

in the model; its importance, of course, is not unexpected. Not only did

participation in cooperative education programs show up with a statistically

significant positive effect in the models, but also in the qualitative data

reported below, numerous favorable comments were made. From the estimates

reported in table 5, it can be seen that if the program was relevant to the

job, the combined effects of having participated and relevance of the high

school program are about as powerful as the job experience variable. It is

interesting to note that employers seemingly distinguished between co-op

rograms and occupational work experience. Having participated in the latter

was not significant in the model.

The postsecondary school attendance variables are somewhat complicated

to interpret. All of the variables entered in the model were statistically

significant, but the negative sign on the attendance variable complicates the

interpretation of ,tWeffects. Since that variable is unity whether the in-

dtvidual completes a program or not, the total effect for an individual who

does complete is .93 (computed from 10.64 9.71). The following table at-

tempts to provide some interpretation for the set of postsecondary school

attendance variables:

:*
EY 47 59
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Then 'he Total Marginal Effect

If the Applicant:
ployability Is:

Completes a relevant program at

Columbus Business School

Completes a relevant program at

another postsecoMaary institution

Completes a course of study at Columbus

Buiness School, but looks for a job

outside the major

Completes a course of study elsewhere

and looks for a job outside the major
4

Takes a 'relevant progItam at Columbus

Business School, but does not complete it

Takes arelevant program elsewhere,

but does not complete it

Attends Columbus Business' School, but

does not complete a program, and looks

for a job outside the major

Attends another postsecondary institution,

does not complete a course of study, and .

looks for a job outside the major

16.32

10.77

6.48

.93

.13

4.16

9 . 7,1/

Together with the large and significant variable of having some job ex-

perience, the number of jobs held, gaps in employment record, and number of

quits are significant covariates of the hiring index variable and confirm

expected patterns. Having any job experience is highly valued, but the number

of jobs has a negative effect on the hiring index, as does the existence of a

gap (defined here to mean at least one month without any part' or fulltime

employment) and the number of quits. As shown in table 2 of chapter 2, the

applicants for job description #1 sometimes had-up to ten prior jobs; so

therefore, the number of jobs variable may be skewed by a few observations

with a very large .number of prior-jobs. To test this hypothesis, we added a

../

,

.

spline variable to. the model that was the maximum Of. 0 and the number of jobs

?N.

minus 3. This variable added slightly to the R2 and had a negative (but not

significant) sign. The fast that the knot at 3 was chosen arbitrarily and

tok

that the variable was insignificant caused it to be omitted from the preferred

modet,
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Typing speed is a highly 'significant determinant of employability. Not-

ing that this variable was defined as words per minute, it can be seen from

table 7 that an increased typing speed of seven words per minute can offset a

full grade point in high schoo'. (a C- student will be rated equally to a B-

student).

In the preparation of the handwritten job applications, spelling errors

and variability in neatness were introduced systematically. At random, zero

to seven spelling errors were introduced and half of the handwritten applica-

tions were written sloppily.* As seen in the table, the spelling variable

is not a significant factor in the ratings, but the neatness variable 'is high-

ly significant.

Applicant characteristiCs that had essentially no effect on the hiring

index were having friends at the firm, being eligible for TJTC, and having all

prior job experience at public institutions.

4.2.1.2 Firm/job characteristics. Several variables pertlning to the

firm or job were entered into the model. Most significant among these vari-'

ables were the firms' personnel policies, the amount of'training, Aether -

training for the entry-level worker at the firm was mostly general in nature,

and .the starting wage. The sign of the coefficient on the general training

variable was anticipated since employers will want to be careful about hiring

0
individuals who will have a propensity to stay with the firm-if most of the

training is general, that is, portable.

The personnel policy variables that turned out- to be significant were

whether the firm had a'formal probationary period, percentage of 'new hires for

*The variables were set to sample mean values for the printed applications.
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Which reference checks-are Made, and the 6/pical.number/ )of interviews made to

fill an.opening. The a ptiori expectations about the,sign of the probationary

period were aMbiguous.'One theory suggests that if firms have a probationary

period, they can afford to be-less careful in their scrutiny,, since' they would

be backed up by evaluations during the prob'ationary period. The negative sign

implies that this theory,,. is. dominated by an alternative
explanation. The fact

that the firm has a probationary period at all indicates. that'it tends to

.

.

.

,

.
4.

.

careful, and Ous.care ia..exercisethalong two dimensionsin its hiOnt,stali-
.. L

? .

'..

dards and with,probation4v periods fot new employees'. The interpretation on

'FI'

.

,,.

the reference. check variable is identical. Reference cheCks are not used to

substitute for careful scrutiny of an application, but rather indicate that a

firm has a overall cautious attitude in it1 htring-practices:' In the positive

and significant sign of the number'of interviews per opening variable, there

is an indication that firms use the number of interviews (i.e.,' the amount

Of extensive search at the interview stage, see Bishop, Barron and Hollenbeck

1983) to substitute for careful scrutiny (intensive search) at the applicaiion

stage.

The highly significant negative sign on the starting wage variable is

expected since it indicates that the higher the starting wage, the more care-;'

ful is the ,,employer in hiring.

Other firm or job characteristics reported in the table include whether a

lot of paperwork is involved in dismissing an employee, whether the position

is i'irPh.1erical occupation or in a Detail occupaaon, the amount of responsi-

bility in the job description, the number of hours of,training received by the

typical entry-level employee, the size of the firm, and the cost of the most

expensive equipment used by the typical new employee. The theory behind the

paperwork variable is that the more'difficult it is:to discharge a'worker, the--

50
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more careful the employer will be in screening applicants; howeverthewara

meter 'estimate is insignificant.

The level of responsibility inherent in(the.j b description had a signi

ficant at the W. percent level) impact on ratings. The applicationg for the

job descriptions hat had more responsibility were rated lower, indicating

that employers set higher standards for filling these jobs.

Finally, the coefficients on the emploxment:size of the firm all occupwr

tion'variables were not significant.

4.2.1.3 Personal characteristics of e respondent. Four of the seven

Variables.in the model describing personal characteristics of the employer

attending ,the seminar were highly signficant. 'Males and lclacks rated the

applicants higher than ;their female and nonblack Counterparts.. (Recall that

the'applicants were assumed to be black:)
t

As might be expected, if the respondent had full or shared authority

for hiring, the ratings' - re lower, indicating higher 'standards. Finally, if
!!',0.

the respondent was in a personnel department, the,ratings were, higher.' This

, 1 /

suggests that personnel staff may view their role as bringing in a n4Mber'of

-----/

applicants to the firm in order to present lineCpervisors a broader choice,
----/

V A
.

whereas line supervisors are more caref( ulAnd have higher standards.

The educational attainment and, age of the rater were statistically in
.

s4 ignificant4.

(

The size and significance of the race, sex, position and hiring author

ity variables indf6ate that there were scaling effects apparent in ,4ftata

despite our attempts to standardize the scale to the firm's previous Hiring

standatd. The results Of statistical methods Co purge these scaling;effects°

are reported in a later section. Next we consider whether there weie:Statis
)

tical interactions between applicant-and rater characteristics.
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4.2.1.4 Interaction effects between rater and apglitat. As presented

above, there is a.theoretical basis for expecting interaCtion effects in the

model. Several alternative specifications of the modelpresented in table 7,

Were estimated to est some of those interactions. In particular, the
,

potential signaling variables were thought to be the specific high school,

-,articipation in a cooperative education program, spelling errors on the

application form, Shd sloppiness of the application form.

In the first specification, the specific high schools were interacted

with the race, positionand hiring authority of the rater.. lhe vrameter

estimates of these interactions were as follows:

Respondent Wehrle

Characteristic (pardchial)

Upper Arlington : Main

(suburban) .Effect

Black - 7.62 .50 18.50***

Personnel staff 3.13 - .95

Has hiring authority 2.65 7.12* 5.76**

Main effect 2.58 5' - 3.26

Note: *, **e *** Significant at the < .10, < .05, < .01 level.

The-moSt noteworthy result to emerge is the interaction between having hiring

authority and attendance at the (well-re4ted)`"subdrban school. Other things

being equal, the main effect of attending that(high,school is negative, but if

the rater ,has hiring authority, there is.a strong positive signal.

Next interactions' between the cooperative education program and position2

and hiring authority were tested. Interestingly both interactions. were signi-

ficant and "drove" the main effectof being a cooperative program participant

to insignificance. The results of these estimates were as follows:

Respondent
Characteristic.' .-

Personnel staff

Hiring authority
Main effect

Co-op Program ,-141n Effect

5.62** 5.02**'

5.98**
- .50

5.00***

Note: *, **, *** significant at the < .10, < .05, < .01 level.
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This is a positive result for cooperatiVe program advocates ,because it indi-

cates that the cooperative education programs are well known and well thought

of by, individuals in key hiring positions.
4

The final interactions tested were between rater characeristics and num-

ra

ber of spelling errors and applicatW sloppiness. The estimates for these

models are as follows:

. ..A..

Respondent Number4 Sloppy Main

Characteristic Spelling Erfors. Application 4ffect

Male 2.48** ,f", 5.63 9.18***

Black - .51 -'6.77 A18.51***
- .

Personnel staff .12 5),:

Hiring authority. - 2.98*** .;

Age > 45 .21 le.
...,.;.7

- 8.44** 4 8.01**

- 3.97. - 1.07**

- 4.90 3.81

College graduate .59 1 1.13 -0.01

Main effect C-
,1..407 ,- 4.5J . ...

.

Note: *, 4* ***../°sibifiaant at, the,< .10, < .05, < .01 level.
) ) e

The sloppy

1,,

cation variable mostly affects the personnel staff, which

might be expected since these indi uals review numerous-applications and

- .

need signals in order to screen the quickly. It is interesting that the

number of spelling error's variable has a rather Aak main effect, tipt in-
,

dividualS with hiring authority, tend to rely on 1.5,as a signal. This'pay

occur because the majority of respondents were individuals hiribg clerical

'employees; where spelling is an important skill to have.

4.2.2 Alternative Job Descriptions
:

As described previously, two different jot ; descriptions used In the'

applicant rating exercise and, correspondingly, the'applicaittpools differed.

Taking the clerical jobs as an example, the job description jeith less respon-
4.

sibility,is as follows: 25 percent, delivers mail and messages; 25 percent,

types invoices and letters; 25 percent, answers phones; and 2;5 percent,, copies
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materials. The alternative reads as follows: 75 percent, types letters, re-
,.

ports, charts; 25 percent, maintains files for records, invoices, correspon-

dence. Applications for the first job description were all handwritten and

came from 18-year-old high school graduates or dropouts. Twenty-year-old

individuals with one or two years of postsecondary sksooling and 18-year-old

414

high school graduates comprised the applicants for the second group. These

application forms' were machine printed.

A model very similar to the one presented in the previous section was es-

timated for these two groups. The parameter estimates are given in table,8,

with differences in the results from table 7 discussed below.

4,42.4 AAlicant characteristics. Several characteristics, concerning
,. . .,; s. f

the applicint s high school experience are in the mo&a. For both job de-
.i.5,
. t

st-riptions,the_effecCof the specific high achoolon the'hiring index was not
,, J

,L'

statisticallOdifferent from Zero. However, high school grade polnt and the
....,,t,

relevance of the high school major/program ta_th_ job re still statistically
. .

2.

significant, as theyrwerein the full sample. For the job with less responsi-

bility, a high school diploma was a very-important:.determant of employabil-

ity'ployability, as would be expected. (All applicants for 'job description #2

had at least a high school diploma). Participationduring high school in ,a

co-op program had a large and statistically significant effect on

tion of which 18-year-old to hire for an entry-level job.. Interestingly,

e selec-

participation in an occupational work experience program also,,,had a large and

significant effect (unlike the full saMlole results). Thesecharact ristics of

one's high school career continued to have a positive effect on rat d employ-
.

ability for the somewhat, higher - entry -level job for both 18- and 20 year-olds.
,

HoweVer, the size of the effects were smaller and they were not s atistically

significant.
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TABLE 8

_.,

PARAMETER ESTIMATES FOR.A'MODEL OF EMPLOYER.HIRING INDICES,
BY JOB DESCRIPTION TYPE / .

Variable

Intercept

APPLICANT CHARACTERISTICS

High School Experience

Attended Wehrle High School (Parochial)

iiiiioAttended Upper Arlington High School

-':(Suburban)

Grade point

Relevant major/program

'Cooperative education
program participation

Job Description #1/
(Less Responsibility)

Job DescrIptlA 12
(More Responsibility)

Standard
'Estimate Error

Occupational work experience program

High school graduate

, 7

Postsecondary Experience

Attended ColymbusBusiness School
(private)

Attended a postsecondary school

Completed a postsecondary program

Grade points

Relevant major/program

Work Experience

Held at least one job.

Number of prior jobs"

Months
of prior work

Held only public jobs:,

Held a relevant. job

Number of quitsb

Gaps in employment record

Skills and Other Characteristics,

Typing speed. (words/minute)c

Eligible for TjTC

Referred by ,friends

Number of spelling errors

Sloppy ,application

FIRM/JOB CHARACTERISTICS

Firm Characteristics
.Firm -has formal probationary period

Difficulty of firingd.

Percentage of new hires for which
reference checks are made

14.01 15.0

2.70 2.41

1.63 2.34

4.37** 1.15

.12.41**2 4.75

8.90* 4.93

14.21** 6.24

11.46*** 3.32

3.60

-

.13

6.4.6***

',(--'244,1!***

.55***

1.23

- .67

.09

-10.60***

6.90

. 46

.22,

6.65.

.

.46

Estimate

16.63

- 1.16

. - .00

6.84 * **

r i.15**

3.71

2.77

7.44**

- 15.79***

14.17***.

5.14***

14.89***

Standard
Error

.12.78

2.91

2.60

1.55

2.88

3.33

4.25

3.05

4.47

3.77

1.68

2.81

4.57 7.00

2.60 1.81

.14

_2.09

1.95

. 54

2.07

-11:37-*" 2.80

1.26 2.63

.00 .03

Typical number of interview/ '- .01

openings,

Size of firm

.08

2.85*** .62

55 g

.08

6.42

3.27

2.94

. '

.91*** .14

2.35

2.29

2.99

2.75

.03

.40 * ** .08

- 2.60*** .68



TABLE 8--Continued

Variable

Job Description #1 .

,(Less Responsibility)

Job Description #2

. (More Responsibility)

_Estimate
Standard
Error Estimate

Standard
1 Error

Job Characteristics.

Hours of training

Firm provided mostly
general traininge

Typical starting wage

Cost of most expensive machinef

Clerical applicant

Retell applicant

.o3"t
4.37*

- .92

f.37

- 4.76.

4.71.

. 0 1

2.65

-.89

1.89

4.03

4.10

- .01

-15.92"*

- 5.52***

2.93*

4.30

2.51

.01

2.96

.99

1.67

4.16

4.10

RATER CHARACTERISTICS

Vie
15.85*** 2.15 8.79*** 2.37

Black 9.37*** 3.41 22.31*** 3.68

Staff members of personnel - 8.16*** 2.71 22.11-*** 2.99

Has/shares hiring authority - 5.42* 2780 - 2.62 3.14

College graduate 3.97* 2.05 2.26 2.27

Age (la years) .05 .12 - .07 .13

Age 45 or older - 6.93* 3.83 13.25*** 4.09

OTHER

Seminar lebder 5.11* 3.00 18.59*** 3.32

Sequence number - .08 .20 .23 .21

R2 .4151 .3546

n
867 878

Mean of dependent variable 67.09 87.50

a

b

c
d

Set-to mean for nonattendees.
Possible reasons were "quit," "was laid off," "left for better

job," "was temporary Job," "went back to school," or "left to look

for full-time job."
Set -Co mean for machine trades applicant.
Variable = 1 if employer reports "a great deal" or "sane"
documentation or paperwork required to discharge on employee;

0-otherwise. .

e Variable = 1.41,"e11"9-t00%" or "most--61-94%" of skills
learned by new emplOyees are useful outside the company; 0-

otnerwise .
CategOrIcal variable from small to large.

4/

."
significant'at <'.10

'.* *significant at < .05
!."sIgniflOant at < .01

x.56
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Prior job experience variables have different effects on employability

ratings when disaggregating.by job types from their effects in the full sam-

ple. Having any job experience is not significant for either job descrip-

tion. Neither the nuiber of jobs (nor the'spline on n nber of jobs) is signi-

ficant, although they do haVe the expected negative sign for the lower"level

iob, which allowed.up to ten prior jobs. Total months of work experience is

also not significant. The number ot,'quits is. negative and aigr4ficant for job

description #1; but was not In the model for job descriptiOn #2, since that

,,reason for leaving was not used on the application. The relevance of the
tf

prior job experience had' a positive influence which was extremely important

for the lower-level job,ibut, while positiVe,as not statistically signifi-
ti

cant for the higher -level. Gaps in the emplOyment history had a.negative

.

effect for the lower - level job, but essentially no effect'. on the job with

more responsibility.responsibility. It .1l6.. interesting totote that sloppiness of the job

I ...,'--. 1.

.appliCatidn was highly signffic ond virtually offset having a high school

diploma for job descriptiokh.

r

/ / ,)

gligihility for TJTC andjiaVringiends at the firm were, not statistical-7

_

'ly!significant in eithee8ample

The'4oh.descriptiot.A21,k'Oe higher level Clerigal.,poriation required more

(,,

tyRAA than th .! llon for the lowerevei;, t isafiL,ex etedftht -0-1&:. .
- ,,_

.:i-
taeAW.:On'tyjiing406peed is greater in the4-Ac on. But

dien4/1411 highly signifipatit

yfr.tri/jOb charac-texi'stii

'both job 9:potypes.

two.'oCCOga,
-

variables are

both poitively .telat ed to e
1* :,:gfitr level job, but

;",

gl vet' lob 46.P.00.0LAVOtottpation is machine
, .;'',41;,

0iYci.ji4.4i41i6Itatthe applicant pool

negatively relat.O.for the

-*Trades, so thti interpi*

k



used for the higherlevel jobs was more suited to the jOb deAiptions, fo.r.

4
clerical and retail jobs than for machine trades. Or conversely, the higher

0

level job des'criptioR:for machine trades involved a bigger differential in

skills from the lower level one than did the other occupations.

The probationary period variable was highly significant and negative for

both job descARtions, although its marginal effect on the ratings waS much

greatet for job description 1/1.. This implies that firms that are more careful

Or have higher standards) exercise particular care in hiring 18yearold

-
dropouts/high school graduates. The other two variables which' were indicative

of the'firm's personnel policies--percentage of new hires that are reference

' checked and typical number of interviews per opening--are significant only

Ai the higher level job. Furthermore, the negative correlation between

starting wage and employability rating occurs only for the hikrzyvei job

description.

In the discussion of the model estimated over the full sample, a signi
.

ficantly negative effeNitct on the hiring priority,index when the job proVided

general rather than specific training was observed. Table 8 emonstrates'fbat

<this effect emanates exclusively from the:higherlevel-job descripton ratings.

On the other .hand, the total hour's of training variable in the full model Kas

positive but not significant, whereas in the disaggregated model it can be

seen that this results from a strong, positive relationship.for lowerlevel

jobs, and a weak (insignificantly different from zero) negative effect for job
0 4

description 1/2. The direction of this relationqhiii was unexpected, as it was

.
anticipated that more training represented higher level of nvestment and

thus an expected higher standard fOr hitioggut 'apparently, this sample of

Th.

employers felt that, at the margin, there ' training coulg make up for other

deficiencies in the applicants.
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The firm size effects are also quite different between the two job de

scriptions. For job description #2 (more responsibility), the larger the

firm, the higher (tougher) the standards and so the parameter estimate isi
4

negative. It is vice versa for job description #1, where size'haS a signifi

cant positive influence on employability.

The cost of the most expensive Machine Jhich the typical new employee

IseS (inexplicably) has a positive influence on employability for job de7

scription #2,Thut is lnsignificant,fot job.-descr /ion #1, /as is difficulty
4J1

..-
of firing in both job descriptions.

p r
4.2.2..3 Personal -the respondent. The ..§eXand,rade4jf

/-

the respondent ,were, significant and exhibiteiLsimilae':effects oft:tfigqiiring
, r ,

scoressfor both job typeS.- More interesting are the facts th *t boring a staff

member in a personnel department had opposite and significanteff4tts on the

ratings for the two job types. Age and education also had opposite effects

Although not significant.. Awexplanation.for.the former is that personnel

staff make `less distinction between job descriptions than line supervisors

or management, but are more careful in examining individual characteristics.

Since the general."quality" of the applidant pool was much higher for the

second job-description, the personnel staff members rated them much higher

than the applicants for the first job description.

Having hiring authority implied a more negative rating for both job

criptions, but the effect was larger and had a higher level of significance

:for the job with less responsibility. Next we turn our attention to differ
4=2

ences in the ratilw behavior across occupations.
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4, Differences

The seminars were separated into three different occupational categories:

4

clerical, retail, and machine trades. In table 9, the parameter estimates for

'the basic model of 'employability ratings estimated 'individually by occupation

are presented. &mployes of clerical occupations comprise the left-most set

of estimates; retail occupations are in the center; and machine trades are on

the right-hand side of the table.

There was insufficient variation across the respondents in the retail or

machine trade seminars to allow estimates of the firm/job charactEristics or

personal characteristic's of the rater, so these variables are omitted frAi

table Z./for those Netions.

4.2.3.1 Applicant characteristics. All of the occupations differed

slightly from each other in terms of which characteristic of the applicant's

high school experience was important in explaining employability., All /three

had large positive coefficients on completion of high School, but th ffect

was not significant for re -tail appliCants. Similar*, grade point average was

a positive determinant of emplkyability, but again'not significant for retail

trades. Having participated in a cooperative education program improved the:

/

employability rating for the clerical andcretail jobs, but had no effect for

the machine trades job.* Attending either' Wehrle or Upper Arlington High ,

Schools4increased significantly the employability-rating of an applicant for

a retail job, but essentially did not affect either of the other two occupa-,

tions. This finding supports the hypOthesis that attendance at these schools-
,

is- viewed by retail employers as a signal for appearance, grammar, and,traits

that, are important in dealing with the public, These attributes are more

important in retail jobs-than in 's..lericakor machine trades jobs.

*Columbus has a reputation for having a parti,2ularly, strong distributive

education program.
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TABLE 9

PARAMETER ESTIMATES FOR A MODEL OF EMPLOYER HIRING INDICES,

BY OCCUPATION

Variable

Intercept

APPLICANT.

High School, NO

Attended
School (-

Occupation

t ?

ICS

Clerical

Standard

Estimat4 1 Error

22.43* 12.25

Retail | Machine Trades

I Standard I Standard

Error EstimateEstimate Error

25.29 15.56

Ae'

1.01 2.06 012.40*** 3.67

Attended Upper Aril ton, -.1.31 2.08,

High School (Subilrban

4.19

Grade'point 640*** 1.08 2.28 2.12

Relevant major/program 3'032 3.02 z , 1.10 6.04
.

Cooperative education A6181,** . -2 99 11.30** 5.16
IP*

program participation
7,7154Vde

,

,
Occupational work exper; L.-t'vr------A"';'5,36;:ry.'-:

.: 1,13i'.,-, ::.' .57
. ,

6.57

ience program -
.

. .

. - ._,

.
r

High =ho,/ graduate 18.96***-'. 3.39 1007 6.36 .

Postsecondary EXperience .

Attended Columbus Busi- 3.q9 '3.10 13.49** 6.67

ii ness.School:Wcjvate)

Attended a postsecondary - 7.80 5.37 -27.18*** 8.71

school
4.92

Completwl program,, 9.40* 17:52 6.86
..-,',

Grade pointa. 3.99** 1.83 :87 3.53'
--,

.
.

".--
Rele/ant major/program 11.8'4** ...3.16 14.43**4 5.55

Work Experience

4
Held at least one job 12.17*** 3.94 . 18.91*** 7.17

Number of prior jobs - .96! /. ..58 - .80 1.15

: '7.38** .3.12

': 9.01* 5.34

3.79 6.85

- 1.71 5.83

23.05* 12497

- 1.06 '.1?7.86

- 4.23
'

14.64* 8.67

2.36 8.65

8.7412.80

8.85** 3.88

2.54' 15.09

- 1.25 1.43

1O.10'
- .

.52 1.79

1.06 11.90

14.48**.* 5.50

Months of prior work '.03 .67 -. .06 .12

\..... Held only public Jobs 4..33( ,5.66 ;H 9.82 10.34 7

.. >,.'llel.d a relevant Job 605*** 2.26',,, 5.96 4.24

4
, Number of quItsb - 2.48*** .,64 ,:,7 2.13**

Gap in employment - 1.66 2.21 - 6.92

record

Skills and Other Characteristics

Typing Speed 1.12*** .10 .31

Number 9f Machines

Eligible for TJTC .55 1.99 - 2.89

Beferred by friends .21 1.6,7 - 4.04

Number of spellinqerrors - .07 .71 - 1.51

Sloppy application -12.99*** 2.4) - 6.12

`.1
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1.01 - 2.36* 1.37

4.30 4.21 ,, 10.56

.22
--

-- .01 .06

3.75 3.03 4.61

3.14 1.26 5.93

1.26 .30. 1.67

.4.92 - 4.61 7.33



TABLE 9-- Continued

Occupation
1

.Clerical Retail I Machine Trades

Standard I Standard Standard

Variable Estimate Error Estimate. Error I Estimate I Error

FIRM /JOB CHARACTERISTICS

Firm Characteristics

Formal probationary 15.14*** 3.65

,,period

Difficulty of firings -12.65*** .2.74

Fer-centage reference - 4'.19***

checks

Typical number of, ,..96*** .18
Interviews/opening

Size of firm -.2.65*** .66

Job Characteristics

Hours of training

Firms providing,general
training, d.

Typical starting wage

Higher level of
re0onsIbIilty- ,

RATE4:',QUAkACTERISTICS

Mai'
Black

Stiff meMbeik'
personnel '2

Has/shares hiring
authority

College graduate

Age (In years)

Age over 45

OTHER

Seminar leader

Sequence number

A

-' .00 .01

-23.79*** 3.46

3.69***

6.65***

1.13

2.53

+-

,150 2.21

22.57*** ' 2.73

5.98"' 2.45

- 064 2.59

11.51*** 2.27

.01 .12

- 20.87*** 3.75

10.50**
4
.09

4.34

.18

4.56 4.67 5.03 6.27,

Ja.

R2 .4701 .2637 s .3617

n 1122 487 302

81.71 71.22 81.13'

a

b

C

rl

Set to mean for nonattendees. ,

Possible reasons were "quit "was lald off," "Ipft,.for .better

Job," "was temporary Job," tback to school," or "left to took:

for full-time job." A
._.

Sot to mean for machine trades applicants.
Variable = 1 if employer reports "a great deal" cr "Ave"
documentation or paperwork required to discharge one employee; i'.7,

0- otherwise. UP

".

Significant at the .1C level.
** Significant of the .05 level.
*** Significant at the .01 level.
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Two characteristics of the applicant's postseCondary school experience

affected his/her employability rating. Except fox iathine trades, haVing a

relevant major in postsecondary school had a positive influence on employ
,/

ability. The applicant's grade point average in postsecondary schools had a

significant influence in the clerical and machine trades occupations, but no

influence in the retail trade job. Again, retail' employers examined the rep

utation of the school as indicated-.bythe significant coeffiCient for Columbus

Business School. Whether the applicant attended Columbus Busines College,

'however, was At significant for the-.plerical job.

Certain aspects of prior job experience were important determinants

of employability ratings. Having had a job had a positive influence on the

hiring pribrity index for all occupations, but the effect was significant for
1-1

only' the clerical and machine trade positions. If the job was related, the

effect was statistically significant for the clerical and machine trades jobs.

Employers do pay attention to the "reasons/for leaving" information on ap

plications,as witnessed by the significance of the variable, "number of quits",

T.)

in all three occupati61. -,The amount ofTrevious experience is a dieect cor--

\ relate with employability in the clerical and machine trades models, although

neither coe4ficient on numbers of months.of work-experienee were significant.
..,

The attributes of having held jobs only in

i
t e publid sector and having

gaps In the employment records were not important. for any occupatiqn.

As might be'expected,..typing speed wAS a highly significant vaqable for

clerical jobs. For two otherwise identical individuals,)being able to type
) , _

fifteen worrqiYper minute faster gives an applicant an advantage of over 17

points, which is approximately 20 pwcent of the mean rating for that occUpa-.
A

tion. Typing speed was almost significant for the retail emploYers,, but the
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size of the effect was only about onequarter of what it was for clerical

jobs. Typing speed was not provided. on the applicatiqn fora machine trades

S

job, but rather a list of. machines with which the applicant could operate was

given. The list of machines was as follows:

Lathe
Grinder
Drill press
Milling pachine
Boring pill
Saws:
Shaper

The variable "number of machines"-is used in Machine trades analysis, and

turned out to be positive, but not significant.

Being eligible for a targeted jobs tax credit was not significant in any

the models, nor was having friends at the firm.

4.2.3.2 Firm/job characteristics. As noted shove* the group of clerical

occupation seminars wasthe only one with enough respondents to estimate reli

ably the influence of either firm/job characteristics or personal characteris

tics of the rater on employability. With respect to the firm, perhaps, the

most striking regult is the size and strength of the general training vari

ahrg-- It As clear from this estimate that employers are very carefUl n their,

hiring lAciFions when most or all of-the skills that are taught on the job are

,transferable. As in the models previously discussed, the difficult of

-,17

I

7

ing, percentage of time reference. checks are made, number of interviews/

openingsithe starting wage, and the probationaryrperiod variables are all

statistically,significant, but the sign on the probationaFy'.geriod variable

jas

e

become',positiv More respeOsibilities in the job descriptiqn causes a

in the ratings. . 7significant reduction

64
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4.2.3.3 Personal characteristics of the respondent. As with the pre
.,

vious models discussed, race,'being a staff member of a perSonnel department,

a
and age were significant explanatory variables in the clerical equation. The

educational attainment of the rater was also a positive and significant fac

tor, which the models previously discussed. Finally; hiring authority was

negative and,sex was positive, but they were not significant factors.

4.2.4 Transformation of the dependent variable to remove scaling effects

The dependent variable for the,analyses reported in the 004vious sections

-

is an index number from a scale of 0 to 200. The instructions noted that

.4
scores of 50 and 1.50 represented the scores:that the respondent would have

assigned to the worst and best individual hired by the firm into that job at

the time of hire. Furthermore, 100.repreosented the,score for the average

> ,

hire. '4evertheless, this "hiring priority index"-is a variable metric t

depends on the particular standards of the firms and\ as shown in the a

sis, on the characteristics of thevespondent.

To'address this scaling effect, the models were reestimated using as the

dependent variable, a Ztransformation of the hiring priority index. In gen

eral, R2's rose slightly and the signs and significance of the parameter es

timates on the applicant characterisrics-remained-approxima ely the same. The

stability of the results tends to' confirm the analysis; the significance and

signs of. the. appli2ant characteristic effects dO not result spuriously from

alternative scaling-by the respondent. The precise estimates from these

models. are available from the author.

N
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frequency

ear 0

4

50 10 , 200' rating

Figure 3: Different'meang.but sin4la variances

in ratings distributions.

Transforming theydependent variable resuLts in model estimates that un-

derscore the:ImpOnce of certain,schoo]. experience and work experience vaii-.

ables in explaining the hiring priority index, such ,as having a high school

diploma,' secondary and postsecondary grade point averages, participation in

j
cooperative educatio programs, work experience, relevant Work experience,

number of, quits, sloppiness of application, ,and so forth.

Of course, the Z7transformation does not capture 'systematic diff4renceS

in ratings caused by certain characteristics. of the job or the. firm. As noted

in the previous analyses, firms w+th probationary ,periods and fiims where-the

'typical new employee receives mostly general-training tend to have stiffer

fir-ring standards. 4 In such cases, the distriVUtion of ratings may have similar,

variance, but a,lower meau. However, this"is not captured in the trartSformed

dependent variable models. Figgie y3 rn ICegl,this situation, showing that em7

ployer l's ratings are systematically higherthan employer 2, but the variance

In their ratings distribution is similar.

e,
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4.P.5 Estimates Using a Fixed Effects Model

The results in the pi-evious sections of thie chapter were estimated from

the following model:'

(6 )7 Si.* = a + + +.b3Zk + b4YiZk -r eijk

The variables in (6J were define4rinthe beginning of section 4.2 above. But,i

the important-thing for this disqva,sion is that,the subscripts index applicant

fT5z
i, employer j, and rater k..\ One '6f the assumptiona used in the estimate's is

that.the covariance matrix of the error term is. diagonal, or in'pther words,

Ito

the errors are uncorrelated across employers and apOlicants. But in fact,

each application was reviewed by approximately'a dozen employers and each

employereviewed approximately thirty7five appfiatioA. Thus, abetter

model might be as follows:

Sijk = a + blXj +.132Yi + b3Zk + b4YiZk + ui + vj +

. Where ui, vj are error terms associated With application i and-

employer j (or rater k)

wij is an independent 'error term

ff.

An argument for decomposing the error term in (6)'into three terms which

, .

inc ude an employer compbnent vjA.s. that there may be systematic, unobservin.,

e effects pertinent to the employer that are,_not captured in the Xi7pr

Zk vectors. It is assumed that these effe'ets are distributed narmaIly with

:,zero mean. The case for the4pliCant error component' i 'less clear,
. /at
...

since the applicant data is simulated and.each employer. who saw a, particular

applicant sawn the same application form..; We will thePefassume thatul.

= 0, ..and the model becomes the following:

(8) Sij = a + blXi + b2Y1. + b3Zk. + .b4YiZk + vj + wij
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To estimate the vj, we ssumed no correlation between:vj andY4 and,

estimated (8').
f _

(8') Silk, = a + b2Yi + vj + wij.

Table 10'shows the results'bf this estimation over the full,semple.

t,'

In the far left column; Ehe'parameter-estimates for.. the
!,0.

Yi variables from

'Fk.,
i,-

..;. ..:`

a model estimated vier the full sample are, presented.
. .

thd center cOltimh;.:,

'.-,-estimates of the following model are presented:

(9) b2Yi eij,

That
the hiring priority index is estimated over the fullSample, using

only the variablef OhatVary with the applica9ts. As would be expected, the

estimated-132 parameters tare very close in magthtude to the estimates rer

potted in the first column (else theYi woul correlatA0 with the Xi or

Zk variables). 41,

The right-hand.column represents an estimate of equation (8') by using

, -

individual dummy variables for each employer. The parameter estimates on

thesie:dummies become estiftiate'sof vj: Nineteen of the fiftyrsix estimates4-

are significantlY-different'from 0, and the F-test of the estimates' being.

jointly differe t from..0 is highly significant. The extreme rise in R2 ftom

column (2) to ( indicAes -tha6 most of the variance in the" data can be ex-'

plalned by "between- respondent" Variation. Furthermore, the fact that the

A;

R2 in oolumn (1) is only .09 points higher than column (2) indicates til;t

thefleimr.jobcharacteristicsand,.theemployer attributes capture only'a small
:;;;--

4 share of th 7betqeen respondent" variance.,
.

k,.'

'
Therelative stability of the coefficients across the various models and

.
\

.4!)

the discovery of the fact that a Verylarge share of the variance between em-

pLoyabiIity ratings is explained by employer differences indiIates that we-
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TABLE 0"

ESTIMATES FROM F1)(kD EFFECTS MODEI_

Variable

Intercept

'Sequence Number

-(1) I -(2)' I (3)

Estimates.in Model
Of Hiring Priority
Index that Include

Job and Rater
Variable0

-13.82

ti .03,

2.20. '''.Attended Wehrle High School
(parochlal)

/Attended Upper Arlingt6-
High School' (Suburban)

'High school, grade point..

Relevant high schO0( -program

Graduated from high school,

Cooperative eduCatIve program

Attended CoJumbus Business,

College

Postsecondary grade point

Relevant post'soondary;'
program

Completed prograM

Held at left

Ntjmhs,o

/' Number
work ex

''IAtIsd a rel a t oh

Held all puhq1c-lobss

Number of quits .1*.\,

Gabs

Ing speed

Eligible for'TJTC

Referred by friend

Spelling'errors

Sloppy application
2R2

1.89

6.'27***

17.70***

5.74***

3:61. :

3.90***

7.45***

1.84

10.90***

4. .45

Es'timateS' In Model

of Hiring Priority.
Index Wi*hout
Job or Rater
Variables

4.72***

7.67***

17.26***

5.77***

2.53

Estimates in Model
of Hiring Priority

Index with
Employer DUmmies

2.17 2.26

4.72***

7.67***

17.26***

5.77***

2.53

°- N/A

.04-

-2,013

'., 5.00***

6.24***

18.45***

6.03***

1.91

P

3,94*** .

4.31***

,,6.44;** 7.26***

....

. 2.32** 2.3311!___

10.161** ' 9.90'**

- , .47 - .38

Index Wi*hout
Job or Rater
Variables

fg

oes,

aCoefficients on job /rater variable's not shown.

* Significant at .10 level.
** Significant at the .05 level.

*** Significant at the..01 level.
m

2.17 2.26

1491

fg

Estimates in Model
of Hiring Priority

Index with
Employer DUmmies

°- N/A

.04-

-2,013

'., 5.00***

6.24***

18.45***

6.03***

1.91

P

3,94*** .

4.31***

,,6.44;** 7.26***

....

. 2.32** 2.3311!___

10.161** ' 9.90'**

- , .47 - .38

fg



nave derived a powetfui wodel,f6r-expiarnleg the effect of applicant dhar-

acteristics,,on employability ratings from vviewing application forms and we

can have confidence in the magnitudes of the effects. In the next chapter'of

the report, We. examifie the influence of interview performance on perceived

employabilityt

.11
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5. EFFECTS OF INTERVIEW BEHAVIOR ON
EMPLOYABILITY RATINGS

5.1 ,Introduction

As explained in-chapter 2, one:of the seminar activities that employers

A95%.4

undertook was to view videotaped 4nterViews for enttifelevel jobs and to pro-
,

vide.ahiring priority index for each based on the interviews. Two sets of

:Videotapes were viewed. In the first set, cOnaisting of five different inter-

,

views, the job applicants had no gap in their employment records, but,,,various

,aspects'of interview behavior were systeiWicaly altered. The sequence o

behaviors was as follows:

'No negative behavior
Inappropriate appearance
Inappropriate language
Bad attitude.
-Poor nonverbal behavior

IIi

-

th second set (two interviges), the job appliCant had a six-month gap in

employm . the first interview, an applicant had used the time produc-

tively, while in the second, the applicant had not been tOOking for work nor

usidg the time product y.

The job description for .the position, that employers ere supposedly fill-
,

il

-

,

4, ing was the .samelone used in the applicatip ratings that had a higherdevel

--- _

of job responsibility. The interviewees in the'videotaped segment's were black

-a female for:the clerical job and a male for the retail and machine trade's

.

n'

The employers/were shown an applicatiOn. And were asked to review and

They were then shown, the first, videotapg0 interview ("no gapno"score'

negative behavior ") :and were asked to choose a score (hiring prl.ority,index)',
.

. .. .

)

basedon the applicant's interview performhnce. In addition, questidhs _about,.

'

the interviewee's preparation fora job Alqng sev-ral dimenftons were answered.

ta .

7.

8 3



lueu the employers were shown the second videotape (hp gap--inappropriate

.

appearance) and asked,to provide a score'and.toiltSpond the questions

aboUt job readiness. The procedure was repeatedfor all seven lideotaped
1'

interviews.

It is important to note that an attempt was made to hold everything con -

star;:, except for the. single'behavioral:changer For the interviews entitled

"inappioptiate appearance,!" the same script was used as in the "no,negative

. -

behavior "` interview, and aLa the oehaviotal mannerisms were kept the same, but

the job eandidats were dressed differently.::- In the clerical inteOiew, the

candidate wore a blouse was unbuttoned at the neck and had on no jewelry;

wile in the other segments, she yore a suit And had on a necklace. In the

retail interview, the cand date had' on a shkrt as opppped to a'three-piece

ior tue mac:nine cc interview, the candidate in the "inappropriate

appearance" segment had4oh'-a hue-piece suit, while he wore a shirt in all

the other segments. For "poor nonverbal behavior," the applicant's appearance

and the script were the same as in "no negatil6 behavior," but the ac and

actress exnio±t-ed i.lyness, aprvou3ne3s, And pc.h:t eye conLadi.

In the "inappropriate language" and "badattitude" interviews, the ap-

plicants' -appearances and behavior nnerisms were the same as in.thefinog

negative b.Jia.iicr- r;,2gments, but,..he scrlpts were slightly altered to convey
.

.the lame information, but to add slang terms, poor diction, 'poor grammar in

the firgt case and a, references to "the man" and to make negative coma.

ments about previous 1 y s and teachers in the secon0 case*

401

In the second set of interviews, the first job applicant explained away

a six -month employment gap-by saYiag that the time was speniff training an
4 ,

*The, precise scripts are provided in appendixB:.

iff
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,

(relevant) voluntary work, while ?Tii4hefwaolid scenario, the applicant indi

cated

4 mannerisms,

cated that the time was spent frivolously ona "1 t fling" before working.

All other aspects of the intervieWappearance, ;,' avioral ,eye

contact; and grammar--were as identical as possible for the two interviews. ,r

The results from. the interview ratings were, quite interesting. Despite

the factfact that the individdalls training, education, and work experience we

unchanged across the interviews, the interviewee's- behaO.pr/sppearanat

*

ficantly affected employe6' responses to the questidt4f.how'ifrepare for

job they felt the job candidates were withlrespect to education/training

and work experience. The employers reacted quite strongly and ively.to

the "inappropriate language," "bad attitude,"

interviews. The hiring priority indices were cut by almost 50 percent -es,J
,, ,.' ,

compared to the "no negative behavior" interview. The
,employerS reviCted neg

,-,..

atiVely, but to , lesse tent to the 'inappropriate appearAnce" .interview,

-----

. ,? ,: , ,

(

but were not con3isten tterreasons why. It was'as if they felt there,

.r:- f

was ghfng negative t
k
omet ve didate they werewatch4g, but thv tbuide

. L
p.. -,

not id9ntify it. tn'TaCt, the. ra g Tdr'appearanc, Was higher far the "in-

- is

---,

. t.
,

.-

J
appropriate appearance" interyiewthan 'for the-"nosnegatie behavior" for a

...----- ,N,,:1; JO

and "poor.nonverbal behavior"

number of respondents.
-I/

'go
;

An examination o the results4a the sectinAftt of interviews, where

r

there was. an employmeet.gap/to,explaAn, e onStrates thatthe first-interview
J1.

, ..1 ` if
.. f,, . Ac ' ,

. ..... t 'wily ,a "good" explanation led. to a rating that- %dr slightly higher' even than

ki-r 8 .'."-.'-'''''''.7.-`n,.../...7. ,---

.N%

0 ,

Ai
'

,.

the ."no gap--no negat e behAVIor" rating. The ''poor" eXplwItion,v4apa g.

'olv/44-A.

. 'L ifbcomparispn, waWsi ifica-tTy more negative: .

The data will, discussed in more detail, in. the fallowing sections.

73
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)
5.2% Effects of Intervl Oehaviorew

.Therfirqtthing to note is that the hiring'index given the applicant
7 .

after the first videOtaPe of the interview was consistently higher/; In the

index derived from a review. of the application form. For the'ktoirst.''Set of

interviews ( "no, employment gat()% the median *ore for the ratingbasedoin a
l

41:c.iri of the application was!ip, whereas after the "no,negative hehavior"
'

-

take, the median rating was 115.' (Means were 102.33 and 119.71, respect/ye-
t-

ty ) In fact, forty of the' fifty -six employers (71 Percent),'. increased their

-s

rating based on the videotape* peKformance7hwetve.responded With no-change:44_,

two reduced theft ratingLand two ,had invalidatai
..._ -

, T'''',

The effets of'4he dilferent%behaviorS iritthe First set. of interws
.) .0.'

, .. .
y

on the hiring index is shoWnLiatable 11. The second column of the table * ...
, .

:,

.,, 1 ad -fta Les :i_he mean r g that:emptoyers gave the applicant based W tlie
,,.

, ,

interview, ,while the.column.on ehe-Jarright indicates What pertent, of Ithp
p- ,,,, .* , ,

employers' would hire re individual conditional 611 h*ving :a svitablopening.
4- ,74 , .

- , , .

Ifsing'both of these -data, It cap be observed that the 'Oappropriate.language"

and "bad attitude " videotapes significantly reduced the applicant'S chance of

being offered a lob, Compared to the benchmark "no negative behavior" inter-/

0.eW, the mean rating dropped frow about 120 tb 73 and 54,.-and the percentage

..
.-

who would hire given a opening drppped from 93 perc*tto 19 percent and 2
\

percent.- The videotape segment in which the role player exhibited "poor
$t

nonverbal behavior resulted lnWhiring indices 4ich were lower t.hanthe
.
"no

;
.

-. . .

n gative behavior" videotape also. The mean dropped frim,12.0 to 7,5_, and

4/

*These.percemtages rotiOly validate. *ale pre tlpreted in hitpri-
ority index questiOnt The.'index was standardtzed by anchoring a seore,of 50

to ."worst hire,'"-.10b-to tte "average hire" and 150 to the "besu hire."

ly, if4he Iespondent gave a score of 1
1

00 dr gieatery.then the ex-.

atiovis that (liven anopo they would offer -a.4Ob to the divtdual.

. 1 ----1

. ..,../
,0

74
\ AO

86 . !rt.
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TABLE 11

EFFECTS OF INTERVIEWEE BEHAV I OR ON EMPLOYABILITY
RATINGS AND INTERVIEWER OP I NI ONS ABOUT JOB READINESS

gar

''Prepara'tIon for Job

PercentageHighly ':.,Moderatel y Not

interview Mean App 1 !cant Prepared Prepared Prepared That Would

Characteristics' Rating Characteristics. Hire

5 4 3 2 1

,No Gap - -No

Negative Behpv !or 119.71 Educe& lOn/tra i n I ng. 4 ' 27 24 '1;' 1

Work exper lance 6 28 201, 1

Appearance
Grammar
Attitude
Personal ft y

15 27 11 1

16 31 8 1

19 31 '61'

19 29 7 .

No Gap--1 nap pro-
pr I ate App&arance

109,91 Education /training
Work experience
Appearance
Grammar '.

Att I)-ude

Personality

6
7

12

16
19

21

26
31

18

19

15

20

23
1.6 .

12 .'

20
15

14

8

.92 9 .4

Fa " 86..8

No Gap-= I nap peo-

pr i ate La nguage

73.09 Education /training
Work e4er i ence
Appearance
Grammar
Attitude
Personality

3 f3 31 6 w ; 1

5 15 .e.33 .2 1

1k i26 12 1

(
81 34 14

5 17 23 9

4 29 1.9

.No Gap--Bad
At t4pde

No Gap-=Poor
klonvliba I

Behav I or-

54.31 Education /training
Work experience
Appearance ,

Grammar
Attitude
Personality

75.23 Education/training
Work 6>cpeelence
Appearance- ,

tr
Att
Personality

2. 12 24 11

3 9,7, 23 13.

13 24 14 4

,,25

3 17
6 12 28

, 5

7

22

36,

14

185 %

1.9 %I

2 16 28 . 6...

,4 18,3 26 5

t4

2251, 107

17...3 fp 3

I. . sl

iApp;icant

Ch*acteristics

Educ./training
Wprk:experience

, Appearance-
Grammar
Attitude

nality.

,Percentage that
,would hire

TABLE 12

_ .

INDEX .OF .

INTERVIEWER RATINGS OF :Mil' R,EADINES,F".

BY INTERVIEWEE BEHAVIOR AND 6HARACTEAUTICS

22

.2
1

2

3

9

No,Nega0VaInap.propridt
Behavior Dress

tg

8

38.9 %

am,

nappropriate
Language

Bad

Attitude.

Poo,le Nonverbal

Behavior

t

3.61
3.71
4.04

4..11

if) 4.13.

.4.09

93%
s

3.20
3.51 3.20

3.43 4.0/

3,93
3,78 2.33

87%

2. 6

2.91
20, 8
1.84 7,

1.69,

1.46

"1.96

3.19

3.3

3.27

19% '2% 39% ,-#

IP
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percentage that would hire decreased from 19 vercent to about#40 perwit The

t4k1'
ppropifAte amiearance" interview seemed to have just a slight:'negative

h
.

effect. on the employers.. .;;The mean rating drapped,to 110 as compared to the

"no negative tehavior" mean of 120 and the percent that would hire the job,

seek..iegiven an opening was 81 percent as compared to 93 percent.
. ,

T.e employers ire asked-t.6 rate the interviewees for their job readiness

t to six characterisicsieducetion/traiding, irk experiene, P-
P

grammar- ;.,attitude, and personalitiafte each viewing 9f thevideo=

with res

vu,rance,

The full frequencies of

)

4
these ratings are Shown i middle columns

of table li. The scale that was used ranged fr614 5 (highly

prepared) ,to 1 (notiprepare . As seen in the table,-the in idual being

X 7

interviewed was co:insistently rated somewhere iween moderatelyiand highly

isi _ .

'prepaced for all chiltiicteelstiis in the nu negativ7 behavior" tape. Visual

. -

-,
lnspec On of the' distrlbUtions ind

.

a . ' . , '-)
..na. iI'

41-
_p j

'righd- or.the.foer. subsequent videotapes In w i e-nega ve attribute
%,... 'i.,7.-Se

.,:: . 0
yO in roduced;

hey "$hift to the

Lar.o,aap.e";-an

Table

thieshift 06 particularly naticeabl

Ad e" perormances.
4

e mewatings bolt each

ics. for each of the interviews. It is

,
:far thet-inappropriate

of the applicant characterit=

inyeTeAting to note that range for

''the r:Itlag for educatfon/icia ng and workasexperolence was almost a three-

quarters of a pointand I point, respectiVely, despi.te the fact that ,the

\_
k

I

AO

44

tontent of they kntecv w with respect to these haracterisgtiesitwas kept the
t,

ie'

.,

-same 4cvss the 'different tapes. Tnis confirms_ the hypOthesiA tbat:,anem- %
.'N

oyier's' negative assessment of a Jot) candidate along single dimension can

affect the assesownent a.lngother alme.nto66..

r.



The rating for gramml 1.69 in the "bad attittid ". tape was lower

than the mean rating of 1.$9 -in,t4e "inappropriate language" tape. Further-

'more.; the job applicant was rated as haVing a lower 11-vel...of readiness in

0
,

.
, )

terms of personality in this interview segment than in the gaped interview

-which was intended to exhibit personality deficiencies, that .1.4 the "pod
,

,,,. _a ,

, r-

,.- "',is, .-

nonverbal behavior' interview (1.96 as compared to 2,39). ,

4,--'\

w

t

Just as the theory provided in the previous chapter_suggests that there

should be interaction effects char cter4pt#,y. of the job arid rater

with the characteristics of an appli ant provided,l_ap application corm,
,

.

the'theory would also suggest tharc' such interactions should occur )for.a candies
_ . '

1..

date's assessment- resulting from an 'interview. This, 'tt is neceasaryttO loOk

. ,

at the job-readiness assessments And inclinaEfris to larlseparately-for each
1....1..

occupation and ac Ater characteristids.

TabLe 13 pre

1, .
.3

is the mean employabfl ty*ratirigs and hiring pe ?enta

for the i erviewees:disa gregated across, the threelDcCupatibna._ Later tabletI $
.

,

, ,
g , A. ,

.

reseat--1.- saggregated bY:va ous 'characterise-ids-of\ the em-

i

ploers. Eac -five row4,.in the table corresponds to a beha oral modi-14

N 4

A , ,

IficAtioti, in the 'first set of five interviews.
... ,

7,,.

,i,

S ge sizes get very thin in "some fthe

r 1 notable results stand out. Firs -of' all, lit is the case that't "10
..,.

..i-,

p
A

w . i

cells .,of this table, but sev-
i....1.

),

. ---,-----.,

. .r
attitude" 41erview is alwab7s'

,

the 1

remarkably consistent across the threa.46ccupavions. For the c

/

st rankddliWyvield'he
e.

dents, the percentage that Auld hAre it 0.0 percEnt

y rtgs are

on
w

d the retio-0.4the
e 4

mean rating for the "bad zt,ritude"-Ca.
. .

idace to thvean Tating'kr t
al,.;,

w ,

6,,_.
. ,

negatfve behavior" tap .454.. FO',6 reta 1 trade, tme',Terelzlivis
,

1".
.11S

V

'77

a
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. 4. . C .,
..t.

') 1 `,._ rk"t21-11., .111:1 the ratio of the mean ratings Is .44. Finally, foicmachine

trades, the ,hering percentage ds 11.1 percent (1' out of and the ratio et

the mean rating i 48.

MEAN EMPLOYABI
BY INTEp

TALE 13.

ITY\ RATINGS AND HIRING PEIF AGES,

EW AND, OCCUPATION OF TH.ff" dOB r

InterviisiP

Occupation'

No negative
behaior
, n4propriate
appearance
Inappropriate
language

Bad attitude

nonverbal-
behaviore ,\

Mean
Rat ipsg

ClOiScal
PereenI hat"'

W90. Hire

- Retail
Me gh Percent. That
Rating Would Hire

Machine Trades
Mean, Percent That
Rating Would Hire

122.59 A.;, 90.9.

109.04 92.9
de,4

73:58 t5.2

54.91 0.Q

80.06' .40.6

11.79

86.43

60:36

49.64

55:9

.4

92.10 122.78 100.0

ido.0

91:c 44.4
_i.

41

448V-- 75.0'

dor" dandidates
e

For t4 former, the

i 4

4
The ":14pproprate appearance" and..--*o

, ---- , ,

(were ,artj:cularly penall. ed by the retail emplOyers.
'

v

:lig-tropped fro 111.8 to '86.4 a'nd

dAreased m.'93 percent to 64 percent for

bal

the percentage /that wou, hire
,)-J3t(t,

r employers. As seen tn

the tab the- inappropriate -appearance" interview did not'adversely affect,
*.41

,
I

* S4
t.: inlet clerical' or,machine trad employer. In the se. of. the ittatkine

-,,

. )(trades interview, it shogd be recal ed that "inappropriate appearance" was

,' stdged with't andidate bein i a three-piece suit, and in fact, this
7V

"increase loyers' kis es sments of le candidat For 'the "ppor oaf<

ef 9verbal be for" ajdidate, the ratSngs for r-the joh/a3 fo retail
. f

1 A -

emplOyers "dropped almost as locas thy! "bad attitude"01.'ndi&te (55.91 com-

pares to 4 .64): ''',Decre es ,in ratings" else occurr sin the elerfcg and

macHkr a dos., ca es, -but the slSes were not ne ly as dramat



\-.

The, effect of,the '.1:11a
,.,

16-
rtca}.Wand :retail- reirlpl O

.
ti'y

appdpriate language,
.

to "no n
-;,.

, .4-,,i

and 44e hiring percenta
^-
dfolkped

.

,,,..

--- ,;- 1 , Is, ,

gie ,

.- respectively., But thisi4texvivw had less of an*vers -effect on machine
-K. . ', el' .. ''

-trades employers. The ratio of meah'7"tings is'.74.1and the hiring percentage
. ,

..-

.

,k0 Age,..intervieiwas 'suit filar for

he***ttlp:Ar e4mea ratings lqr "in-'.

kiaviot" Were .60 ;ar ,54,:respedtively

'V,!,,, ,- ,' '-

91' to 15 percent an to 8-percent,
--\

O

f`

drop*d from 100 to 44 percent.

These results imply,thatearance and nonverbal behavior are relatively

more Lmpon.taqt signals for retail employers.than for individuals hiring ma-
,

chine trades or clerical applicants; language is a key signal for clerical

and retail employers as compared to machine trades employers; andthat bad

al.

'attitudes (as manifested by 01, actor4 in the videotSped interviews) affected

, Pat

ft., )
3 c-

'V
.--..,.,

...the eMplwers in ArextreMely negative way that was quantitively similar
. .

across Occupation. :er

.,(,Irk table 14, the job-readinesa ratings are displayed by occupation. Re-°

0: .,

l ''Callingtha the education /training and work experierce ;ithe job candidate

did nolichange acrloss' the five job ioandidates
*i

, it is interesting to note that

c,

the.joh-readiness'assessments along these two dimensions del'creased!jor tWp
;

..

"inapp'r priate language," "bad attitude," and "poor nonverbakbehavior" inter-

views, tic arly for clerical a,. machine rade employ4`.s. Generally, the
.,

most draltatic\ changes in the job- eadiness rate ngs cdrresponded teethe be-
_

haviorarstimultat: For erica and retai applican/ ts, appearance was rated
',--,

.

Lowe for the inappropriate apPea 4,ce." candidates. Again the three-piece
,;

4tlit;was favOlyd by the machine employers ,(a mean rating of .'*,;,p),,the.,..y.7.
r.

appropriate appearan segmen as co eared to 3.89 in the "no negative

behavior" segment). rarer was rated lowest for the "inapkOpriate language" .,e,....--

1.

, .
0 .k

.
iw.

P'' ,,) 79
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Lien el

Education/ or topear-
once Creamer Attitude

intorwlaw

tw-a.gative

Training parlance

3.70 3,69 3.94 4.18 4.21

I ot.o

mpo4,r,co 3.81 3.56 3.47 4.19 4.27

3.2.4 3.42 4.37 2.00 2.19

0:1itCW I

2.49 4.19 1.76 1.78

bo, Ai I . - -
11.41 .3.56 3.64 2.64

.

, die for Job-readiness was as follow: Highly.
Prepared-57=

TAOLEI4

MEAN J08- READINESS RATING. 80
INTERVIEW AND

OCCUPATION OF THE 208

9

11Urn mean ION redes
Nora wore EW- Appear-

Grammer Attitude
roar

salty
person-
allty

EqueavfOnt WeWx.Ek-
TfalnInA _parlance

Appear -

'ince Greaser

P06S0A-
Attitude_ 61181

ECuClalOrt/
Training parlance ance

4.15

4.29

2.69

2.03

'2.58

3.36

3.28

.25

3.25

3.08

3.71

3.64,

3.29

0 3.23

3.31

4.36

7.14

3.93

3.64

3.00

3.79

3.50

1.50

2.14

2.43

4.00

3.43

.2.57

1.36

1.92

4.07

3.50

2.79

1.86

1.92

3.67

3.67

3.00

3.11

3.11

3.78

3.78

3.33

3.11

3.33

3.89

4.56

3.11

2.89

2.78

4.11

444

2.11

2.22

3.22

4.67

4.76

2.56

1.33

3.22

4.67

4.67

2.67

1.89

2.22

Prepar40

Not
Prepred

4 2

6

TABLE 15

MEAN EMPL OYABILITY,4ATINGSAN62AiR,ii;IG PERCENTAGE'S., BY
INTERVIEW, OCCUPATION-OF THE JOB, AND RACE OF THE RATER

r '

4,
.mod OCCUOAtli

Interview and
Race, of the
E,7,ploycr r

Cier- ,Efli
... Ret Jr M Chine

Mean E proy.7,4PerCent
ability Rat%

12 .78

.

131.67

---
. 91.11

---
.1;9.4

*

'''

Trades
Tha

Would Hire

de

-.-7--
-1910:0

_-_

100.0

. -.--

44.4

.

.

---

K. fi.r

. -7-
/5.0 ,

Mean
abilityfilVtlha

EmptgW-.

4
4:p.00 -

'
.

.

148.75
105.04

J581425
'71:55.
4

' ,..1

w.- 4 .

1w00.

...

.1k!,

,,

710;?'

Percent= That
Would HI e ,ibillly

r-

,i1. ''
- 6,

'-e
. .

.

100.0 t
92.9 .'

1

.

' 25.0

14 *(3
.

-\ -....,

0.0
0.0

,..a,

.

1 0.0 .

4.5

Mean Emp1- Per.r.nt ThatM 4
Ratins' Wou 1-iire

W.. -i :- , -/:.
.... l',.21 c

'7,' ,wi-7 .

1ef
-

,.'''
:

J i
0.;- -- i

--.-

86..45' 64.3'

;:k
-4

;

--7.
:-.

-_-

60.36 7.7 ,

.

.

i --
' 49. ' 0.0

.

.

fr

55.91 '' 15:4 -,481

tc) NegatIvethavioi''
---1317k.k, :

Nonblack

Inappropriate' :

41

K.1

-

.

'''

)---54.04.

. ...91,.2,5

Appearance
,-

black
Nonplac

Inappropriate
Language

.0.1ack I

Nonb. lack, ,-.

-
B d AttifuOefA'

dC si

Nonbfack*
.

Poor Ncinyerba1 '.,

.

c

Noiekesit
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candidate by retail and machine trades employers and second lowest by cleri-

,

ca Job readiness in
%. terms of attitu4e was by far away rayed lowdst aft-tr.

.

. I

the "bad attJtude" interview in 'all three occupations. It was the intent of

iA 4
' ''$7: 14t,

the experimental design to have'the "poor nonverbal behavi atirview rep-

resent personality deficienCies,ond,ipld, personality,
; .

ted low for

'this interview relative to the onegatIve behavior" interview. BUi the

-'"empleyer'S in all occupations ersonality even ioWer,-%the "badotti-

.
In table. 15, the interview assessments are Alsaggregated by occupation

and/ race of the

tude" interview.

4

er. All jobcandidates.were black and, iprthetmore, the

"inappropriate. language" and "bad Otitude" interviews were predominantly.

flavored "AthOlblack English" (see appendix B), so we might.expratt a' racial

effect in:the ratings. The Cable does show tha did'consisfently rate

, interviewees hither than nonblacks, butz-the percentage chaklge in mean ratings
, 7

from interview to interview' re not gre,tly-different. For example,.the ratio

\-,Rs' t, 1.0
i.

,
/ t. .,

1.'

,

of the mean rating f the 'poor nbnverbal behavior" candidate to the-Mean

., - ., ./.-qs

/
. acing for thk "no nege-tiVe:. V.A.oxy,cadidate los 7.70 'tor black clerical
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There \does not seem , to be any' signif ictkit patt rn as to when. th ale br fe-
....., -,s-4, ; ,.. ..

3, - ',:, , ii,'
male mean .ratfng is higher.. For the three lowest. rAite

/ -A-
segments-

.... .

"-inappropriate language,( bad attitude" and "poor nonverbal bkhavior," the

mean rating for female raters .(especially 4.41-kerical and retail interviews)

tends to be lower than the males, but the hrirl.ng _percentages ate slightly

females have slithtkly higher standards, but are

the candidate the benefit o,f the doubt more often.

higher. This suggests that

more often willim±t to'4give

. .
TABLE 1 t..41i+

1NAN EMPLOYABILITY RATINGS H RING PERCENTAGES, BY ,.,
NTEFVIEW, OCCUPATION OF THE JOB'y AND SEX OF THE RATER ,

.,
t

1

, --,
--: Occupation' / 4

*1

In r-iew and
Ra cf the
Employer

Cler cal ti
,.,_ Retall.

.

Machine Trades -

1:Tertent Thai
Wire

Mean Employ -\sroYrcent I hat
ability REN-iti 41.o3ld Hire

.Mean Employ-
abiliV Rating

Percent I '''
Would Hire

Mean FRO oyi-
ability Ratingsy:11d

' , Nenat lye F h341 r
118.74''
127.31At)

gii 7
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114.06,
114.64
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In looking at the job-readiness rating across sex of the rater, it'is

interesting to note that females seemed to be more critical of inappropriate

appearance than were males. The mean job-readiness rating for appearance for

the' "inapprolsia-te appearance candidate was 3.67 and 2.50 for the clerical

and retail jobs,respectively, as rated by males. For females, the mean rat-
,

ings were 1.27 And (.88.

In'table 17, the interview ass sments are arranged by educational
6

I

attainment of the rater. Education is classified into college graduate and

noncollege graduate. For clerical\and mache trades applicants, the raters
1.

withOut a college,degree tended tb have Hi r standards of assessment, that

1

,.s tended to rate the job candidates low e employability scale being
,

..t. /F.

used. AgainAhip- is donsisten eAi
,

with the ssion estimates on this variable

..-,,..,,,,,, for the'employabtlity scores from agoplicert, 'ons-4

........

i:.=4,01. do . TA&E ,17 r-
.;_,..._

hi.A;?;
ilt .

MEAN EMPLOYABILITY. RATINDSAND 1-hRING PERCENT,AGES; BY
.,%a-1-.f OJTERVIEg, occuem*N.oF THE JOB, AND EDUCATIONAL ATTAIIIMOT,OF"THE RATER

')
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11400T of the
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Less th6rf
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Age effe e di4%,ayed in table 18.'- The age break-that was used in

the analySisiwa forty- five.. Raters over the age of forty-five tended to have

tougher hiri standards,'particularly in rating the clerical and Fetal' in-.

terviewees. Other interesting aspects of the data in the table can be seen in

examining the retail ratings. There is quite a wide discrepancy between the

mean ratings for the "inappropriate appearance" candidate hetween the two age

groups,.with-younger raters havi

t). note that the- raters o

r standards. Also, it is interesting

retail 'candidate lower t

group of employers analyzed for

,

rateddthe poor nonverbal behavior"

)1:'
a

"bad attttude"',canOidate: Ihis was the only

which this

4

occurred.

TABLE 18 , \
.)e

;'t., -.., ,
./ .

MEAN EMPLOYABILITY RATINGS FAD HIRIN4-PERCENTAGES BY

INTERVIEW, OCCUPATION OF THE Jo, AND ApE OF :THE. WER
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Interview, and ,-
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TABLE 19

,
MEAN EMPLOYABILITY RATINGS "AND HIRING PERCENTAGES, BY

INTERVIEW, OCCUPATION OF THE JOB, AND SIZE OF FIRM OF THE RATER

Occupation

Interview and
Race of the
Employer

Cler cal ,
Retail Machine-Trades

1Mean Employ-
ability Rating

Percent That
Would Hire

Mean Employ6=
ability Rating

Percent That
Would Hire

MeaneEmploy-
ability Rating

Percent that
Would Hire

No Negative Behavior

. 127.50
I&

.12.2)7

120.

112.96

74.13

74.38

58.38

53.48

88.38

78.54

.--.11

-.)

.

,

,

87.5

.91.7

100.0

91.3

14.3

16.7

0.0

0.0

37.5

43.5

.

.

..

120.0.0

110.00

100.00

84.17

80.00

*.42

60.00

46.67

40.00

55.56

4

'N

,

100.0

91.7

i

lelo.o

58.3

0.0

0.0 ,

0.0 .

-0.0

0.0

-16.7

.

'115.00

' 129.00

127.50

135.00

, 71.25

107.00

31.25

82.00

71.25

92.50

100.0

100.0

100.0
,

100.0

25.0

60.0

, 0.0

20.0

100.0

50.0

.

Less than JOU
employees
More than 500
employees -

Inappropriate ' . :

Appearance
Less than 500
employees

' More than '500
employeeS

Inappropriate
Language -

Less than 500
employees
More than 500
employees

Bad Attitude-
Less than 500
employees

e More than 500
employees

Poor Nonverbal
Behavior

Less than 500
employees
More than 500
employees

v.

In table 19, we look at differences in the ratings by size of the ettiploy-

.,

ers' firm as measured by number ofemployees.- There is a distinct interaction

between size of the firm and occupation. F`or the 'c1J6riCal and retail appli-

cants, small firms consistently rated die interiiews higher thanlarge'firms

(500 or moreemployees)°, but just the opposite occurred for the machine trades

applicants. This result is consistent with the hypotheses that large clerical

and retail establishments tend to have formal, personnel olicies, have large

flows of candidates to choose from, and are careful with new hires. For ma-

ine trades, however, there are much larger investments in training and thus

a larger cost for discharges. Furthermore, in firms that hire machinists,
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Ltic iirm Is Linked more directly to employees than-in retail estab-

lishments or firms with a high proportion, of clerical employees. Thds,.sma13,-

er firms must exhibit more -care in their hiring in order to be competitive.

The last job /rater, characteristic examined is'whether the rater is in

firmrs personnel department or not. These results are provided in table 20.

Agatu, the occupation or industry seems to have an influence on the results.

In the machine trades interviews, the raters who were not in a petsonnel

hillmeat tended to exhibit tougher:hiring standards for all interviews. This

accords with the firm size analysis above, where smaller firms tended to have

tougher standards, because smaller firms tend not to have formal personnel

staff. For the clerical and retail job, candidates, the petsonnel staff also

. -

rated the job applicants higher-in the "nnnegetive behavior".:and "inappropri-
.

1, ,tplie4r4Tice" tares, but for the other three segments wish more egregious

behavior anomalies, thepersonnel staff workers have become tougher than their

nonpersonnel counterparts.

TABLE' 20

.

,

MEA EMPLOYABILITY RATINGS A.Np HIRING PERCENTAGES, BY 1,

INILHviCw) , OCCUPATION OF, THE JOB, AND POSITION OF THE RATER)
. .

I 44
Oc upation

Interview and
Race of the
,m,,lovor

. 'Cler Cal Ret 11 Machine Trades
I Mean EmpFoy-
ability Rating

Percent That
Would Hire

Mean Employ-
ability Rating

Percent That
Would Hire

Mean Employ-
ability Rating

Percent Tha'
Would Hire

, e qive Behavior
In persbnnel 125.42 __..), 100.0 0 105.83, 1;00.0 128.33 -100.0 1

Nonpersonnel ° 12 0 82.4 115.00 85.7 120.00 100:0

Inappropriate -\
,

Appearance , i

In porsonnel (19.23 100.0 90.83 83.3 128.33 ' 100.0

Nonpersohnel f, 14.67 93.8 80.71 4 42.9 133.33 100.0

Inappropriate
I...riguage

0 , *

In personnel 70.39 15.4 60.83 0.0 105.00 66.7

Nonpersonnel 77.82 12.5 54.29 0.0 04.17 33.3

,5,;(1 attitude 4
.

n rsonnel 52.69 0.0 45.00 0.0 60.00 0.0

Nonp rsonnel 55%41 0.0 50.00 0.0 59.17 16.7

Poor No erbal
Behavior ,

In personnel 78.46 41.7 53.75 33.3 91.67 66.7,

Nonpersonnel 83.65 41.1 54.17 0.0 76.00 80.0
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04.4

`.1im'oetag interviewed, the ratings of the videotapes were intended to provide

Resides-observing reactions to the behavior exhibited by the-persons

OserVations about how emplOyers react Co informat learned in an interview

not shOWn specifically on the application form. In the seminars,'we

A ck-Ae to obtain these data using alternative explanations for a'six-muth,
N , V

P417);ment go,p. TT1;Ie dat are .,described in the next section.
,,

5,3

1

emplOyment gap n .an applIcant's employability ratings. The first set of data i.

old and "Poor" Explanations for a Six-Month Employment Gap

21 shis the effects'of a "good" or "poor" explanation about

. -

an

r.

provide the statistics from the "no negative behavior" in table 11 for compar-
, ,

ison iyivposesyialleavtl hiring priority index pir that videotape is 119.71 as

1 1

compared to' 118.16 for the first tape rOmthe second set of interviews
'

.44 4

"6-month gap-ygood explanation." For both of thes'e interviews, about 95 per-

Or

cent of the respondents indicated that they would hire the individual if a

suitable opening were availablel(it is slightly higher for the individual with

a gap). In terms of job preparation, the employers similarly felt that the

individual 'With the employment gap, but with a "a* explanation, was a

slightly better risk. The mean ratings for the two are as follows:

No Gap- -

No Negative Behavior

6-Month Gap- -

"Good" Explanation.

Education/training 3.61 3.71,

Work experience 3.71 3.61

Appearance 4.04

Grammar 4.11 4.23

Atticude 4.23 4.30

Personality 4.22 4.24

Five of, the attributes have

prepared), while work experience

higher'means (i.e.are rated as being"more

has a mean rating of 3.61 as compared to 3.71

for the interviewee from "no gap--no negative behavior" benchmark.
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TABLE 21

EFFECTS OF "GOOD" OR "POOR" EXPLANATIONS ABOUT AN EMPLOYMENT GAP

'ON Et4PLOYABILITY RATINGS AND INTERVIEWER OPINIONS ABOUT 40 READINESS

C

a.

In i

wwN

Mean Appliqent

Rating Characterlstics

Preparation for Job

Percentage That
Would Hire

Highly
Prepared
---5---- 4

Moderately
Prepared
---3---- 2

Not'
Prepared

No nela-

five 0.:414iiicir

1i9.71 Education2trainIng
Work experience
Appearance
Grammar
Attitude
Personall'4

4

6

15

16

19

19

27

28.

2T4

31

31

29

24

29
11,

8

6
7

92.9

6 - month gap--"good" 118.16 Education/training 8 23 24 94.5

exdqanatfon Work experience ' 8 2.5' 21

Appearance 21 24, 8

Gr6mmar 19 r 31 6

Attitude 25 23 8'

' Personality 22 24 8

6-month gap--"poor" 87.13 Nlucation/trairiing 9 19
1 35.2

explanation
Work experience 7 26 22 1

Appearance 19 27 9

Grammar 18 21 16

Attitude 3 '6 18 20 9 -

Perpnality 13 20 15 6 2

0

Having a "poor" explanation reduced significantly the desirability of the

job candidate. As compared to a "good" explanation, the mean rating dropped

*

from 118 to 87, and the percentage who would hire dedreased from 95 percent'

to 35 percent. The "poor" explanation affected the employer' opinions about

job 'readiness for all six attributes, but the most dr.astic effects were demon-.

strated irk attitude and- personality. The mean rating for-attitude dropped

from 4.30 .to 2.54 for the "poor" explanation.

Following are the mean.i.atings for the job readiness varie6les.from the

tapes' "good" and "poor" explanation for the employment gap:

6-Month Gap-

"Good" Explanation

Education/training
3.71

Work experience 3.61

Appearance
4.25

Grammar 4.23

\Attitude
4'.30

Personality 4.24

6-Month Gap-=

0 "Poor" Explanation
3.64
3.70
4.14
4.04
2.54
3.64
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Table 22 shows the effect of the gap with the "good" and "poor" explana-

tion by occupation. The "poor" explanation causes quite significant decreases

in all the occupations, but the decrease is especially large in the retail set

of interviews. The scripts usy for the "good" and "poor" explanations are

provided in appendix B to this report and an explanation for the toughness of

the retail employers is not readily apparent sinceithe stories that the appli-

cants tell are virtually identical across occupations. A possible explanation

for this phenomenon is that the recession during which the data were collected

was especially hard on retail sales and, as a result those employers reacted

I

harshly to the individual not even trying to get a job.

TABLE 22

MEAN EMPLOYABILITY RATINGS AND HIRING PERCENTAGES,
BY INTERVIEW AND OCCUPATION OF THE JOB

Interview

Clerical Retail Machine Trades

Mean Percent that
Rating Would Hire

Mean
Rating

Percent that
Would Hire

Mean
Rating

Percent that
Would, Hire

6-month

121.06 90.9 114.62 100.0 112.67 100.0

95.91 ' 46.9 66.15. 0.0 86.22 50.0

`Gap--"Good"
Explanation

6-month
Gap--"Poor"
Explanation
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In the final analysis, assessments of job applicants on the basis'of an

interview are far more subjective than on the basis of an application form.

The interpersonality dynamics of the interview situation can greatly affect

either party to the interview. Furthermore, the criteria that are used to

evalua,te the job seeker--personality and attitude, for instance--are highly

subjective in themselves. Adding to the uncertainty or subjectivity is the

fact that it is harder to control the context for the experimental' stimuli on

videotape than onlpaper. Thus, our attribution of the experimental outcome to
a

"personality" or "bad attitude" or "inappropriate language" should be taken as

suggestih rather than conftrma ory. Nevertheless, the videotaped simulations

did provide interesting conclu4ions about employers' behavior after (viewing)

personal contact with the applicant.

90
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6. QUALITATIVE DATA FROM EMPLOYERS.

6.1 Introduction

Part of the data collection effort that took place in the employer semi-
,

Liars involved a semistructured discussion period in which employers shared

their experiences and opinions about hiring youth dnd schooling. Appendix D'

provides a copy of the section of the questionnaire given to the employers

which t4s used as a guide for these discussions. These discussion periods

f
C $

,

were recorded and later transcribed for analysis purposes. A total of fifteen

hours of discussibn was used in the preparation of this chapter.

The major conclusions that can'be derived from these qualitative data are.

as follows:

s The data confirm strongly the results from the, quantitative data

analysis. Variables soh as'work experience, reputation of school,
participation in a COE program, number of quits, appearance, and
gaps in employment histories were mentioned several times as

important signals of employability. -0

Employers, with only a few exceptions, were generally enthusiastic
about cooperative education.

Except for co-op programs, employers were generally dissatisfied

with the school experiences of applicants. They perceived a de-

clining quality of instruction; a lack of,basic educational skills,
and an inattentiveness to the attitudes and skills necessary for
the world of work.

Several qualifications to the qualitative data merit attention. Flirst'of

all, the data that were collected were very much a function of the dynamics of

the group attending the seminar. Some employers were more open than others.

Some tended to speak out, while others did not engage)in the discussion will-'

ingly. Some employers tended to monopolize the discussion and offer persopal

anecdotes'. The leaders ,of the seminars attempted to minimize:their own inter4

vention, but occasionally tended to lead the responde as well.
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AqotherI.caveat to consider is whether
the opinions of the employers that

,
participated in the discussions'have general applicability. In other words,-

the4telectiyity Of. the employer sample may limit the, relevance of the -verbal

data obtained. Another sample of fifty-six employers might have very differ-,

ent observations to offer. Similarly, Vle setting or environment of the data

collection effort (atthe National Center for.Research in Vocational Educa-

may have conditioned the responses. Participatidg in an institution

perceived to be an advocate of Vocational education may have had a,Hawthorne-

.

rtype effect on responses by the employers present. Finally, technical prob- *

lems with the tape recording resulted in virtually being unable to use any

information from two of the (12) seminars.

Despite these,qualifications, this sample of employers may be assumed to

reasonably valid reflection of all employer's of young people. In the

first place, the frankness displayed by the participating elplaSrers lent

credibility to their statements. Secondly, the employers' discussions of

their own, first-hand ekperiences in hiring and employing youth appeared to

correspond and tie consistey± with the results of the statistical analy sis.

The transcripts were reviewed and comments were classified into the

following Categories:

Applicant Characteristics
--Work Experience
--Graduation frdm High School

School Experience
--Reputuion of the School
-School Interaction with Business
-Cooperative Education Programs

--Basic Education
--Adequacy of SchoOl's Preparation of Students for Work

-Other General Opinions about Schools

Interviews
--Attitudes
--Appeal-ance
-Interview Behavior
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o qther
1 --Applicant Testing
--Private Sector Training
--Job Performance
-- Influence_ot Tight Labor Market

r.

The remaining sections of this chapter present employers' comments as class'

fied into these broad.categories.
2

6.2 Applicant Chdracteristics

6.2.1 Work Experience

One of the few issues about which employers were unanimous. was the im

portance of work experience in determining employability. They were-very

explicit about the fact that they would choose someone with work experience

over someone with just classroom training. Some of their typical comments ,.

I
S61low:

A person who comes to us with a diploma and parttime work has a
better chance than a person with a diploma but no work experience. *

Well, experience is a very good teacher and if I had to choose be-
tween someone'who had two years experience as a machinest operator
and someone who just graduated from CTI or another technical insti
tute, I'd take the.person with the experience, becausA thei,atmosphere
is different. There is really no substitute for that experience.

This is because the type of equipment we make is sophisticated--
why we lean toward the experienced person. It's been our

experience that some of the people we have hired do not have the
skill level that some other people have. We have a tuition refund
program that they might want to take advantage of. They pay for it

and we reimburse them 100 percent if they get C 'or better, and

rarely do any of therdtake advantage of it: It's amazing.,

One of the employers enpouraged applicants to cite even babysitting jobs

or parttime jobs:

I stress attendance when we recruit in high,school. We did at one

time go to the high schools and check on them. W. no, longer do that
because the beard of education no longer supplies us with that
information. But I do stress attendance in school. And then I ask
them to jot down any babysitting jobs, or any parttime jobs' that
they have had Which would be- an indication that tiley've been re

)
sponsible,

14
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As noted in the analysis reported in chapter-4, work experience is

definitely perceived in a.positive Tashion,4 but too many jobs or a lot Of

"quits" 'detract frdm the applicant. One employer noted:

Now some of these quit, (quit; quit--some of these, I don't think.'

would pick out an applicant that quit that many times. There's gOt

to be a problem there.. I don't think I would want to spend my time

on somebody that quits all the time. So that has a very negative ,

impact'.

6.2.2 [Nigh School Graduation

In the few instances in which.it was discussed, employers were willing to

consider hiring dropouts, particularly if their aptitudes were high or they

had relevant work experience:

Retailer: If it is for sales, we will give them an-aptitude test.

There is a minimum score requirement so that they cannot claim you're

discriminating because of age, sex, or color. We tell them to begin

with that it Oesn't make any difference whether they area high

school dropout or a, college graduate. We hire on aptitude and that

is it.

We prefer, oficourse, a high school diploma but work experience has

certain advantages over the completion of education.

ti

6.3 Comments about Schools

N6.3.1 Reputation of the School

in the analysis of the quantitative data, it was noted that particular

schools had consistent (although not strong) 'effects on employability ratings.

Comments by the employers substantiated this observation.

We have had a lot bette' luck with people from Franklin or CTI As

opposed to Denison. They have this attitude: "Hey, I just spent

$8,000/iear on college education and you owe me a job starting at

$25,000/year." But that is [an over] ge eralization, too, since not

everyone is'like that.

I don't think the school, as such, initia ly influences our deci

sions. I think from past practices you s rt of count on getting a

better percentage of applicants from give institutions as opposed

to others. Usually we're open in the beg nning. Then the history

evolves as to where you can expect to have the best success.'
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I carla,rdly believe,thethings' tpat are happening today and the

calibre /of studentssome of the 4.gh schoOls are putting out. It'll

vary. If a student came here from some rural community, he Could

have been the, valedictorian of his-classi and he'd,'6Ome down Are and.

wouldn't last a quarter. That's happenirig. That's-right, yet you

Could see a:C student.,at Upper Arlington would go through with'flying,

colors. So I mean you just can't figure out the grading system
differences.

6.3.2 School Interaction with Business

Employers generally felt that schools did not interact well, if at all,

with the business community. As discussed below, they felt that schools were

not preparing students.for work in. an adequate fashion, and felt that part of

the problem Was a lack of interaction. A sampling. of their comments follows

here:

I think counseling should' be more attuned to the.needs of the busi-

ness world.

It seems that schools don't know where the best entry-level jobs are

for their people to get experience.

I haven't seen enough employer contribution to their actual curricu-

lum or equipment purchasing. You see very limited advisory commit-

tees,l maybe someone who's beenon an advisory committee for some

years continues to serve--rarely do'they meet during the school year

as such. Some of the'programs have been good. [With others, It just

do not think they get enough input.

6.3.3 Cooperative Office or Distributive Education programs

in High Schools

The majority of the employers that were fargliar with the co-op programs

were enthusiastic about them. They perceived the value of the program to be

the work" experience which it provides student'. Some/cif-tirir comments are

included below:

I think the COE is an excellent program. It gives them exposure to

those kind of things.

We have very rarely found someone right out of high school, although

we have had some co-op education students come in and work, and after

graduation have continued to work, which was ideal because we know

something about them and they know something about us. So we have

gotten s me real good people that way.. But those people are coming

in with ome experience, the experience they got in that co-op

program.
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We have used co =o students4n the accounting-clerical area. The

director of accoun ng has developed a relationship with the school, ,

so the school under tends what kinds of jobs we have to offer. So we

get good referrals. If we were to run an ad in the paper, we have

the screening process to go through and everything else that' goes

along with it.

I think the w 91e process of the co-op program with the teacher com-

ing in and having us doing an evaluation of the student and things of

this sort [is good]. These are just pluses for the student.

Employer: I find that many of the young people coming out of the COE

programs are well-prepared. First of all, becauSe, part of the COE

training is to have a job. So they demonstrated their ability. They

have had the responsibility of holding a job, so they are truly

better trained than someone else coming out of high school. A good,

bright student with good typing skills and with good grammar skills

and so forth could probably learn the same type of job also. But, I

think if -it would come down between the two, I would probably choose

the one with prior training because they would know business

procedures and so forth.

Question: If ,they have'just taken the office courses in high,school

without the job experiences, and if they only had taken two or three

courses in offiCe.management, [-or a] basic bookkeeping course, would

that be enough?
Employer: That would be better than none. However, I don't think it

would weigh as heavy as the COE training. I'm pretty familiar with

that and I'm enthusiastic about it.

Not all of employers were favorably disposed to the co-op programs as the

following comments indicite:

Most of the career cepters and other high -school programs (COE, DE,

etc) ,that I've seen--their equipment is very outdated, their proce-

.dures'are-may not relate properly to/the banking indkistry, where

we're a little more numbers oriented.'

I have had seen some of the COE programs. They. were not training

some of their people to do ten-key by touch, which is a requirement

for our type of firm.

Employers also had reservations about occupational work experience pro-

gramS.:. At one session,7the folloWing exchange took place:

Question: D..any of you 0 kids froth the 'occupational work experi-

ence prOgraills?

Answer 1: Yes, we have used distributive education people, and we

have- had some success with that.
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Answer 2: We did take on a couple of girls at tht desk and it real

ly did not work out too well for us. We found they were somewhat

flighty . . and had problems staying professional.

Answer I used one in the kitchen as a utility person. It worked

okay at the beginning but then he wasn't really suited for the job.,

To him it was just a class grade so he ended up quitting. I think

the common business person has a problem dealing with a sixteen or

seventeenyearold who hasn't really matured. It's not necessarily

their, the youth's) fault; it's just that they are immature for that

type of 'ob.

Answer 4:' 'We've had good experiences with that type of situation.

we've found two of our best employees.

6.3.4 Basic Education

Employers expressed disappointment and dismay about the basic educational

skills of the youth they encountered. A sampling of their comments reflects

these sentiments:

It answered a lot of questions I had that I couldn't understand. I

hired a girl and checked out her references, yet she couldn't alpha

betize.

I [used tor, feel the schools were producing students who could add,

subtract, multiply, divide, but I can't take that for granted any

more. Today I just try to find someone who is trainable, someone

with good common sense. When it comes to ten to fifteen years ago,

the expec4ation was that when somebody had a high school diploma, I

can expect certain things from them. It's just not true today.

As I got into the material, I thought graduation with distinction had

to do with the grade point average (when I was in school it was t121

National Honor Society). When I looked through this, I realized that

the graduation with distinction requirements today is what everybody

had to achieve fifteen to twenty years ago, even to get a diploma.

That, kind of blew me away. That may clarify a lot of things going on

in the marketplace and the hiring process.

- That means we have to have the math, English, and typing (because if

we don't teach young girls and boys how to type while they are in

high school, they are no good on machines because the machines re

quire typing). So they hive to learn it, whether they like it or

not. Otherwise, they are going to be truck drivers--you don't need

pping skills to be a truck driver. But the fellow who is going to

build the electronic equipment and going to make that thing run has

got to know how to do it, becuse he will be typing in data that will

allow his machine to do the kind of work that is necessary to produce

the part that makes it run.

Training should occur in school._ They should learn the basics in

high school and learn the technical stuff in the plants, like they do

in Germany and Japan.



"6.3.5 Adequacy of the Preparation of Students for Work

There seemed to be a lot of dissatifaction also with the lack of pre-

paredness which youth bring to the world of work--a lack for which employers

held the schools partly respOnsible. There were some general comments about

schools not being attuned to the business community and some specific sugges-

tions about how a better interface could be achieved.

Some of the general comments in this area were these:

He [a nineteen-year-old boy] has to realize that with opportunity

' comes responsibility. That is the result of upbringing. Your

schools don't teach that. The only way they're going to learn it

is to get out there and work.

I don't think the educational system has answered the question of

"what we're doing here (for the kids)." We have the kids and, the

educational system and we're spending a lot of time, but there is no

end to the problem. The end to it is to have these people come out

into the business world and become productive.- I sincerely think

they don't have a program, aside from certain voc-ed "programs, that

do that. Take a general educational, high school background and I

don't think it helps the'lkids answer the question of what have we

done here,

With a lot of these kids, I don't think anyone has really sat down

with them and told them what it's going to be like out there; what

the jobs are like; what kind of questions you will be asked. I don't,

know what counseling goes on in high school anymore, but someone has

to let them know what's going on out in the real world and what the

kids should be doing to appeal to the-market.

Question: What is the advantage of the experienced one over the

other one?

Answer: You don't have to tell that person every single little

thing. Schools don't tell you how to get along in an office environ-

ment.

I have noticed an awful lot of people in education tend to insulate

themselves, from the realities of the business world. I think a. lot

of,teachers--high.school, college--are not really attuned to what is

technology, equipment, so forth. It's, almost like instead of the'

schools pioneering that, they're more just waiting. around to sees what

happens. Then, as soon as it almost becomes antiquated; they start-

ing working with people.
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Well, I resent high schools turning out business majors with two

years of typing, twentyfive words a minute. I'm old faShioned

enough to remember you had to pass the first year of typing and it

had to be at least fifty words a minute, error free, before you could

go to the second year. And you had to have two years to get credit

foK two years. You couldn't just get credit for one. And they can't

type business letters. They can't spell.

Two of the specific suggestions that employers made were as follows:
td

I think a lot of it's resistance on the part of traditional faculty

to even address a lot of the technology 'cause they don't understand

it themselves. A problem I've also seen is that when they do get the

budg t to buy some equipment, they go out and get something that is

not plicable to use in the work force in this area. They'll go out

and g word processing equipment that no one uses. It's, not Wang or

somethi very popular.

No, don't teach them programming, teach them retrieval and input of

information. That's what they will use on the job. They will not be

programmers. So the're's limited understanding by the teaching staff

of what's applicable and what's not; what equipment that they should

be trained on and looking for and purchasing.

Not all of the comments about the adequacy of schooling in preparing
C

students for careers was negative:

I think the schools are doing a very good job in preparing students

in the clerical skills, like typing skills. When I was in school,

you had to reach a certain level before you could take the next

level. Now the schools allow the students to do whatever they can

through programmed instruction.

He took a course called bachelor living, and I said "What in the

world are you taking that for?" What it teaches is home economics

for boys. It. was an excellent course for him to take. What it did

was teach them housekeeping, skills to some degree, taught them how o

maintain a checking account balance, taught them how to make a bu

get, a grocery list. It was one semester course th ee days a week.

It was a good deal for him.

-6.3.6 Employers' Miscellaneous Opinions about Schools

The following comments made about schools may be of interest:

When I go into the schools and see a teach coming down the hall with

an open shirt or a golf shirt and a pair of slacks (Levis), it just

doesn't look right. I guess I'm old fashioned. I Ant to say "get a

shirt and tie on" so the kid will have some respect for the teacher.

I think there'are some limits.
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1 think one of the fundamental problems that society faces Ls that in

the last fifteen years or so, the average quatlity of people coming

.out of'high school has been declining, and yet the requirements of

the jobs that the economy is generating 1.s rising. The military,

which used to be the place where we sent all the people who couldn't

make it in civilian life, ha's now decided to be more selective.

6.4, Comments about Interviews

Another subje t area that was discussed was interview behavior and how

employqrs reacte o an applicant's appearance and to the content of the in

terview. Time and time again, employers emphasized the importance of having

a good attitude, not just in interviews but also in job/performance. We have

categorized the comments about interviews into subcategories of interview

behavior, importance of attitude, and appearance.

6.4.1 Interview Behavior

When asked about what mistakes are commonly made by interviewees,

employers responded as follows:

Question: What Xre the kinds of things that a person does that

indicate a poor interview?

4
Employer: The one that bothers me the most is if the person says,

that they want to start their own business. I would automatically

not hire them . . . I feel very strongly about that.

Question: Does anyone have any comments they want to talk about per

taining to mistakes students make in interviews that would be best to

avoid? Or other experiences?

Answer 1: Especially if they develop a rapport with the interviewer,

they will._go into their personal situations,. that interviewers don't

really want to know anyway. And they kind of forget why they are

there and that is to provide the interviewer with as much information

as possible about 4heir education and work experience, so the inter

viewer can make a decision.
Answer 2: We (as interviewers) tend to watch for [negative] comments

an applicant might say about former employers and teachers, because

LI they will' say things about them, they will also say'them about us

or our company to other people.

When asked about how the employers evaluate Interviews, the importance of a

good attitude and good communication skills were clearly paramount:

It seems in my experience with interviewing that the thipgs I see

first are: first., appearance, communication skills, attitude, and

manners. That's first. Then, once all that's out of the way, can

they type?
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It's finding the one with that attitude and personal [manner], not

per.sonality, but attitude, appearance, mariners and communications

skills and desire to work, and not wantingiito advance immediately or,

you know, be cool. [If] I could go into a high school and give

advice, those would be first. ,

I indicated here attitude is very important; somebody, comes in, is

anxious to work, willing to work, and willing to learn, then I give

him the benefit of the doubt. So I rate attitude pretty high. Sec-
,

ondly, I would look at his education. Did he graduate,from high

school ?. Did he have any part time jobs while in high school? In

other words, I'm looking for somebody who's got some drive, some

initiative, how he handles himself, granted this leeway for the-

eighteen to twenty year -old. Other real tangible things--is he going

nto be trouble maker? Is he negative? pessimistic? is he going to get

along well with the euloyees that we have? not be A rebel? There's

a certain amount of individualism that's nice to have but there can

be too much, so I try to sort of evaluate them within' those areas.

When the subject of overqualification for a job was discussed, there was

no clear-cut consensus from employers. As seen in the next two comments, some

employers are influenced negatively by overqualification and Unrealistic ex-

pectations while others are not.

One thing that we did talk about was that expectations make all the

difference in the world. If the expectations are too great for the

job, you know that there's no way /that the individual is going to get

from here to there in a small amount of time. That will in fact hurt

the applicant.. And according to some employers, many of the youth

,who'come in today do expect to be head secretary or whatever in a

very short period of time. Theyreally don' appreciate or under-

stand that it is a career endeavor. It takes time to move up.

I mean whenever I hire a clerical person or a stud6nt, I want the

best I can get. And the fact that they may be overqualified does not

stop me at all. Personnel may think something, but, myself, a,s an

employer, if I have to work with somebody, I want the best I can get.

6.4.2 Attitude

Theoreticallone of the desired characteristics that employers look for

is a good attitude. This notion was reinforced by employers' own remarks.

Well, the thing that we look at the most as far as being negative is

attitude. We're pretty specialized. We want people to come to us

because they really want to work for our store. They want to have

something to do with our product. See there are a lot of people who

have the attitude that "I don't like the job, I just need the money."

And we get a lot of those people.
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I,think wh.at'happens in those instances is that you may have two

applicants with -equal education and work 'experience, but one of them

excels more in the degree of self-confidence, and that one will, be

14,

I find this to be one of my biggest complaints about young people

coming out of the schools today and that's their attitude caning to

the company and, to the s'upervisors. You know they may be bright 1-

people--a lot of them are. They may-be'attractive, heir appearance

is fine; they're intelligent
enough and theyiknow how to do a job;

but they want to come in and they are not 'dependable; ey are not

loyal; they want the same privileges that I have.
V

For a young person coming in looking for a' job, one has g to have a

good attitude. I'd put that almost at the top of my list, rf'ght

beside, of course, his [sic] skill or his [sic] potential to learn a

job. 'If he comes in here with a bad attitude, I'd reject him, even

if he had a high skill level. Because we just don't want the hassle.

Nobody wants the hassle. You have another problem that invites

itself. The guy shows initiative and a willingness to work, has got'

a good attitude but lacks'the skills, we will take a chance% And

he's got the skill level plus all those attributes, then we'd be even

further ahead. But if a guy came in and had a high skill level but

had a bad attitude, I wouldn't hire him.

6.4.3 Appearance

An applicant's appearance and dress were definitely considered by

employers in formulating their employability decisions, but all in-all,

employers indicated that these were not significant factors, for the most

part. Their comments on ,this score were theset:

Appearance can be deceiving. We have a lot of people who come in

with a three-piece suit, which is not always impressive because

they're not going to run our store. But someone who comes in with a

T-shirt and jeans is not .4:Ood either.

I think wearing the suit jacket has more the pOsitive reaction to me.

But the other outfits didn't have that much of a negative reaction.

I just think that wearing a suit jacket shows she might be more

future-thinking in terms of heir career. We also interview for if

they are able to move on to the next job and take on more

responsibility.

Though, if I had two people who interviewed very, very equally, and

this one came in with the jacket and it was just between thosk two,

I might have a tendency to think that that person that had worn the

jacket signified professionalism and interest in advancement and

understanding what the business profession is looking for . . . if

became the tie-breaker.
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You dress conservatively, have command of the English language, and a

good attitude and you will have a better chance than normal. I've

seen too many come iq,w4th these psychedelic colors (is that the

proper term?) the brighter and louder it is, the better it is, and

that's exactly the opposite.

6.5 Other Qualitative Data of Interest

6.5.1 pplicAnttlesting '

.In several/seminars, the subject of the, use of testing in the employe4r41',

3

search process was discussed. In one or two instances, firms were experi-
414

menting with batteries of general intelligence or aptitude tests, but these

cases were definitely the exceptions. Most firms do little testing, aside

from typing tests. This sampling of comments was typical:

If it is for sales, we will give them an aptitude test. There is a

minimum score requirement so that they cannot claim you're discrim-

inating because of age, sex, or color. We tell them to begin with

that it doesn't make any difference whether they are a high school

dropout or a college graduate. We hire on aptitude and that is it.

We are getting to the point now where we Are starting to give basic

grammar and spelling tests, as long as it is job related.

We don't have a typing test for speed, but rather to see if they can

set up a letter and punctuation, spelling.

We give typing tests, depending on the job. Speed and accuracy are

important for some jobs but not others. All we really care about'is

accuracy--no spelling corrections are made. The typing test is the

only test we give.
40

6.5.2 Job Performance

Most of the focus of the seminars was on the hiring process, but data

were also collected on factors that indicate good or poor job performande.

Some of the employers' comments were as follows:

Question: When you have someone whom you consider to be an outstand-

ing employee, what are the qualities that that person has teat typi-

cally others would not?
Answer 1: # think one of the things is that they always seem to be

,asking for more to do. And others jusE sit there and look at you.

Answer 2: I think another one is that they display a certain amount

of enthusiasm and a positiveness about themselves and about their job

and the company . . . because that rubs on to the rest of the em-

ployees, just as a bad attitude would rub off.
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Ruestion: What are some of the things that have caused someone-to -be

firedl
Answer: Having to repeat how to do a job over and over. That means

their minds are someplace.else. It's good to become part of the

team.

There are a lot of people who are just satisfied with,the statusqud.

That's all right. Thertrs nothing wrong with that, but yet we!d-lirke

td have people who are innovative, if at all possible, and who want

to make it a career, but they got to have,these attributes, they got

to have 'Ale attitude and be willing to take responsibility.

6.5.3 Private Sector Training

The typical mode of operation for the employers that participated in

this study was to give new employees Specific training (formal or informil) on
A

4

their particular equipment. Applicants who,, were machine literate or who had

prior work experience were perceived as advantageous hires because they were

more easily trained. Some comments from the discussiogs pointed up this

employer preference:

Question: Does it matter whether the training is in IBM or whatever

specific systeM you use, or do you just want generic training, a

person who can ork on aword processor, even if your company does

not use this ty e of system?

-Employer: It really does not make any difference because with the
ft

system we have -it is a small system--it is just the id ep that they

have some kind of basic (machine] knowledge.

Half of the training programs in my organization are for people who

have had prior training.

First of all, we have a tuition reimbursement program, if someone \

wants to take the course, and it is job related. We don't pay until

after they have completed the course and only if they got a 'C' or

better. So that is some incentive on their part. Another thing-we

do which we have had a lot of success with is for the past couple of

y(iars we have been getting a math instructor from CTI. He is not an

associate of CTI, he',s just there and we pay him some set fee. _He's

taugilt geometry, trig, and algebra. You'd be amazed at some of the

people that are taking these courses. We had a painter take algebra

and he got the highest score in the class. This guy is'using this as

a vehicle, saying "Hey, I can dp something with this." In fact, he

is. We've said, .Rtiey, Ray is taking algebra." When he ended up with

the highest score (he had a 98 or 99 average in'the class), he's

applied himself, he's moving."
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Yes. It costs us $400-$100 a semester and employees have to pay for

their other expenses which are nominal. First of all, it's a benefit

to the people taking the courses. They can keep that knowledge--no

one is able to ke that away from them. We hired a sales trainer,

but we got him o dd more than training for _sales. He also trained

in attitude.

6.5.4 Influence of Tight Labor Market

Lastly, some employers noted the effect of the business cycle and, in

particular,-how the tightness of:the lab market influenced their behavior:

.4

To be perfectly honest about it, I don't kike 'to hire in today's mar-

ketplace. ...I'd rather have the problem of finding a qualified person

than having the problem Of an overabundance of qualified peopke and

finding a qualified person that wants to do the job. When people are

unemployed, they will agree to anything. They may be 100 percent

qualified, but after the honeymoon of the job wears off and they

don't like what they are doing, the error rate goes up and productiv-

ity goes down. You have problems. So I don't like to hire nowadays.

A .year' ago I. would ha\'e been much more tolerant than I am today be-

cause of the greater number of choices that we have, Eo choose from.

Today, we would not have to deal with that, because there would be

someone who was interested in a job and who woad be more likely to

stay on the job. I know my attitude has changed consi1erably. And,

so tod ,
I'm:much tougher than I was before. Because you have to

be. You .4() be.

4
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS I

The primary purpose of this study is to assign to various,attributes

of,yopthful job aliblicants the relative importance of each attribute in the

hiring decisions of employers. As such, the major focus of the conclusions

and recommendations emanating from the study was targeted to youth and/or

guidance or youth counselors. However, in the ourse of analyzing the quan-

titative and qualitative data, several fitdin s relevant to employers and

school administrators emerged. This chapter presents conclusions and recom-

mendations categorized by the three target audiences--youthful job applicants;

employers, and school administrators.

7:1 Conclusions and Recommendations for Youthful
Job Applicants and Youth/Guidance Counselors

6

The labor market for entry-level jobs is analogous to a lottery; em-

ployers "buy" tickets.and take their chanCes on given -applicants. These

tickets re no't identical, however, since employersihave learned that certain

characteristics are more likely to be associated with a winner (i.e., a

productive worker) than others. From the perspective of an applic nt, the

question is how to induce an employer to buy the applicant's ticket. The

acquisition of certain skills-or knowledge by the applicants is rewarded by an

improvement in perceived employability. Attending certain schools is similar-

ly rewarde0, as is part-time work experience, and other positively perceived

activities. When screening applicants for a job, employers offer an interview

to the applicants they perceive as having the highest levels 10 employability.

But each activity undertaken to earn employability enhancement requires

time and resources. And those resources could be spent in other employability

development activities (or in leisure). Economists referto these costs as

opportunity costs. A youth could holt a part-time job, which means less time
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devoted to academic achievement or extracurricular activities. The young

person could decide to go on to a vocational program in a junior or community

college after graduating from high school, or to enter the labor market

directly at that time without further schooling. The implications of these

sorts of,deciSlons on employability need to be\considered.

The results of the study provide guidance. First of all, the study in-

dicates there are impp'rtant 'characteristics of the job search process that

allow (youthful applicants to improve their perceived employability at very

low cost. Neatness on the application form (and in cover letters) is one of

the most important variables that employers use to scree applicants for

interviews-for more consideration. Other things being equal; the estimates

derived in this study indicate that filling out an application in a 1111 PY

fashion decreases an
applicant's emplOyability by an amount equal to 2.0 grade

points (from A- to C-, for example) or by an amount that totally offsets hav-

ing had job experience. Besides neatness considerations, if youth-feel that

#

their resume Is weak on job experience, they should present baby-sitting or

'yardwork ex erience to demonstrate some past job responsibility.

Interview havior is crucial in the job search process. Analysis 'of the

interview data and dfscussions with employers indicate how easy it is to jeo-

.paradize employability by not being punctual, by dressing inappropriaiely, by

having a poor attitude, or by using inappropriate grammar in Sri interview.

Signals of a bad attitude are negative comments about a previous employer or

teacher or being overly ambitiousexpecting, rapid promotion or td own your

own business.

Presenting a neat, full resume and exhibiting appropriate behavior at an

interview can be accomplished with only minimal effort,in time and resources.
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Other aspects of employability development are acquired over a longer time

horizon and require consideration of expensive choices. Not surprisingly, the

study reaffirms the importance,of finishing high school. Having a diploma is

the single most important explanatory variable in models of employability rat-

ing for all occupations and job descriptions. But the study quantified the

importance of other aspects of schooling as well. Achievement as measured by

.grade point averages, was rewarded with large and, significant weight. Both

high school and postsecondary grade point effects were large and significant,

but with the exception of the machine trades respondents, the coefficients on

the high school grade point variable were greater than postsecondary CPA.

The relevance of the applicants' high school major/program.and postsecondary

P ro r1 to the job were also highly significant. Other things being equal,

irrel ant programs.of study cost applicants between one and two grade points

an A- student with an,irrelevant major appears approximately as employable as

an o herwiseidetical,,otudent with a relevant major and C+ average.

Employers were consistent in their ratings and comments during the dis-

cussion periods about cooperative education programs.- In the estimates of

employers, having participated in such a program had a significant, positive

influence'. If the program was relevanAo the job, the combined coefficlents

of co-op participation and relevant high school program are about as powerful

as h'aving had any job experience.

Vocational skills are also important determinants of employability.

Eighty-six percent of respondents indicated that the item "specific vocational

skills" was important in narrowing applicant pool, and, furthermore it was

the highest liked item.out of twenty-five in terms of criticalness in shaping

the f*Inal decisions. It should be mentioned that the largest.subsample of
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employers in the study were those that hired clerical workers, and, of course,

typing speed is an important skill in oietical occupations. Nevertheless, the

strength of the, vocational skills characteristics spanned all employers. In

a

applying for a clericaf job, having a typing speed faster by ten words per

minute improves employability about the same amount as any attendance at-a

postsecondary setting.

The other major form of human capi l attainment which the hyp6thetical

youthful job candidates comprising the applicant pools in t-his study could%

choose to pursue is part-time or summer job experience. Having held at least

one job givesan applicant a significanit' advantage over a competitor who has

never held a job. If the part-time job is relevant, the Combined effect sums

0

to a relative weight that approximates that of having a high school diploma.

For all three occupations, reporting that two'or mare prio1r jobs ended because

of quitting redud.es an applicint's employability rating. In a measure of the

effect, two or more reported quits offset the advantage that participating in

,a co-op program would bring, or 'they approximate the difference between a B-

and a'C- in high school.

The amount-of prior work experience is not a significant determinant of

employability. But in some of the models, the number of jobs and having an

employment gap are significantly negative factors.

Following up on the gaps variable, another notable finding of the study

isthathavinga"goorexplanationf9r,eMployment
gap--volunteer work% or

additional trainingcan cause an applicant to be rated higher than a job

applicant with no gap at all. The cleah implicationis that youths who are

having difficulty finding a job should strongly consider alternative construc-

tive uses of their time, such as training programs.
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7.2 Conclusions and Recommendations for Employers

In formulating their recruitment and hiring strategies, firms must make

resource allocation decislons and be concerned about the profitability of
r.

thei tions. Large firms and firms that have been in existence for a long.
<is

time have:made numerous hires and their decision making has withstood the `s

of the marketplace. 14 fact, an underlying assumption berleath.this study is

that employers' hiring decisions are consistent enough that we can generalize

to a larger population from the behavior of a small number who were observed,.

It is thus somewhat presumptuous to issue recommendations to all employer.

Nevertheless, the study did produce certain results that may be of use to some

employers. Fou'r such conclusions are as followd:

To the extent that we were able to control other'variables, the

personal.characteristics of' the application reviewer influenced

significantly the hiring,priority ipdex assigned to the applicant.

Males, blacks, and older individuals tended to be more.liberal in

their evaluations of the black youth they'were, asked to assess.

)7

Almost unanimously, employers who had experience wiA a.cooperative

education student were enthusiastic about the experience and if a

) hire ensued, were pleased with the outcome.

An interviewer's assessment of an applicant's work experience and

education is partially determined by the youth's behavior during

the interview.

Despite protestations about the, unreliability of and difficulty of

getting reference checks, about 80 percent of employers reported

making such checks. When one considers how little the costs to

make a reference check are.and how expensive-a hiring mistatch can

be, it seems that reference checking is an efficient and recom

mended personnel policy procedure.

7.3 Conclusions and Recommendations for School
Administrators and Policymakers

A subsidiary purpose of the study is to be a conduit between employers

and schools, particularly in the area of employability development. It is
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4

important for schools to take into account employers' opinions, since the

economic success and job security of the schools' students depend on the de-

gree to which they are able to fulfill employer expectations. As reported in

the chapter presenting qualitative data, employers di" ave some positive sug-

gestions. The comment that comes immediately to mind is that more. emphasis
,:

should be put into teaching concepts as opposed to training on particular

equipment. The comment was made in the Context of Aata processing where it

is suggested that the concepts of data organization and retrieval be taught

rather than programming. Furthermore, employers felt 'that it might be feas-

ible to get more employer involvement in the selection of training equipmOnt.

Active advisory councils may also be a useful source of involvement..

Even though the employer seminars were held much:in advance of the pub-

.licity over schooling quality generated by the National Commission-on Excel-

lence in Education's report, A Nation at Risk, the seminar participants made

numerous comments about the low retention of or lack of basic "skills of their

A

job applicants. This suggests that employers should be strong advocates of

any educational reforms that move toward improving basic skills.

The results concerning the importance of the presentation of an appli-

cant's resume and the importance of appropriate interview behavior suggest

that job search techniques may be an appropriate curriculum item in schools.

Finally, job experience and participation in co-op programs are important

determinants of a youth's employability. Thus, schools should promote co-op

programs and should actively develop employer interest arjd participation in

them.
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H LOH SCHOOL ATTENDED

DATES ATTENDED:

MAJOR/ PROGRAM:

GRADE AVERAGE: DIPLOMA: 0 YES [J-N0

**WORK HISTORY**

EMPLOYER: Au to 1110 d.4 ,,,,,,,i It! EMPLOYED ,FROM: ,,e,

POSITION: 0 .1119111)1V.4 TO: I.
C/ .. , -

JOB DUTIES: i eQ/4 AJ,ff.4/ 4nIT A 9g4 i A t I

24/1:012LU...
REASON FOR LEAVING: t A Lk 611 I .,14

rMMINEWillawaM141.111=1111.4
EMPLOYER: .41A LAI Ii EMPLOYED FROM: 4/--4.4 r
POSITION: ANIUMMIIII TO: 4/ Aig

. -

JOB DUTIES : f,,mememh iffrii ,./ 1. i A , 41 4.6 . /
I. "I 4 or i

REASON FOR LEAV IN e : 1/ EMNSWIR04
affil I

PEMPLOYER: , , 4 P II . A ii , AJO EMPLOYED FROM: Off 4

POSIT ION: i MMA TO:I IIV

JOB DUTIES: iharallir..01_.: # ' .0..1* x:.41 t!! 1.1. V, AM ,
, 0 4 1i1. ! A

REASON FOR LEAVING ANNO1111,111 , , Al A e f_......_ 4 ,..WINSNIMI off%

EMPLOYER: egffgargetw, EMPLOYED FROM: a I. , e ,
IN" s,

/ kfirr. i rPOSITION: TO: ,,f. AAm .4,..
JOB DUTIES: Affillri. ,t I 4,. ii Li .1 41 1 Yang

i
sw

.4 4 II 4. xv. 1 . t

REASON FOR LEAV i G: 1/PaAMIN1 * JAI.4. 41 it -

IAN
I ,

EMPLOYER: EMPLOYED FROM:

POSITION: TO:

JOB DUTIES:

REASON FOR LEAVING: .-

FRIENDS WORKING AT ORGANIZATION D YES
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS EMPLOYED. faljNatrLOYED

0 OVER FOR ADDITIONAL
WORK HISTORY

FOR OFFICE USE: I. TESTED TYPING SPEED: 57
2. ELIGIBLE FOR TJTC:OYES ONO

U .

HIRING PRIORITY
. 50 . . 100 .

Worst Average
Hired Hire

INDEX

150 .

Best
Hired

200

YOUR SCORE/

FOR APPLICANT
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HIGH SCHOOL ATTENDED:i111442/..., MAJOR/PROGRAM: JA7jii_ez,/

DATES ATTENDED: b/a 71 2i/tej .e,) GRADE AVERAGE: (1,- DIPLOMA: D YES Ea NO

ra **WORK HISTORY**

EMPLOYER: ,Iptel,e, 727,(u,,a/eta-s71,14.971- EMPLOYED FROM: / / '12
POSITION:e Aqnk, TO: .'. ?,,rtil '
JOB DUTIES: ,,.44.a2d /14.el-ace.,,, _Z,...,,,-1,e2-e'( "I" ...-dela/V4G ,/e, i- ai e.../77'

-1(e ,e4,,e49
REASON FOR LEAVING: 064,a,

)

EMPLOYER: (C71C...2 (66.64 ,,,.,,gre-te A)...er..../, EMPLOYED FROM: /9

POSITION: e/_,2--1...e...c7 /-e.44f,L TO: atA.44,_ /.52..

JOB °MY'S: ,-feLe-d. 4.&c ndii .d,:et-te-,--e6 9- 6eglielZe ,171-4-<.24

p.,4 ,,;.--tr-r,t-K-Ce.
REASON FOR LEAVING: ac,.
EMPLOYER: -g_,/,'r net7a6/4,1, y ,:',.C-1.77t, EMPLOYED FROM: A2zdzet./.4et /?.4),
POSITION: 0_176{.-a.... 4.e,"/Z,e,e, TO: 21W 121I.

i"

JOB DUTIES: --..g 1.-6.4hif .../ 4 le.>i4?4,4e

REASON FOR LEAVING: ae.,'Z'',

EMPLOYER: (1,(/-tG, -e-d- ./,e?..2-(-- ef t)66<ifL/..1.'-/Le. EMPLOYED FROM: tvyte / 9,f0

POSITION: (9 a /446Zt TO: d ,t,m,.61c., /9f0

JOB DUTIES: 4,/, -tit e? 4e_,c e-s.d, I ) /.%-1-&--c( st. d-e&I' 1-21-d'Ui,

REASON FOR LEAVING: citeiti7e. /-

EMPLOYER:
EMPLOYED FROM:

-POSITION:
TO:

JOB DUTIES:
\
_..._ -

IEASON FOR LEAVING:

FRIENDS WORKING AT ORGANIZATION 12 YES 0 NO oh, OVER FOR ADDITIONAL

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS 13 EMPLOYED UNEMMOYED WORK HISTORY

FOR OFFICE USE: 1. TESTED TYPING SPEED: 4/
2. ELIGIBLE FOR TJTC:E1 YES NU

HIRING. PRIORITY INDEX

. . 50 . . 100 . . 150 . . 200.

Worst Average ,Best

Hired Hire ; Hiroct 4-9P

YOUR SCORE

FOR APPLICANT



APPLICANT //ZOO xhVUUALIUNNL mnuumu--

HIGH SCHOOL ATTENDED:t

DATES ATTENDED:

MAJOR/PROGRAM:ath*_AArp.

'RADE AVERAGE t/5- DIPLOMA:OYES ONO

**WORK HISTORY**

EMPLOYER. EMPLOYED FROM: j- '1ql1

POSITION 'Ca L121...zi-
To : ci x 2.

JOB DUTIES: id 4.4 e f__A?_,2 0 SJ .1 A( I ' k Ag

. , . .4
i 0 1 ALA it/7/ --,1 ..... . .4. .g, A Ae .

/

(_,

REASON FOR LEAVING: 4 ...I ! / 4 4 - /A
/

EMPLOYER: mg. ..., -44. jr:.:, / EMPLOYED FROM: 4, 1 .

.

,A

POSITION: L
'54ile If X4

TO: 0.., /

JOB DUTIES ' O. i ! .A4 ..49.6-4 I ,..42,37.,(1 () d (-xi fiLleArzi
ii.rictLe. (2,K)aLLA.LA e a' Pl,,

REASON FOR LEAVING: ./.../.! .. i' la .40 .. i1,...t 2.
_

EMPLOYER: (9".j_j.t775/ ilifb,c,/ /_, A. j) EMPLOYED FROM: / , /e/S0

POSITION: A' 19 70i TO: i4 il.e mi
/JOB DUTIES:. .4 4. ,.., 4 r .4 . . i . Or At / i. . /.

S. / .1 a 4 . a..' A 1. 01/
',

REASON FOR LEAVING: 'syy-4 a cc41-- (1,L,itp ti-

Y tE4
EMPLOYER: 41 .,...- "-in if . .

EMPLOYED FROM: titr /yip
i, ic 7 go

POSITION: ,-(59 )1V CJ I TO: at

JOB DUTIES : Yr; r14-A _L-1,' J-1 /?1. y24c2.4 tz:d /2.116L C a Ili 4 A-P A id

CIYO -1 ..111 (.2M A' 1,1A)-e/i P _i_l filLiLd g - 1(

REASON FOR LEAVING: p ...4' ..." JO 1 .4.1.../..

EMPLOYER: EMPLOYED FROM:
,

,

POSITION:
TO:

JOB DUTIES:

REASON FOR LEAVING:

FRIENDS WORKING AT ORGANIZATIONYESDNO
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS EMPLOYED UNEMPLOYED

O OVER FOR ADDITIONAL
WORK HISTORY

FOR OFFICE USE: I. TESTED TYPING,SPEAO:
2. ELIGIBLE FOR TJTC:23YES ONO

HIRING PRIORITY

50 . 100 . .

Worst Average
Hired Hire

INDEX

150 . .

Best
Hired

200

YOUR SCORE

FOR APPLICANT

117
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APPLICANT # ,yaq

HIGH SCHOOL ATTENDED:

DATES ATTENDED:

*,EDUCATIONAL RECORD**

MAJOR/PROGRAM:O r

GRADE AVERAGE: DIPLOMA: A'
Md. ONO

**WORK HISTORY**

EMPLOYER: -- a _,,,ha 4 ,
144 EMPLOYED FROM:

POSITION: dk. j, I 2.

TO: A 4 6,

JOB DUTIES: A AP dr A ' i 4 11541 Alt J1 41. £ ....4 At ! 44

i =MR I Al.! .11 1 4 4 it
1
1
i
4 A

REASON FOR LEAVING: MIIIIIIIIIIC IR I 4dA do ... .

1 1
EMPLOYER:

.

EMPLOYED FROM:

POSITION:
TO:

JOB DUTIES:

REASON FOR LEAVING: 'P.n._

EMPLOYER:
EMPLOYED FROM:

POSITION:
TO:

JOB DUTIES:

REASON FOR LEAVING:

EMPLOYER:
EMPLOYED FROM:

P.OSITION:

TO:

JOB DUTIES:
- .

REASON FOR LEAVING:

EMPLOYER:
EMPLOYED' FROM:

POSITION:
TO:

JOB DUTIES:

REASON FOR LEAVING:

FRIENDS WORKING AT ORGANIZATION EKODNO
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS OEMPLOYED

(DOVER FOR ADDITIONAL

'MPLOYED WORK HISTORY

FOR OFFICE USE: I. TESTED TYPING SPEED: rj9

2. ELIGIBLE FOR TJTCGYES ONO

HIRING PRIORITY

50 . . 100 .

Worst Average
Hired Hire

INDEX

150 . .

Best
Hired

200

YOUR SCORE

FOR APPLICANT



. APPLICANT'0530 .

**EDUCATIONAL RECORD **

::CHOOL ATTENDED: Central High School
MAJOR/PROGRAM: Office Education
DATES OF ATTENDANCE: Sept. 1978 - May 1982

POST SECONDARY SCHOOL ATTENDED:
MAJOR/PROGRAM:
DATES OF ATTENDANCE:

P-1

1

E AVERAGE: B- I

LOMA/DEGREE: Yes. I

GRADE .AVE
. DIPLONA/D

WORK HISTORY

+ .

. 0fp,

EMPLOYER: School Cafeteria EMPLOYED FROM: Sept. 1981 IPOSITIO& Food Service Worker TO: June 1982 I

DUTIES: Prepared soft drinks,sandwiches,served fend,cleaned/reset tables. ) I

REASON FOR LEAVING: Left to took for a full-time jab EMPLOYED:Part-time 1

47 .EMPLOYER: FastFood Restaurant EMPLOYED FROM: June 1981 IPOSITION: Food :Service Worker
, TO: Aug. 1981 1

DUTIES: Prepared soft drinks,sandwiches,served foo4;cleoned/reset tables IREASON FOR LEAVING: Went back to school EMPLOYED:Full-time I
+.

EMPLOYER: Fast Food Restaurant ' EMPLOYED FROM: Sept: 1980 IPOSITION: Food Service Worker TO: June 1981 I .
DUTIES: Prepared soft drinks,sandwiches,served food,cleaned/reset tables. 1REASON FOR LEAVING: Left to look for's full-time job EMPLOYED:Part-time I

EMPLOYER: School Cafeteria
POSITION: Food Service Worker
DUTIES: Prepared soft drinks,sandwiches,served
REASON FOR LEAVING: Went back to school

EMPLOYED FRO :

T :
food,clean

EMI'

June 1980
Aug. 1980
/reset tables. I

OYED:Full-time I

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS: Unemployed
FRIENDS AT FIRM: no

FOR OFFICE USE: I. TESTED TYPING SPEED: 41
2. ELIGIBLE FOR TJTC: no

1., mimic PRIORITY INDEX
IN 0 . . 50 . . 100 . . 150 . . 200

WORST AVERAGE BEST
I HIRED HIRE HIRED

119

1

I I

I I

1 I

I I

+ +

YOUR SCORE
TOR APPLICANT

12



APPLICANT 0621

**EDUCATIONAL RECORD**+
,

+I SCHOOL ATTENDED: Central High School
'1I MAJOR/PROGRAM: College Prep GRADE AVERAGE: A- II DATES OF ATTENDANCE: Sdpt. 1976 - May 1980 DIPLOMA/DECREE: Yes. 1+
+I POST SECONDARY SCHOOL ATTENDED: Columbus Technical Institute
I

I MAJOR/PROGRAM: Clerical
GRADE AVERAGE: A- I

I DATES OF ATTENDANCE: Sept. 1980 - May 1982 DIPLOMA/DEGREE: Yes I
+ i_

+

WORK HISTORY+

+I EMPLOYER: School Cafeteria EMPLOYED FROM: June 1979
II POSITION: Food Service Worker TO: Aug.1979
I

I DUTIES: Prepared soft drinks,aandwiches,aerved food,cleaned/reset tables. I
I REASON FOR LEAVING:, Went back to school

EMPLOYED:Full-time I

I EMPLOYER: Fast Food Restaurant
EMPLOYED FROM: June 1978

I
I POSITION: Food Service Worker

TO: Aug. 1978
I

1 DUTIES: Prepared soft drinks,sandwichers,aerved food,cleaned/reset tab es. II REASON FOR LEAVING: Went back to school
EMPLOYED:Full time I

+

+I EMPLOYER:
I POSITION:
I DUTIES:
I REASON FOR LEAVING:

I EMPLOYER:
I POSITION:
1 DUTIES:
I REASON FOR LEAVING:

1-

EMPLOYED FROM:
TO:

EMPLOYED:

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS:. UnemployedFRIENDS AT FIRM: no

EMPLOYED FROM:
TO: /

EMPLOYED: I

-+

FOR OFFICE USE: I. TESTED TYPING SPEED: 59
2. ELIGIBLE FOR TJTC: no

+ + + +I HIRING PRIORITY INDEX
I I YOUR SCORE II 0 . . 50 . . 100 . . 150 . . 200 I I FOR APPLICANT . 11 WORST AVERAGE BEST
I J

II . HIRED HIRE , HIRED
I I

I
+

-: + + +

130
120 -



APPLICANT *1104

**EDUCATIONAL RECORD**

SCI1001. ,\TPENDED: Upper Ar 1 inatoa II. S .

MAJOIV PROGRAM: t CO-OP I)IiitrIbutlye Educa t ton

DATES OF ATTENDANCE: Sept. 1976 May 1980

POST SECONDARY snow, ATTENDED: Columbus Business

MAJOR/PROGRAM: Marke t ing
DATES OF ATTENDANCE: Sept. 1980 - May 1981

WORK HISTORY

PGRADE AVERAGE: A- I

/DIPLOMA/DEGREE: Yes. I

_1 N.univartitym
GRADE AVERAGE: A- I

DIPLOMA/DEGREE: No. I

EMPLOYER: Small Department Store

P05 IT ION : Sa les He 1Pe r
DUTIES: Stocked shelves, showed produc ts
REASON FOR LEAVING: Was a temporary job

-0-
EMPLOYED FROM: June 1980 r

TO: Aug. 1980 I,

to customers,put pr ices on goods.
EMPLOYED: Full -time

1M1'LOYER: Large Department Store EMPLOYED FROM: Sept. 1979

POSITION: Sa les Helper
TO: June 1980

DUTIES: Stocked she lves ,showed produc ts to ens tomers ,put fees on goods.

REASON FOR LEAVING: Left to look for a full -time job EMPLOYED: Part -time

EMPLOYER: Large be par tment Store

POSITION: Sa les Helper
DUTIES: Stocked, she Ives , showed produc ts

REASON FOR LEAVING: Went back to school

EMPLOYER: Small Department Store
POS ITION: Sa les He 1per
DUTIES: Stocked 8 he Ives ,showed produc
REASON FOR LEAVING: Left to look for

EMPLOYED FROM: June'1979
TO: Aug. 1979

to customers,put prices on goods.
EMPLOY5e: Full-time

EMPLOYED FROM: 978
TO: June

Sept..
1979

is to cus tomers ,put pr ices on goods.

a ful14.time job EMPLOYED) Part-time

EMPLOYER:
POSITION.
DUTIES:
REASON FOR LEAVING: Went back to school

EMPLOYED FROM: June 1978
TO: Aug. 1978

EMPLOYED: Full -time

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS: Unemployed

NOTE: Friend(s) at firm

TYPING SPEED: 41
ELIGIBLE FOR TJTC: No

1
HIRING PRIORITY INDEX

I 0 . . 50 . . 100 . . 150 . . 200

I WORST AVERAGE BEST
I HIRED HIRE HIRED

121

4

( 4

I'

YOUR SCORE.
FOR APPLICANT I
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APPLICANT it C *EDUCATIONAL RECORD **
clerical
No Work Gap

HIGH SCHOOL ATTENDED: Central

DATES` ATTENDED: 1977-1980

Business 6,
MAJOR/PROGRAM:Office

GRADE AVERAGE: B DIPLOMA: ',YES ONO

**WORK HISTORY**

EMPLOYER: Small Retail Firm EMPLOYED F : June 1981
..

POSITION: Office Helper TO: June1982

JOB DUTIES: Filed records, sorted,
,

_.

and delivered -:mail

REASON FOR LEAVING: Laid off

EMPLOYER: Small Manufacturing Firm EMPLOYED FROM: Dec. 1980

POSITION: Office Helper TO: June 1981

JOB DUTIES: Filed records, sorted, and delivered mail

REASON FOR LEAVING: Better job

EMPLOYER: Small Retail Firm EMPLOYED FROM: Sept.1980

yUSITION: Office Helper TO: Dec. 1980

JOB DUTIES: Filed records, sorted,
.

and delivered mail
.

.

REASON FOR LEAVING: Better job

EMPLOYER:' EMPLOYED-FROM:

POSITION:
TO:

JOB DUTIES:

REASON FOR LEAVING:

EMPLOYER:
EMPLOYED FROM:

POSITION!
TG:

1
JOB DUTI&S:

.

REASON FOR LEAVING:

FRIENDS WORKING AT ORGANIZATIONOYES NO

CURRENT DiPLOYMENT STATUSIEMPLOYED gIUNEMPLOYED

FOR OFFICE USE: 1. TESTED TYPING SPEED: 55

2. ELIGIBLE FOR TJTC:OYES '

<DOVER FOR ADDITIONAL
WORK HISTORY ,

0 .

HIRING PRIORITY

50 . . 100 . .

'Worst Average
Hired Hire

INDEX

150 . .

Best
Hired

200

YOUR SCORE

FOR APPLICANT

125



VIEDOTAPE INTERVIEW SCRIPT

NO RECENT GAP IN WORK RECORD (CLERICAL)

(Used in:no'inappropriate behavioi," "inappropriate

appearance," and "poor ponverbal'behavior")

INTERVIEWER:, We have covered your::educational background, now,I would like to

take a look at ,yd'ur work experience. I have your employment record here on

the ApPlication, but I would like for you to talk a fi '6.e about the jobs you

have yhad and the work you have done,

INTERVIEWEE: I have hadksome varied work experiences. After completing high

school,;I enrolled, in.a,Community college secretarial course. Beeause of

money problems and- not getting what I wanted from my classes, I left school

and went to work -'as a receptionist/file clerk. After about three months of

that, I had, an opportunity to move to
another, company to work in a secretarial

f r.

pool Aoing'mostly straight_typing, I enjoyed working in the typing pool and

worked there for about monthd. The company went to word processing and I

felt very uncomfortable working with all that new equipment. I realize now
1

that word processing can improve my work and I would welcome an opportunity ;to

learn it. At that time one of the executives in the company decided to go out

on her own and asked me to go as her secretary. I moved to that job and have

been in it for about 'One year. Now my boss finds she can -not make it on her

own and is going with a large company. That leaves me looking for a job. I

feel all of my experiences have given me good preparation for a secretarial

position. Ihope you will have a spot for me in this company.

INTERVIEWER: What are yourplans for the future?

INTERVIEWEE: I would like to get enough experience and training to become an

executive secretary. For now, I just want to\become ayery good secretary.

INTERVIEWER: Thank you.
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VIEDOTAPE INTERVIEW SCRIPT
NO RECENT GAP IN ,WORK RECORD (CLERICAL)`

(Used in "inappropriate language")

INTERVIEWER: We have covered your',educational background, now I would.like to

take a look at your work experience. I have your employment record here on

the application, but I would like foyou to talk a little about the jobs you

have had and the-work you have done.

INTERVIEWEE : -Yeah, I done a 10e of work. Uh, after high school, I went to

, college to this secretary course. But, um, I just couldn't afford it, so I

,had to quit, and, uh, went to work as a receptionist/file clerk.- It was all

,,right. Then I got another job in a secretarial pool. Um, it was all right

too", I s'pose, and I, uh, had a lot of straight typing. It was pretty- nice.

Then after a few'months, the company went to word processing. I just couldn't

dig,that; you know' They had a lot of new equipment and stuff I just wasn't

into. So, um, I quit there, and I found out that one of the bosses was going

off to her own business, so she asked me if I wanted to come along as herown

secretary, and I said, oh yeah, why not? So, um, I went with her, and stayed

about a year. And she couldn't afford to stay in business for herself, you

know, so she had to go backs to the large company. So that left me without a

job.

INTERVIEWER: What are your plans for the future?

INTERVIEWEE: I would like to get enough experience and train g to become an

executive secretary. For now, I just want to become a very goo secretary.

INTERVIEWER: Thank you.

1 01-7
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VIEDOTAPE INTERVIEW SCRIPT
NO RECENT GAP IN WORK RECORD (CLERICAL)

(Used in "bad attitude ").

INTERVIEWER: We have covered your educational background,.now I would like to

take a look at your work experience. I have your employment record here on

the application, but I would like for you to' talk a little about the jobs you

I.

had and the work you have done.

INTERVIEWEE: After high school, my folks decided I better go to college. So

I went and took a secretarial course, you know. I didn't know what else to

take! '-But it cost too much and I just didn't like it, didn't like the school

all, so I just decided to go to work right away. And-I was a'receptionist/

file clerk for awhile. Then t didn't like that job anyWay. 'They fired me.

So I went off to another company and worked in a secretarial 'pool. Now' thet

was all right. I can dig that. Then they.went to word processing, and I

didn't know a thing about word processing, jack, so I said 'I just can't get

into that. Then I found out,. that one of the bosses was booking her own gig
. ,

and she asked me to come along as her secretary. So I said sure; what else

was I going to do? So.I went with her for about a year. And now, she' 'going

back to work for the big company. She's going back to, work for the man. She

can't affor&to stay on her own. So I'm unemployed.

INTERVIEWER: Like before.

INTERVIEWEE: I could-get any job, but people just aren't hiring.exeCutiye

secretaries, so -I guess I will just be a plain old secretary.

INTERVIEWER: Thank you.
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APPLICANT # cc_ *EDUCATIONAL RECORD**
Clerical Application
Work, Gap

HIGH SCHOOL ATTENDED: Central

DATES ATTENDED: 1977-1980

Business 6,
'MAJOK/PROGRAM:officeL_

GRADE AVERAGE: B DIPLOMA: RIYES ONOsha

:* *WORK HISTORY**

EMPLOYER: Small Retail Firm EMPLOYED ROM: june 1981
-.7%,--

POSITION: Office Helper ,-TO: Jan 1932

_.

JOB DUTIES: ' Filed records, sorted, and delivered mail

REASON FOR LEAVING: Laid off

EMPLOYER: Small Manufacturing Firm EMPLOYED FROM:Def. 1980

POSITION: Office Helper .
TO: June 1981

00
_

JOB DUTIES: Filed records, sorted, and delivered mail o
REASON FOR LEAVING: Better job

._

EMPLOYER: Small Retail Firm. EMPLOYED FROM: Sept.1980

POSITION: Office Helpgr TO: Dec. 1980

JOB DUTIES: Filed records, sorted, and delivered mail

REASON FOR LEAVING: Better job

EMPLOYER: EMPLOYED FROM:

POSITION: TO:

JOB DUTIES: u

REASON FOK LEAVING:

EMPLOYER: EMPLOYED FROM:

POSITION: TO:

JOB DUTIES:

REASON FOR LEAVING:

ER 1 ENDS WORKING AT ORGANIZATION O YES 13 NO
t:IIRRN' EMPLOYMENT STATUS DEMPLOYED uNEmphoyED

°OVER FOR ADDITIONAL
WORK illSTORY

OK OFFICE USE; TESTED TYPING SPEED: 55
4. ELIGIBLE FOR TJTC:OYES

!

HIKING lapKITY INDEX
. 50. . it)W. . 200
Worst AVerage Best
Hired Hire Hired
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VIEDOTAPE INTERVIEW SCRIPT
GAP IN WORK RECORD (CLERICAL)

7-("GOod".and"poot7 explanations)

INTERVIEWER: We have'covered your educational background, :now I would like to

take a look at your work experience. I have your employment record here on

the application, but Iwpuld like for you to talk a little about the jobs you

have had and the work you have done.

INTERVIEWEE: I have some varied work experiences. After completing high

school, I enrolled in a community college secretarial course. Because of

money problems and not getting what I wanted from my classes, I left school

and went to work as a receptionist/file clerk. After about three months of

'that, I had an opportunity to move to another company to work in a secretarial

pool doing mostly straight typing. I enjoyed working in the typing pool' and

worked there for about six months. The company went to word processing and I

felt very uncomfortable working with all that new equipment. I realize now

that word processing can improve my work and I would welcome an opportunity to

learn it. At that time, one of the executives in the company decided to go

out on her own and asked me to go as her secretary. I moved to that job and

i ,

was in it for about six months, when my boss fond she could not make it on

her own and went back to the large company. That' ltft me looking for a job.

I feel all these experiences have given me good preparation for a secretarial

position. I hope you have a spot for me in this company.

INTERVIEWER: What part of yot-iiz.cpe-ri-ence did you enjoy most and which least?

INTERVIEWEE: I think I like the private secretary work most and would have

liked to continue if possible. What I liked least was working as a reception-

ist. I enjoy typing and making work look attractive.
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INTERVIEWER: noticed from your application that you have been out of work

for the last six months. Would you please explain what you were doing during

that time and period?

"GOOD" OR REASONABLE EXPLANATION:

INTERVIEWEE: Yes, I would be happy to explain. When my boss went with an

other company, I was out of work. In.order to stretch my unemployment com

pensation, I moved back in with my family. I have searched for a job on a

regular basis. I have mailed applications and had personal interviews but', as

you know, jobs are scarce and'I have not been successful in becoming employed.

I called my high school typing teacher and she lets me come in every Thursday

afternoon so I have been able to keep up my typing skills.

"POOR" OR LESS THAN DESIRABLE EXPLANATION:

INTERVIEWEE: Yes, I would be happy to explain. I had some unemployment com

pensation coming and have always wanted to see some other parts of the-coun

try. I went with some friends to Colorado and we stayed there during the ski

season. I did a lot of skiing and made many new friends. Now my unemployment

compensation has run out and I have to find a job.

INTERVIEWER: Thank you.
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APPLICANT R *EDUCATIONAL RECORD**
Retail Application
No Work Gap

HIGH SCHOOL ATTENDED: Central

DATES ATTENDED: 1977-198/

Distributive
MAJOR/PROGRAM:Education

GRADE AVERAGE: B DIPLOMA: DYES ONO

**WORK HISTORY**

EMPLOYER: Large Department Store EMPLOYED FROM: May 1982

POSITION: Sales Helper TO: June 1982

JOB DUTIES: Stocked shelves, showed products to customers, put prices

on goods

REASON FOR LEAVING:

EMPLOYER: Small Department Store EMPLOYED FROM: 1981_...M.av

POSITION: Sales Helper TO: May 1982

'JOB DUTIES: Stocked shelves, showed products to customers, put prices

on goods

REASON FOR LEAVING: Laid off

EMPLOYER: Small Department Store .
EMPLOYED FROM: September 1980

POSITION: Sales Helper (part-time) TO: May 1981

JOB DUTIES: Stocked shelves, showed products to customers, put prices

on goods

REASON FOR LEAVING: To full-time 4)ob

EMPLOYER: Large Department Store EMPLOYED,FROM: September.1979

POSITIoN: Sales Helper (part-time) TO: May 1980

JOB DUTIES: Stocked shelves, showed products tlr)customers, put prices)

on goods
.-4

REASON FOR LEAVING: Temporary job

-_..--

EMPLOYER: EMPLOYED FROM://,--

FoSITIoN:, TO:

JoB DUTIES:

REASON FOR LEAVING:

FRIENDS WORKING AT ORGANIZATIONOYESDNO
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS OEMPLOYED OUNEMPLOYED

FoR OFFICE USE: 1. TESTED TYPING SPEED: 55

2. ELIGIBLE FOR TJTC:OYE:TONO

HIRING PRIORITY INDEX

. . 50 . . 100 . . 150 . 200

Worst Average Best
Hired Hire Hired
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VIDEOTAPE INTERVIEW SCRIPT
/NO RECENT GAP IN WORK EXPERIENCE (RETAIL)

(Used in "no inappropriate behavior," "inappropriate

appearance," and "poor nonverbal behavior")

INTERVIEWER: In considering you for a position in sales, it is important that

we know about both your education and work experience. I think we have

covered your schooling, but now I would like for you to tell me about your

work experience.

INTERVIEWEE: Yes, as I mentioned earlier, I had some very worthwhile work

experience while still in high school. As part of my distributive education

program, I worked part-time my last two years in school and full-time in the

summers.

I started as a stock person in our local supermarket. In thii job I

stamped prices on items and placed them on shelves. After about three months

I was moved to the cashier-checker position. I greeted customers, entered

prices into the cash register and made change. Sometimes I helped with

sacking the groceries. I worked at this job the rest of my Junior year in

school. During the summer I did grass cutting and other odd jobs4I could get.

My senior year I was placed in a men's clothing shop. After learning the

stock and company rules, I worked as a salesperson. I enjoyed this job very

much and felt I learned a great deal. After graduation from high school, I

continued to work in the clothing shop.

After about one year in this job, the shop where I worked went out of

business. After job hunting for about two weeks, I went to work for a large

department store. I have worked in several departments as a salesperson-

children's clothing, appliancasj and shoes. I feel that experience has been



very worthwhile and I have learned a lot abqut selling. I am applying with

your company because I would like to get back into selling men's clothing. Do

you have other questions?

INTERVIEWER: Yes, would like to know what your plans are for the future.

INTERVIEWEE: Eventually, I would like to own my own shop but for now I would

be happy with a sales position.

INTERVIEWER: Thank: you.

N
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VIDEOTAPE INTERVIEW SCRIPT

NO RECENT GAP INWORK'RECORD (RETAIL)

(Used in "inappropriate ldngdage")

INTERVIEWER: In conside'rinkyou fo-:na position in sales, it is important that

we know about both your education and work experience. I think wt have

covered yobr'schoo1ing, but now I would like for you to tell me about your

work experience.,

INTiRVIEWEE: Uh, yeah, um, as I mentioned before, I did a lotta good stuff

while, you know, I was still in high school. As part of my distributive
.

education program, I was able to work parttithe during my junior and senior

years and fulltime during the summers. So, uh, I started working for, uh,

this grocery store. Okay? And I:i:Jas a stockperson. I did all the stockin'

of shelves. and stampin' the merchandise. And, uh, after about three months, 'I

became a cashierchecker, see, and like I was able to deal withi'the customers
CIO

one on one. You know like dat. You know, I ran a cash register and, uh, I

bagged the groceries and stuff. I worked my whole junior year and then during

the summer I worked at odd jobs--like ctittin' the grass and stuff like dat.

!

So, uh, went on to my enior,year. ;Fwas place in a men's clothing

store. So, like, after 1 ning the stock and company.ruleEHthat, ain.16t no

problem--like, I worked as a slesperson.. And I really liked that job,

know. And after graduation, I continued to work in this store. After abo t a

yearldithe company went under:. See?

So I was looking fora job for about two weeks when I hooked,-up with
P

large department store. I worked in several departments such as kids'

clothes, appliances,. and shoes and stuff like dat. And,:uh, they let me go

after a decline in business. So I am applying for a job at your(company.

se
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INTERVIEWER: Yes, I would like to know what your plans are for the future.

INTERVIEWEE: Eventually, I 1Rould like to own my own shop but for now I would

be happy with a sales position.

INTERVIEWER: Thank you.

vr4

p
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VIDEOTAPE INTERVIEW SCRIPT
NO RECENT GAP IN WORK RECORD (RETAIL)

(Used in "bad attitude")

INTERVIEWER: In considering you for a position in sales, it is important that

we know about. both your education and .ork experience. I think we hive

covered your schooling, but now I would likefor/you to tell me about your

work experience.

INTERVIEWEE: Well, as I told you before, while I was in high school, I had

the opportunity to do a lot of good stuff.. As part of my d5stributive educa7'

tion program, I worked part-time my last two years in school and full-tiMe in

the summer. So, my first job my junior year was that'of a stockperson in a

grocery:,store--a really lowly job, but you know, it was starting off.. So I

worked there stamping merchandise and Mocking the shelves. But three months

later, I moved up. -I moved up to a position of a cashier /checker. I greeted

customers (you know, I have a lot of personality) and ',went on to ring up the

purchases and bag the groceries. I didn't like that too much, but, you know,

it was part of the job. During the I worked' odd jobs, 'cause you

know, hey,, the job situation was kind of-bad.

Inpy's for year,, I was placed in airmen's clothing store. You know, I

was moving up. After learning thd stock and company rules, I worked as a

salesperson. And,^you know, I really got into this job. But as time went on,

the store was closed.

So there I was out on the street. Mei':For two weeks, I was out looking

for a job and then I went to work for a large department store. I worked in a

lot of different departments, you know. I worked in childrens' clothing. I

worked in the appliawe department. I worked in the shoe department. It was
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a real drag working in so many departments. After awhile, I couldn't care

less about what I w s selling. Then after a decline in business, the let me

go. So here I am appl g for a job with your company. Any questio s?

INTERVIEWER: Yes, I would like to know what your plans are for the Nture.

INTERVIEWEE: Eventually, I would like to own my own shop but for now I would

be happy with a sales position.

INTERVIEWER: Thank yob

I

tt4
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APPLICANT # RG *EDUCATIONAL RECORD**
Retail Appiicacion
Work Gap'

HIGH SOHOOL ATTENDED: Central

DATES ATTENDED: 1977-198O"'

MAJOR/PROGRAM:
Distributive
Education

GRADE AVERAGE: B IPLOMA: DYES ONO

**WORK HISTORY**

t

nt Store EMPLOYED FROM: 0,ctober 1981EMPLOYER: Larze Department ,_-

POSITION: Sales Helper ,

-...,4
TO: January 1982

JOB DUTIES: Stockgd shelveq..._ showed products to customers, put prices
d

on goods ,e,

REASON FOR LEAVING: Laid of )

EMPLOYER: Small Department Store EMPLOYED FROM May 1981

POSITION: Sales Helper
I

TO: October 1981

JOB DUTIES: Stocked shelves, showed products to customers, put prices

on goods

REASON FOR LEAVING: Laid off ,

EMPLOYER: Small Department Store EMPLOYED FROM: September 1980

POSITION: Sales Helper (part-time) TO: May 1981

JOB DUTIES: Stocked shelves, showed products to customers, put prices

on goods r---

REASON FOR LEAVING: To full-time job

7\UPLOYER: Large Department Store EMPLOYED FROM: September 1979

POSITION: Sales Helper (part-time) TO: May 1980

JOB DUTIES: Stocked shelves, showed4products to customers, Rut prices

4 on goods

REASON FOR LEAVING: Temporary job
J

EMPLOYER: EMPLOYED FROM:

POSITION: TO:

JOB DUTIES:

REASON FOR LEAVING:

FRIENDS WORKING AT ORGANIZATIONDYES NO

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS OEMPLOYED CIUNEMPLOYED

FOR OFFII USE: 1. TESTED TYPING 'SPEED: 55
2. ELIGIBLE FOR TJTC:D YES ONO

0 OVER FOR ADDITIONAL
WOK HISTORY

HIRING PRIORITY INDEX YOUR SCORE

U . . 50 . . 100 . . 150 200 FOR APPLICANT

Worst Average Best
Hired Hire Hired 1 d



VIDEOTAPE INTERVIEW SCRIPT
..

GAPIN WORK RECORV.(RETAIL)

("Good" and "poor" explanations)

INTERVIEWER: In considering you for a position'in sales, it is important that

we know about both yOur education and work experience. 'I think we haVe

covered your schooling, but now I would like for you to tell me about your

work experience.
,st

INTERVIEWEE: Yes, as I mentioned earlier, I had some very worthwhile work

experience while still in high school. As part of my distributive education

program, I worked part-time my last two years in school And full-time in the

summers.

I started as a stockperson in our local supermarket. In this job I

stamped prices on items and placed them on shelves.: After about three months

I was moved to.the cashier-checker lipsition. I greeted customers, entered

prices into the 'cash register and made change. Sometimes I helped with

sacking the groceries. I worked at this job the rest of my junior year in

school. During the summer I cut grass and other jobs I could, get.

My senior year I was placed in a men's clothi shop. After learning the

stock and company rules, I worked as a salesperson. .I enjoyed th job'very

it

much and felt I learned._ a great deal. After graduation from high school, I

continued to work in the clothing shop.

After about four months working full-time in this job,'the shop where

I worked went out of business. After job hunting for,about two weeks, I went
a

5

to work.for a large department store. I worked in several departmentAa a

salesperson--children's clothing, appliances, and shops. .I feel that expert-

ence was very worthwhile and I learned a lot about selling. BusinesS declined
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in the department store and since I had been there only a short time, I was

i'Y
let go. I am applying with your company because .I would like to get back into

7 '

selling men's clothing. Do you have other questions?

,INTERVIEWER: Yes, If you don't mind, I would like to know more about those

six months you have been out of work.- What have you been doing during that

period?

"GOOD" OR REASONABLE EXPLANATION:

INTERVIEWEE: Certainly, I am happy to explain that period. of ,ti'me. I'had

some unemployment compensation coming, so in order to stretch that, I moved

back in with my family. I have been seeking employment on a regular basis

through mailed applications and personal interviews; but, as you know, jobs

are very scarce and .I have not,been successful in getting a job. I have

worked as a volunteer salesperson in a goodwill store in my spare time. This

helped the stove and alloWed me to keep and improve my sales skills.

"POOR" OR LESS THAN DESIRABLE EXPLANATION:

INTERVIEWEE: Certainly,.I am happy to explain that period of time. I.had .

some unemployment compensation coming and have always wanted to see other

parts of the country. I went with some friends to Colorado and we stayed

there during the ski seaton.. I did a lot of skiing and made many new friends.

*

Now my unemployment compensation has run out and I have to find a job.

4
INTERVIEWER: Thank you.

I
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Machine Trades Application- -
APPLICANT m **EDUCATIONAL RECORD*,*No Work Cap'

HIGH SCHOOL ATTENDED: Central

DATES ATTENDED: -1977-1980

MAJOR/PROGRAM: Machine Shop

GRADE, AVERAGE:1_ DIPLOMA: YESn NU

**WORK HISTORY**

EMPLOYER: Small MnrInfarrnring Firm EMPLOYED FROM: May 1980

POSITION: Machinest Helper TO: 5pue 1982

JOB DUTIES: Place rough metal in'Machine', operate machine, make

adjustments

REASON FOR LEAVING: Laid off

EMPLOYER: EMPLOYED FROM::

POSITION: TO:

JUB DUTIES:

,--

REASON FOR LEAVING:

EMPLOYER: EMPLOYED FROM:

POSITION: /
TO: .

:'-'.1013 DUTIES:

REASON FOR LEAVING:

EMPLOYER: EMPLOYED FROM:

POSITION: TO:

JOB DUTIES:

REASON FOR LEAVING:

EMPLOYER: .4 EMPLOYED FROM:

? OSITION:
.

TO:

JUB DUTIES:

REASON FOR LEAVING:

FRIENDS WORKING AT ORGANIZATION OYES ONO
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STAipSOEMPLOYED EJUNEMpLUYED
OPERATE MACHINES:

(DOVER FOR ADDITIONAL
WORK HISTORY

FUR OFFICE USE 1. ELIGIBLE FOR TJTC:[]YES ONO

HIRING PRIORITY INDEX
. 50 . . 1UU . . 15U . . 200
Worst Averave Hest
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YOUR SCORE
FOR APPLICANT
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VIDEOTAPE INTERVIEW SCRIPT
NO RECENT GAP IN WORK RECORD (MACHINE TRADES)

(Used in "no inappropriate behavior, inappropriate
appearance,:' and "poor nonverbal behavior")

INTERVIEWER: One of the things this company is interested in is the Work

experience that you have had. I have that inforthation here on your

application, but rather have you tell me about it. Start with when you

left high school and bring me up to date on the jobs you have had and the work

you have done.

INTERVIEWEE: Yes, that would be a period of about two years. When I com

pleted high school I went immediately into a machine shop where I became a

helper to an experienced machinist- This gave me an opportunity to practice

the application of many things I had learned in my high school machine shop

class. After about six months I was raised to machine tool operator, which is

a semiskilled position and was earning at the beginning machine operator

level. After an additional six months, the company paid laly tuition and

I continued to work asexpenses to attend a night class in numerical control.

a machine tool operator and received two raises as my skill and speed

increased. The company at that time thought they would go to numerical

control. I learned a lot in the clais and was eager to get into that type

work. About the time I completed training, orders fell off and the company

decided not to go numerical control. I continued to work there for about six

more monrhs. but as business continued to drop several employees with less

time o the job, including myself, were let go.

INTERV EWER: So you have about two years experience working in a machine

shop?

143
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INTERVIEWEE; Yes, sir.

INTERVIEWER: What is your ambition for the future?

INTERVIEWEE: I would like to become an all around machinist as soon as

possible and then I would like to go into business for myself.

INTERVIEWER: Thank you.

(

1440

O
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VIDEOTAPE INTERVIEW SCRIPT
NO RECENT GAP IN WORK RECORD (MACHINE TRADES)

(Used in / "inappropriate language")

INTERVIEWER: OneOne of the things this company is interested in is the work

experience that you have had. I have that information here on your appli-

cation, but, I'd rather have you tell me about it. Start with when you left

high school and bring me up to date on the jobs you have had and the work you

have done.

INTERVIEWEE: Right, yeah, that would be about a period a,time about two

years. Uh, right .after I got out of high school, I started'working for this,

uh, guy who owned this machine shOp, all right? And this, you know, gave me a

chance to use a lot of things I picked up in high school, you know, right on

the job. So, I was working a period of about six months when I started work-

ing as a machine tool operator, and, you knoW, this was a semiskilled position

and start paying me at the beginner level. started doing pretty well

for myself. Qkay? About six months went by and, like, the company, sent me to

night school and, you know, to take numerical control. See? I continued to

work at the machine shop for about" another six months and picked up two raises

as my speed and skill increased. 'ee? So, like, I really like what I learn

in my class, see, and I was really pickineup on)tlWnumerical control 'stuff.

So at that time, the company thought they were going to go with numerical con-

trol, but all of a sudden they decided to drop'all of dat and start picking up

on orders. 'Cause.orders was dropping off, see, and they was doing,r41 bad.

So, I had no problem with that. Sq t continued to work with the company for

-another six months, but orders was still dropping off, so the company decided

to cut a bunch of brothers loose, and I gots let go.

11/
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INTERVIEWER: So you have about two-years exRerience working in a machine

shop?

INTERVIEWEE: Yeah, dl's right.

INTERVIEWED: What is your ambition for the future?

INTERVIEWEE: I would like to become an all around machinist as soon as

possible and then I would like to go into business for myself.

INTERVIEWER: Thank you.
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;IDEOTAPE INTERVIEW SCRIPT
NO RECENT GAP IN WORK RECORD (MACHINE TRADES)

(Used in "bad attitude")

INTERVIEWER: One of the things this company is interested in is the work

experience that you have had. I have that information here on your appli-

cation, but I'd rather have you tell me about it. Start with when you left

high school and bring me up to date on the jobs you re had(and the work you

have done.

INTERVIEWEE:' Okay, the old story. That would be a period of about two years.

When I got out of.high school, I went immediately into a machine shop, where I

became a helper to an experienced machinist. Okay, this gave me an dppor-

tunity to practice the application of many things I had learned in my high

school machine shop class--a lot of things that were kind of boring, but you

got to work, right? After about six months, I was raised to machine tool

operator and they were ripping me off by only paying me at beginning leVel

--a semiskilled' position, they said. Okay? I was doing really good, but they

don't want to give me any credit for anything. But still they decided out of

the goodness of their hearts to send-me to night school to learn numerical

control. You see the comany at that time thought.they would go to numerical

control equipment. They sent me out because I wasn't making no money, anyway.

But hey, I liked it. I really liked the numerical control. But as I con-

tinued to work there for another six months, the company decided to give me

two raises. But I was the best worker there a i,should have gotten more

than that; but I only got two raises. Just as I completed my training, they

dropped it. Right out of the blue, they decided not to go into numerical

control because orders were dropping. off. But, hey; it was because they

didn't want me moving up so-fast: I continued to work for another six months



and I was doing really well, when th rpught up this jive about orders

dropping off, again. And they let me gtheir best worker.

INTERVIEWER: So you have about twoyears experience working in a machine

it

shop?

INTERVIEWEE: Yeah, dat's right.
I

INTERVIEWER: What is your ambition for the future?

INTERVIEWEE: I would like to get some scratch and hire some "bros" and go

into business for myself.

INTERVIEWER: Thank you.

4. 148

156.
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APPLICANT # MG

Machine Trades Application- -

Work Gap
**EDUCATIONAL RECORD**

HIGH SCHOOL ATTENDED: Central

YATES ATTENDED: 1977-1980

MAJOR/PROGRAM:
Machine Shot

GRADE AVERAGE: B DIPLOMA: F21 Y

**WORK HISTORY **

EMPLOYER: Small Manufacturing Firm EMPLOYED FROM: May 1980

POSITION: Machinest Helper ,_

TO: Jan. 1982

JOB DUTIES: Place rough metal in machine, operate machine,

make adjustments
,

REASON FOR LEAVING: Laid off

EMPLOYER:
EMPLOYED FROM:

POSITION:
TO:

JOB DUTIES:

REASON FOR LEAVING:

EMPLOYER: .-
EMPLOYED FROM:

POSITION:
TO:

JOB DUTIES:

REASON FOR LEAVING:

EMPLOYER:
EMPLOYE1?ROM:

POSITION:

JOB DUTIES: u

REASON FOR LEAVING:

EMPIER:
EMPLOYED FROM:

pOSI IiON:
TO:

JOB DUTIES:
.,-

REASON FOR LEAVING:

FRIENDS WORKING AT ORGANIZATION OYES ONO
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT STATUS a/EMPLOYED 3 UNEMPLOYED

OPERATE MACHINES:

<DOVER FOR ADDITIONAL
WORK "7.7

'44

c04 1*.j'iG:OYES GJNO

0 50
HIRING PRIORITY INDEX

. . . . 100 . . 150. . 200
Wqrst Average Best

.

149.

YOUR SCORE
FOR APPLICANT

157



VIDEOTAPE INTERVIEW SCRIPT
GAP IN -WORK RECORD (MACHINE, TRADES)

( "Good" and "poor" explanations)

INTERVIEWER: One of the things this company:is interested in is the work

experience that,gpu have had. I have that information here on your

application, but I'd rather have you tell me aboutAt. Start with when you

.left high school and bring me up to date on the' jobs you ,hsvehad. and the work

yollaVe done...

INTERVIEWEE: ;Yes,that would be a peiod of about two years. When

completed high school I went immediately into intoa, machine shop where

became allelper to An experienced machinist. This gave me an opportunity to

practice the application of many things
1

d learned in my high school

i 1

machine shop class. After about six months I was raised to machine tool'

operator, which is a semiskilled position and was earning, at the beginning

machine operator level. After an additional six months; the company paid my

tuition and expenses to attend A.night Class in numerical control. I

continued to work as a machine Cool operator and received two raises as my

skill and speed increased. The company at that time thought they wquld go to

numerical control. I learned a lot in the.class and was eager to get into

tliat type work. About the time I completed training, orders fell off and the,

company decided dot to go numerical control. As one of the newest employees,

I was let go because of the drop in business.

'\INTERVIEWER: I "notice from your application that you have a gap-in your work

record from the time you were let go to the present time. 'Would.-you, please,

explain what you were doing during that time period?

15
150



"GOOD" OR REASONABLE EXPLANATION:

1.

INTERVIEWEE: For,the year and a half, previous to losing my job, I had worked,

in the machine shop. Because of the sharp decline in orders,'some'bf the

people viith tess senority (including myself) were terminated. Since I had

',-saved some Money and. had a fund accumulated in the company retirement fund and

could draw unemployment 'compensationi-I decided to make some badly needed

repairs on a home we.had just purchased. I was, of course, seeking employment

at this time. I did save money byJ doing the work myself and now I have a much

more comfortable home.

"POOR" OR LESS THAN DESIRABLE EXPLANATION:

INTERVIEWEE: For the year and a half previous to losing my job, I had- worked

the machine shop. When I got laid off, I decided to draw my unemploymentt

compensation. I took a bike trip into the north woods and *lid some fishing

and hunting. .saw a lot of beautiful country. Now my unemployment com

sat -ion has run oyt.and I have to go baCk.to work.

INTERVIEWER: Thank you.

159
152
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APPENDIX C

RESPONSE FREQUENCIES FROM QUESTIONNAIRE/

.t,

160
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Mal I

Sex: Female
Black
White

Race:

Number

30

26

5 y

51

Your voluntary participation in
and all information you provide
responses you giVe will be used
will not be identified with you

0

I.) Firm Characteristie&

TILE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS
YOU ARERESPONSIBLETOR 11
ESTABLISHMENTS FOR WHICH

1. k-flow many persons are

at the present time?

( 0) Less than 10

( 1) 10-19

,( 8) 20-29

2. KW many persons-are
at present?

r .

giployed full time in your establishment

( V 30-49
(0.? 50-99
(Ve7100-199

this study will be most appreciated
will be kept confidential. The

to prepare statistical totals and
or your organization.

SECTION A

THE ESTABLISHMENT AT WHICH YOU WORK (OR IF
EOPLE FOR MORE THAN ONE ESTABLISHMENT THE

RESPONSIBLE).

emplOyed

(10 200-499
( 500-1999
(1) 2000 or more

-time WYour establishment

Less than 10 (0' 30 -49.

(4) 10 -19. (2) 5.0-99

( 5) 2D-29 (u _160-199 .

Approximately what
employees would be

4. ApprOximately what
employes would. be
sales' managetial, and professio41)? Median

. , ......

5. Approximately that percent of youi.retail employees
qwouldbe,

clAified as buyers, chefs, department managers, Or store Median

managers?

(0 200-499
(5Y,:500-19.99

( 51 2000 or more

pereent of,yotir full and fiarttime

classified aslre,tail employees?

percent of yo9ur full time andpakt-time
classified as'white collar (i.e., clerical,

.Median 55 -t %-"""

6. What is the highest hourly wage received by anyone in
of the above jobs?

7. What percent of the people in these upper level job

tions were first employed by your establishlent in an unskilled

or semiskilled entry-level position? Median -30 %

one Median$ 10.00
per 'hour

8. [not included in this version]

9. Approximately what percent of the full time4and part-time
employees are under the age of 25?

1R

161

'Median
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I

10. During the last year, did the total number
of employees in your establishment increase,
decrease, or stay about the same?

16 Increased by
16 Decreased by
19 Stayed by same

. . .

11. Roughly what percent. of your non-supervisory
0 47'

workers are covered by collective bargaining
10 . . . 1

.

agreements?
50 . . 1

60 . . 1

90,
2. Does your company have oany divisions and subsidiaries in other

locations which do their own hiring?

(35) No, GO TO QUESTION 14
(18) Yes, GO TO QUESTION 13

13. What would you estimate the total number of full time and
part-time employees is in all the divisions and subsidiakies

of your company? (include your own establishment)

( ) 1-49 (1) 100-499 ( )

( ) 50-99. ( ) 500-1999 (1)

No.

156

2000-9999
10,000 or more

.0

Median'

10
-775-%
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Establishment's Hiring.Process

THESE QUESTIONS CONCERN yon ESTABLISHMENT'S GENERAL HIRING PROCESS FOR
(CLERICAL, RETAIL SALES, MACHINISTS) POSITIONS OVER THE.PREVIOUS ONE OR

TWO YEARS.

14. When your establishment has an opening in an unskilled or
semiskilled job, Which of the following methods are used to
attract applicants? (MARK ALL THAT APPLY)

(23$ Ask for referrals from the state employment service
( Ask for referrals from employment agency
(c Ask for referrals from a union
(93) Advertise in media
(14 Display help wanted sign
(3() Announce to current employees that there are openings
(33) Ask for referrils from schools or vocational education

institutions
(14 Make other efforts. Please describe

( 0 We don't solicit applicants because we have enough
',unsolicited applicants

15. How are telephone inquiries about employment treated--

15A. When there is an opening? 15B.

(3) Callers are encouraged
to come in and fill out
an application

(16) Callers are encouraged
,if they have skills

( Callers are generally
discouraged

( 3) NA because.we have few
.. phone calls

f.

When there.is no specific opening?
(21 Callers are encouraged

to come in and fill out
an application

(V) Callers are encouraged
if they, 'have skills

(1i Callers are generally
discouraged

:(1) 'NA we e-hive few

`441(;)-4e,qalls

r

16. About what percen&Age-Of'people:whooeMebureiblishment
without a referral looking for a*si/lon similartdAite,onel.
described are 'given an APplicatiOn-

16A. When there is an opening?
(49) 95-100%
(1) 76-94%
( 2) 51 -75%

K() 26-50%

(1) 6-25%
(1) 0-5%

168.When there is
(36).95-100%
(3) 76-94%

(0) 51-75%
(3) 26-50%
(1) 6-25%

(11): 0-5%

IF 16A AND 16B ARE 100% THEN SKIP TO QUESTION 18

Jab

157. .1,63

no specific opening?:,



17. What is the basis for deciding which persons are allowed to
fill out an application?

(7) Dpn't accept applications if no opening
(0) Applicants need to be referred
(10 People are..Screened before given an application on

(MARK ALL THAT APPLY)
(8) Edimation /
(7) Job training
(7) Experience'
(4) Speaking and languSge ability
(4). Age

(4) General appearance
(1) Other

18. About what percentage of people who filled out an application
at your firm are referrikls from some organization (employment
service, employment agent", Community Based Organization; school,
union, other employer) that has done some prescreening for you?

( 3) 95-100% (3) 26-50%

( 3) 76-94% (20) 6-725%

( 2) 51-75% (23) 0-5%

19. What percentage of persons who come without a referral and fill out
an application are interviewed either immediately or at a later date?

19A. When there is an opening? 19B. When there is no specific,opening?
(13) 95-100% (6) 95-100%

(10) 76-94% (2) 76-94%
(5) 51-75% (3) 51-75%

(9) 26-50% (4) 26-50%
40) 6-25% (12) ,6-25%

(3) 0 -5% Q3) '0-5Z

20. On average how many people are interviewed to fill one opening? Median: 8.

21. For what percenAof your new hires in unskilled' or semiskilled. jobs
did you contact the applicant's previous employer prior to making a
final selection (i.e., before informing an applicant she/he has been
selected)?

(9) 0-5%
(11) 6-25%
0) 26-50%
(5) 51-75%

( 5) 76-qa
(17) 95-100%

4/
is
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22. When you check with previous employers what types of information do

you generally obtain?

Fre-

Always quently

Verify applicant
did work there 01) (3)

Verify type of work
applicant .performed

Verify applicant's
wage

Verify reasons
applicant t.eft

Information
absente4Sm
tardiness

PerforrManCe on
the job

on
and

(8)

Infre-
q'uently Never

3)

(9) (2) ( )

GO) ( 8)

( 8) ( )

(1 ( )

(0: ( )(28)

Reasons for not ob-

taining information
Not The

Interested Law

23: For whatp4cent nett hires in unskilled or semiskilled jobs did

you contaCheippp.cant.'s .previous employer-either before or after

hiring him/he'e'

51r75%
:,;( 3) 76 -94 %.

.(19) 95-100%

ReSpo )leines Background ,Information

) Lets than a to.01.6.fc:

0) High sCto.::.graduate
_.(2) 1 year of,;;CliVlege AgWschool

(.4) 2 years ege be trdij".,,
4.2) 3,Yeaet 0 ge nglle school

'449At ege or 4rS t trig- .6 .,ye td :high school

Orti'fig beyond high school

165



26. Which of the following most closely represents your management

title?, (MARK ONE)

Personal manager
Human resource
Staff member of personnel department
Supervisor (e.g., head clerk or cashier, unit chief, floor manager)

Department of d vi on manage

Manager (e.g., store nager, ector, president),

Foreman
Owner
Other: Specify

27. Looking at a typical work week, what
percentage of your time is spent on

the following functions?
(PLEASE MAKE SURE THE COLUMN
ADDS UP TO 100%)

Hiring employees
Training employees

Supervising employees
Job duties other than -

Median

hiring/training
and supervision

.

28. Do you have the authority to hire persons for your company

ent ry level [clerical/retail/machine trade] jobs?

(20 s, I can hire on my own

(20 Ye but I share hiring authority with others

(.6) po, ut I participate in the hiring process

(2/Aio, but I am familiar with our firm's hiring process

(2) No

29. DO you have the authority to fire or terminate employees in entry

level [clerical/retail/machine trade] Jobs?

(06) Yes, I can fire or terminate employees on my own

M:1) Yes, but I share firing authority with others

0.1) No, but I participate in the firing'process.

(3) No, but .I am familiar with the firing" process

(2) No

30 How many years of experience as a line supervisor in this

estab4shment do you have?

31. For how many years have you worked in this establishment's

personnel department and participated in or'have been Median

responsible for the selection of new employees?

65 % .

100 %

Mehan:. 5

years

32. How many years, have you been in a position to review

,employment applications in any Company?

160

Median

5

years

10

years
(4,



SECTION B
zoo, I. Training Process

THIS'SET OF QUESTIONS REFERS TO THE JOB FOR WHICH THE HIRING SIMULATION HAS

JUST BEEN:CONDUCTED. (IF YOU DO NOT ACTUALLY HAVE THOSE TYPES OF.JOBS PLEASE

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS FOR A SIMILAR JOB AND WRITE A DESCRIPTION OF THE

JOB IN THE MARGIN,.)
DURING THE FIRST
MONTH.(160 HOURS)
OF EMPLOYMENT

1. How many hours of work tithe'does the

typical new employee spend reading Median
manuals or watching'othersAO the
job rather than doingitthemselves?.
[e.g., engaged in training activities
which consume the trainee's time

but do not reduce the.prodCtiviki
of other wo:rkersi

2. How many hours of wCFK e

typical new employe0S000n-tormal'
training (i.e., self.'.palearning 14 10 -

programs .or training d bY specie- tol,tr hours

slized training personnel)

3 How many .hours do.ffiatiageMent:_and

line supervisors spend away: from

other:activities giving informal
raining or supervision to a t hours hours '

typical new worker?

4. How many hours;do coworkers ,,who

are not superVisors spend away

from their normal workgiVing.
individUalized training or super- hours

vision to the typical.new worker?

THE NEXT SET OF QUESTIONS IN THIS SECTION ASKS ABOUT THE PRODUCTIVITY OF A

TYPICAL EMPLOYEE. PLEASE RATE.A TYPICAL EMPLOYEE'S-PRODUCTIVITY ON A SCALE OFJ

ZERO: TO 100, WHERE 100 EQUALS THE MAXIMUM PRODUCTIVITY RATING ANY OF YOUR

EMPLOYEES HAS OR CAN ATTAIN AND ZERO IS ABSOLUTELY NO PRODUCTIVITY BY YOUR

EMPLOYEE.

--40

hours,

ti

'DURING THE NEXT

11 MONTHS OR
, 1840 HOURS- OF

EMPLOYMENT

J, Median

40

hours

20

20 18

hours

5. What productilVity score would you

give .to a typical new employee?

a. WI42n not engaged in any of the

training activities (described

DURING THE
FIRST DAY
OF EMPLOY-
MENT

ATJHE END
OF THE
FIRST
MONTH

AT THE END
(. THE
FIRST
YEAR

4

in Ql, 2, 1, and 4 above)

h. When being trained or super-
vised by a line supervisor or
management statf (the timer
described in Q3 above)

0 35 75

10 45 85.

c. When being trained or super-
vised by coworkers (the time
described in Q4 above) n m



6.. What is the current starting hourly wage for

t4, job for which you answered questions 1-5

[If individual receives tips, commissions,

or other incentive payments please include

an estimate of the average hourly amount

that:-was received during the first month.]

7. 'What 4s the current hourly wage for people

in. -this job who have been at the firm

slightly more than one year? [If individual

receives tips, commissions, or other incentive

pay please include in estimate of the average

hourly amount that would be received in the

thirteenth month.]

'8. How many year§ of experience in joblIkthat

have application to your_position doeS

the typical new employee have?

$ 4.00 per hour

$ 4.75 per hour

e Median
yeors-

:

9. H the typical new No training 9

emp ee in this.job Training in the school FTE months

received training from Training by previous employer 15 FTE months

a school or another
employer? ,

10. How many of the skills learned by new employees

in this job are useful outside of your company?

11.

12.

13.

MlIst 9:g% 28
if 40-60%

18

Itme ___a_
nimal 0 -5% __AL_

Focusing on the skills that are useful outside Less thn55

your company, how many other companies in the local
1

2

labor market have jobs that Tequire these skills? 16-100 22
Over' 100

a

31

If it were purchased today what would be then Under $2,000 11

cost of the most expensive machine people in '$ 2-$ 10,000 28

entry-level jobs, like the ones described, $10-$ 50,000 11

work on or with? ,

$50-$200,000 4

$200,000 up

How many weeks does the There,is no

probationary period for these probationary period 10

jobs last? Median Weeks 11

f.
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14. (After the probationary period is over)
How much documentation or paperwork is ,s4

equired to, fire an employee?

15. If your company were to temporarily_
layoff one-third of its entry -level
employees for a period of three
months what would be the basis
for selecting which employees
Mould be laid off? Half

A great ,deal J 29
Some 2 14

A little 3 8 !'

No paperWork 4 2

Solely seniority
Mainly seniority

Mainly productivity
Solely productivity

Seniority, half productivity

OUR EXPERIENCE WITH NEW HIRES
TWEEN 16 AND 25 YEARS OLD

.

16. Let us imagine your firm
hired'a group of new employees
betWeen' h ,a^esTsf 16 to 25 in

,

this job years ago,

.4whatAit-f- 4qpid-y9u
imagine_wouldppwbe in each of

. the following states?

.17. Of those still at the firm what
percent would have received a
promotion (e.g., has been. given
noticably upgraded job responsi-
bilities involving a higher, rate

`of --pay) before two years are up?

163

1
7

2
13

3

8
4

5
16

Median

Discharged'or cnduced(to quit". 10 %

Voluntarily resigned 25 %

Currently on Liy off 0

Still employed at the firm 60

Total .100

Percept of those still at the Median
firM :that would be promoted 25 %
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APPLICANT #
Retail

*EDUCATIONAL RECORD**k PrioF 'to Videotapes

HIGH SCHOOL ATTENDED: Central

DATES ATTENDED: 1977-1980

Distributive
MAJOR /PROGRAM: Education '

GRADE AVERAGE: B. DIPLOMA: BYES ONO

**WORK HISTORY**

EMPLOYER: Large Department Store EMPLOYED FROM: May 1982

POSITION: Sales Helper TO: June'1982

JOB DUTIES: Stocked shelves', showed products to customers, put prices"

on goods- c
/

REASON FOR LEAVING:

...

EMPLOYER: Small Department Store EMPLOYED FROM: May 1981-

POSITION: Sales Helper . TO: May 1982

JOB DUTIES: Stocked shelves, showed products to customers, put prices

on goods I-- -

REASON FOR LEAVING: Laid off v ..1

-:-
,.

EMPLOYER: Small Department Store EMPLOYED FROM: SepteMber 198

POSITION.: Sales Helper (part-time) TO: May 1981
-1

JOB DUTIES:', stocked shelves, showed product's to customers.. put prices
a

, on goods

REASON FOR LEAVING: To full-time job.
U

,1'1k!4-iER:,, .Largt'Department Store EMPLOYED FROM: September_ 1979

POSITION: Sales Helper (part -time)
t TO: May 1:980

JOB DIMES: Stocked-shel4s, showed products. -to customers;'` prices
, ,..

on goods .-
.

REASON FOR LEAVING: Temporary job ,

)
.

------
EMPLOYER: EMPLOYED FROM:

.

-POSITION: .
TO:

-,.
t.

JOB4DUTIES: ,

. ..

0
REASON F04 LEAVING: .

...

.....

FRIENDS WOKING AT ORGANIZATION TES LINO
CURRENT E1ti YMENT STATUS CDERPLO Ellf711MPLOYED.

1. )
---

. F0R;0FFICE USE: 1. TESTED TYPING SPEW '55 J.
2. ELIGIBLE FOR TJTG:07Y-54GaNO

.4P

004 FOR ADDITIONAL 4'
WORK HISTORY

0 .

. HIRING PRIORITY

. 50 . . 100 . .

Worst Average
Hired Hire

INDEX

150 . .

Best
Hired

XOUR SCORE

FOR APPLICANT

Median

I _L7 n



Videotape Interview Number 1
NO INAPPROPRIATE BEHAVIOR

RATING op APPLICANT'S INTERVIEW PERFORMANCE

Job Desc pficth'

% of time
required on job Job Duties

75% Advises (Sells) customers on products'
features

25% Prepares sales slipa,-.useS cash register,
and keeps records of, sold merchandise,'

I

BAND ON THE APPLICANT'S INTERVIEW PERFORMANCE:

I. Choose a score from the hiring priority index:

HIRING PRIORITY INDEX YOUR SCORE

0 . . 50 . . 100 . . 150 . . -20q7 FOR APPLICANT

Worst,
Hired

Average
Hire

Best
Hired 115

t-

median

II. Circle the number that represents the ,extent to which you believe fhe

applicant is prepared for the job.

)

- Pieparation.For Job

Applicant Highly Moderately Not

Characteristic Prepared Prepared Prepared
1

i(. Education/traiping 1 6 2:25" 3 24 4 5

B. Work Experience 1 7 2 3 3 17' 4 5 1.

,

C. Appearance 1 14 2 21 3 11 4 6 5 1

D. Grammer 1 17 2 26 3 11 4 1 5

,It

E. Attitude 1 1 22 2 24 3 9 4 5
t,;'

F. Personality 1 24 2 22,,3 8 ) 4 5

Characteristic
Not Important

for Job

6

6

6

6

6

6

LII. If you had a suitaille opening, would yo hire this perSon? -52yes 3no

IV. Check the characteristic listed in II that most influenced your decision
to hire or, dot to hire:

4 21.B 3C D 22E 2 F

165 1'71



R Video tape Interview Number 2

a

PROPRATE APPEARANCE

RATING OF APPLICANT'S INTERVIEWAIRFORMANCE

Job Descripton

% of time
required on job Job Duties%

75% Advises (sells) customers on products'
features

25% Prepares sales slips, uses ivAsh register,

and keeps records of sold merchandise

BASED ON THE APPLICANT'S INTERVIEW PERFORMANCE:

I, Choose a score from the hiring :hority index:
f

HIRING PRIORITY INDEX YOUR SCORE

0 . . 50 . . 100 . . '150 . . 200 FOR APPLICANT

Worst Average Best

Hired Hire Hired 80 median

II. Circle the number that represents the extent to which you believe the
applicant is prepared for the job.

Preparation For Job
Characteristic

Applicant Highly Moderately Not Not Important

Characteristic .Prepared Prepared Prepared for Job

A. Education /training 1 3 2 19 3 28 4 5 5 1 6

° B. Work Experience, 1 6 2 23.:3' 4' 3 5 1 .6

4t Appearance 1 20 2 16 3 8 4 5 5 4 6 1

.

D. Grammer 1 4 2 12 3 13 4 20.5 6 6

E. Attitude 1 7 2 10 3 17 4 14 c
-

7 6

F. Personality 1 7 2 12 3 24 4'10 v5 2 6

Iv.

If you had a suitable opening, would you ilire this peison? '2es 32 no

ck the charActeristic listed in II that most influenced your decision
hire or not lol,h1re:

1 A 10B 4 C. 7 D 29 E 1 4 F

qr.

166 172 .E.



K Videotape Interview N

INAPPROPRIATE LANGUAGE

RATING OF APPLICANT'S INTERVIEW PERFORMANCE

% of time
required on job , Job Duties

75% Advises (sells) customers on products'

features

25% Prepares sales slips, uses cash register,
and keeps records of sold merchandise.

Job Description

BASED ON THE APPLICANT'S INTERVIEW PERFORMANCE:
ti

Choose a score from theApiring priority index:

0 .

HIRING PRIORITY
. 50 . .. 100 . .

Worst AverAge
Hired Hire

150 .

Best
Hired.'

200

YOUR SCORE
FOR-APPLICANT

58

II. Circle the number that represents th extent to

applicant isp, prelAred for the job.

-\ Preparation For Job

median

which you believe the ,

Characteristic

Applicant Highly Moderately , Not

Characteristic Prepared Prepared Prepared
Not Important

for Job

A. ,Educationitraining 1. 2 2 12 3 23 12 5 5 '6 1

B. Work Experience 1 3 9-3 2.6 4 11 5 7 6

C. Appearance 1 12 2 28 3 13 4 1 5 6 1

D. GraMmer 1 2 3 3 4 26 5 26 6

E. Attitude 1 2 3 3 10 4 22 5 20 6

F. Personality 2 2 3 19 4 28 5 5 6 1

1 )

III. If you had a suitablfp opening, would you hire this person? .5' yes 48 no

Check the chagocteristic listed in II that most influenced your decision

to hire or ndt to hire:

A 5.43 C /15 D 32E 3F

167

1

17 3



Videotape Interview Number 4 BAD ATTITUDE

RATING QF APPLICANT'S44,INT&VIEW PERFORMANCE,

Job Datription
I

% of4Xime
required on job Job Duties

Advises (sells) customers on757. °ducts'

features
25% Prepares sales slips1 uses cash register,

and keeps records of sold merchandise

BASED ON THE APPLICANT'S INTERVIEW PERFORMANCE:

I. Choose a score from the hiring priority index:

HIRING PRIORITY INDEX YOUR SCORE .

0 . f 50°'. . 100 . 150 . . 200 FOR APPLICANT

Worst 'Average .Best

Hired Hire Hired 65 median

II. Ciile the number that represents the extent to which you believe the
applicant is prepared for the job.

4

Preparation_For Job
Characteristic
Not Important

.':- for Job

Applicant Highly Moderately Not

Characteristic Prepared' Prepared Prepared

$ A. Education/traillj,,ae 1 2 2 16 ,3 30"4 4 5 2 6
1

,, B. Work Experience 1, 4 2 16 ..3 '28' 4 5 5 1 6

C. Appearance 1, 8 2 18 3 21 4 8 5 6

Dr- Geammer- 1 7 2 10 3 21 4:4 5 4
- .... 6

E . Attitude 1 2 2 3 :9: .4 14 5 20,..4 6

F. Personality 1 : 1'..,2 2 3 20 4 22. 5 11 6

k

III. If pokhad a suitable opening,.would you hire this person? 14y'es_ 40no

IV. Check the rharacteriStic liSted in II that most influenced your decision
to hire or riot to hire:

1
A'

.

9
,B

2
C

'2
D E

9

168

174,



Videotape Interview Number POOR ION- VERBAL BEHAVIOR

RATING OF APPLICANT'S INTERVIEW PERFORMANCE

.Job Description

Of time
required on job

4 75%

25% t.voi

Job Duties
Advises'(sells) customers on products
features .

PrepardOsgles.slips, uses cash register,'
and keep's, 'records of sold merchandise

BASED ON THE APPLICANT'S INTERVIEW PERFORMANCE;

I. Choose a score from,the hiring priority index:

0,.

HIRING PRIORITXINVEX
. 50'. . 100 . . 150 .

Worst Average Best

Hired Hire Hired

. 200

YOUR,SCORE
FOKApPLICANT

-x.10
-s !

median .

II. Circle the' number that represents the extent to which you beltve the

applicant is prepared for the job.

Preparation For Job
0111-

Applicant - Highly Moderately Not
Characteristic Prepared Prepared Prepared

A. EduCation/tra4ing, 1 4 -2 21 3 25. 4 4 5
r

B. Work ExperienC 1 5 2#22 3 24 4 3 5
4 r

C., Appearance 1 9 2 20 3. 16 4 7 5 2

D. Gramler '1 :11 2 22 3 ?5,,..45 5 3
. ..

E. Attitude 1 12 2''121 3 10 4 7 5 5

F. Personality :

.I

1 10 2 19 3 11 4. yi 5 7

0'

;,CharacteristtC
Not:Important;

for Job

6
11,

6-

III. If you fidd'A suitable opening,, would you hire this person? fps 16 no

'IV. Check the character4stic listed in II that most infldenced your decision
to hire or not .to hiie:

1 A 17B 2 C 1 D 24 E 10 F

169 175.,



4

APPLICANI!.# 1G *EDUCATIONAL RECORD*
WirLUImali yrsX

HIGH SCHOdLthENDED: 'Central :O. .MAJOR /PROGRAM:
e

DATES'ADED: 1977-1980 L GRADE AVERAGE: B 0LeLOMA:

Distributive
Education

E3 YES D NO

* *W($U( HISTORY**-

EMPLOYER: Large Depart&nt Store' EMPItOYED'FROM: October k98 ,--

PoSITIO: Sales Helper TO: _January 1982

JOB DUTIES: Stilted shelves showl products tQ c9s,tomKest Put Prices

. 'LV:-Q?,g224s_,_

REASON FOR LEAVING: Laid off ,..

A 74-
.

,,,,e

EMPLOYER: Small Department Stoxe' EMPLOYED FRoM:%'M'1981
.

POSITAm: Sales Helier TO: October 1981

JOB DUTIES: Stockedeshelves, showed prodUctot customers, put prices

°.

J
on goods

REASON

,FOR

LEAVING: 'Laid off . .

1 .' .

EMOOYER: Small Department Store) EMPLOYED FROM: SePleml 1980

POSITION: Sales Helper (part-6me TO: May 1981

JOB DUTIES: Stocked shelves, shod products%A to customers, put prices
.

on goods ,

REASON FOR LEAVING: iTo fuIl-time job

, .

EMPLOYER: 'Laige Department SeOre EMPLOYED FROM: September 1.92(9

POSITION:ljne. Thiry 1980 .4

,.JOB DUTIES: Stocked shelves, showed products to customers) put prices

''',

- ,

on _goods

REASON FOR.LEAVING: Temporary lob . ":.-1`

..
.

EMI LOYER: EMPLOYED FROM:

POSf'floN:
.J TP:

JOB DUTIES:
...

.

REASON FOR LEAVING: ,

FRIENDS WORKING AT VRGANIZATIONEIt'ESONO'
CURT ENT STATUS DEMPLOYED EIUNEMPLOYED

<DOVER FOR ADDITIONAL
WORK HISTORY

1.0E OFFICE USE: . TESTED TY1IING SPEED: 551.
w I ELIG4Iiir,E FOR' TJTC:0 YES NU

HIRING PRIORITY INDEX YOURORE'

. ../-- 5U . . 100 . . 150 . . 200 FOR APPtICAN1

Worst -Average Best
Hired , Hire Hired 100 me an

DD



* *WORK HISTORY CONTIAlik

EMPLOYER: EMPLOYED FROM: e.

POSITION: , 0 TO:

.,

JOB DUTIES:_ t --ik---

.41,
,

t

RtAsON FOR LEAVING:

,, . _

.
r

EMPLOYER: EMPLOYED FROM:

POSITION:

.

TO:

JOB DUTIES:
.

.--k'

- ,

,

REASON FOR LEAVING: ,

,

-

-,/

EMPLOyLR: EMPLOYED FROM::

POSITION: ,

,

TO:
d

JOB,DUTIES:'.

I

.

.

,

kEASON FOR LEAVING: .

.

.

. .
.

s,.

EMPLOyER: , .
EMPLOYED FROM:

POSITION:

_s__

!......_

TO:

4., :

JOB DUTIES: .

1

_._

Iii i= .FOR LEAVIy: C

:.:i . <,
,,...

e
ii YER°: '' at EMPLOYED FROM: 1.',

l POSIJION: 1 TO:

i----J011 ouTiEs:L ,..._

.

.
lsnr--7

REASON FO LEAVING: r

(

MP LOY/ Ei : EMPLOYED FROM:
-

POSITION: l

,

TO:

.

. A

JOB DUTIES:
4 \' .

,,,

REASON FOR LEAaNG:

..

t -

.
.

.

EMPLOYER:
, EMPLOYp FROM:

, 4, .

POSITION:
. TO

.

JOB DUTIES: _
(./

,

- . I J
.

REASON FOZ LEAVING: I

. ,

171

17



-GAP--.GOOD EXPLANATION

R Videotape Interview Number

'RATING. OF APPLICANT'S INTERVIEW PERFORMANCE

,

.

It
Job Description

% of time
required on job

75%

Job Duties
Advises (sells) customers on products'

features

257. Prepares sales slips, uses cash,register,
and keeps records of sold merchandise

BASED ON THE APPLICANT'S INTERVIEW PERFORMANCE:

I. Choose a score from the hiring priority index:

HIRING PRIORITY INDEX YOUR SCORE

0 . 50 . 100 . . 150 . . 2001. FOR APPLICANT

Worst ,Average Best
14;

Hired fflire. Hired 120 median

II. Circle the'number that represents the extent to which you believe the

applicant is prepared, for the job.-

Applicant
Characteristic ,,

. Educatipnitraining

R. Work Experience

C. App4arance

D. .Grammer'

E. Attitude

P. Personality

Preparation'

Highly
Prepared

Moderately
Prepared

4

4 1

4

4

4

4

Not
Prepared

1

\
.1. 8

1N8

1 21

1 19

.1 25

.1 22

2

2

2.

2

2'

2

..,

23

25

24

31

23

24

3

3.

3

3

3

3

,24

21

8

6

8

,8

5

5

5

5

5

5

) c,)

III. If you had a suitable opening, would you hire this person? J'.. yes. nono

IV. Check the characteristic listed in II that most influenced Your. decision
c' L

to hire or ndt to hire:

I A 18' 1B 1 C ,"o 29 g , 4. F
____

Characteristic
,Not: Important

for Job

6 1.

6

6 1

6

6

.6,

172



,

Videotape Interview WUnliler7 GAP - POOR EXPLANATION

RATIN OF APPLICANT'S INTERVIEW PERFORMANCE

Job Description

% of time
required on job ,

75% , c

25%

Duties

Advises .(sel4' customers'on products'

features
Prepares sales slips, uses cash register,
and keeps records of sold terChandise

BASED ON THE APPLICANT'S INTERVIEW kRFORMANCE:.

I. Choose a score from the rfring priority index:

.HIRING PRIORITY INDEX
0 . . 50 . . 100 . . 150 .

Worst Average
Hired Hire

Best
Hired

.
YOUR SCORE

FOR-APPLICANT

90 median

ml

E.
!

F.

Circle the
applicant

,

Applican
Characteristic

A.. Education/training

8:- Work'Experience

Appearance

Attitude,

Personality

number that represents the exten 'to ich you believe the

is prepared for the job..

'Preparation For ...Job

Highly Moderately Nat

Prepared Prepared, .4. Prepared

1' 9 2 119 3 23

702 26 3 22

41,9 2 27 3 9

18 2 21. 3 16

1 :3_2 6 3 18

1 14-. 2;, i20 15

4

4

4

4

4

4

1 5 1

l`5 of

5

5

20 5 "9

6 5 2

Characterigtic
Not Important

for Job

6

6

6

.6

6 1

6

1

bir. if you had
.

a Suitable opening, would you hire Person?

Iv... Check the chatacterkstiC liisted in IItbat
..to hkre or mot ea hire:

.5 *A : 11,13 ".."C,

7

/

173:

most influenced

2yes

your decision



RP

Number

SECTION t

Appl !cation and.,AnterYlew Evaluai-lon Process

% of Time
Required on Job

JOB DESCRIPTION

. -Job Tasks

75% Advises (sells) customers on
products' features

25% Prepares sales slips, uses cash
register, and keeps records of
sold merchandise

If you were choosing among applicants for oneJob In your. firm sI,tl.ar to the Job described

above, which of the_following Items are important In, narrowing ydurOpPI !cant pool to.

qualified candidates and three items are the most critical in your final decision

among the .cancl Idates?-

I PPORTANT- ITEMS THREE CRITICAL ITEMS

(check all that apply) (rak from 1 to 3 In
order of priority)

ITEMS

13) , . Appl icantq6ge

( ) cducational level (e.g., high school
diplopia)

School 'grades

Vocational training received in school

Vocational training received In CETA

Spec If lc vocational skills, (e.g., typing

speed)

Number of Jobs held

Kinds of Jobe. he I d

Kinds of duties performed In past Jobs S.

Gaps Is employment

Reasons for leaving Jobs

( 9)
(30).

(26)

30)
(31)

c23)

04)

( 7)

(19)
( 6)

( 8)
( '7)
( 0)
( 5)

( 5)

Location of schools attended --

Reputation of schools attended

Criminal record

ver's I !cense

Bondab fifty

Friends) working at firm

Qualifies for TJTC

Recommendations from personal friends'
4

Recommendations from Ra$ 1- employers

Appearance of appl tction form

Accuracy of application Information

Good spelling on application form

Reputation of past employer

Employed or unemployed. status at time.
. of appl ication

Other: Spec 1 fy e7

1035, total 'responses'

1 2

1 0

3 .3

2
2 1

0

9

2 2
5 2

7 4

2 1

1 6

0 1

0

0,

.2 1

tP 1 o

- 0 080
; 0. .i#

.

1941i.

3

74 'Co
. 6

1

'16

2 0

!OR
0"

#74 4,



. 7i,!'!)'.."'

2. It evaluating an.7app I !cant during a n,iin tery few fora Job in you. firm similar to the job
descr ibed above, 'which Of,t,he fo I lowing' items are important in reaching your assessment and
which three items are mAt:00.71t.lcal in your assessTroli

A. I f-43CRTANT. . , .ITEMS
(checka1 I that apply)

(34)
(23)

(24)
(17)

(31)
(24)

(30)
(2,3)

(23)

(12)
(14)

(25)

(22)

(22)

( 15)

(33)

THREE CRITICAL ITEMS
(rank' fFom 1 to 3 in
order of pr for Ity)

ITEMS

General appearance (grcxnming)

Dress

Number of quest ions asked about the, Job
Number of quest loos asked pout the company
Punctuality for I nter v few ,,appo I ntime nt

Eye contact during Interview
Grammer or language

Speaking ability
Poise

NervousnOs

React ion to wage offer
Non - verbal behavior
Discussion of education or training
achievements not shown on application

,Discussion of job experience not/Shown
on application

< I,
r

2 3

3- 7 7
1 0

0 3 3
0

--74\-- 2 (:)

2 0 .2. o .

3 4 3

3. 1 )D/
2 2' 0

' 0 0

1 -; 0 0

2 4

Discuss ion of" other achleVementsn0.
shown on .app I icat Ion

Attitude
-Personality
Sensit.10ty
Maturity
Independence'

'her: Specify

35 total tqspor).ses,

175 fs

21
3

1

2.

1

s. . 2 1 .

0

0

:0

V (25



RP

.Numper,

SECTION C

Application and Interview Evaluation Procciss ,

' PIC

% .of Time
Required on Job

25%

JOB DESCRIPTION

Job Tasks

Advises ( &el Is) customers. on 0
products' features
Prepares sales s I ips, .uses cash
register; and keeps records of
sold merchandise

1 . I f you were choosing atNn9. app I !cants for one Job
above, wh ichof, the following Items are important
qualified candidates and which three items are the
among the candidates? .

A. I r.,i;CRTANT5 TENTS'

(check a I I that app I y')

I'

ITEMS

(13) Appr icani-Es- age f

(26)

(39)

(31)

(25)
(34)

7'( 3)'
( 7)

(19)
( 6)

( 8)
( Z)

( 0)
( 5)
0.4)

.(27)

C3g)

(39)

( 9)
(10)

,( 5)
..14, , ci .

. 1
10R, 'C,

,,35 total respOnses .. -
,-, .1' i - -- 1 82-.0,.

174'

1 a your. Nem s im 1 lar to the Job descr
I a narnOw Ing your applicant pool to
most critical in your tina I decision

13. THREE CR I TIC,tb. I TEMS'
froM 1.:1fo 3

'...".:Thot3ilar of priority)

"Educational level ,(erg., high school

School gradeS
Vocational training received In schoOl
Vocational tra I ril ng rece lye& 1,i4ETA
'Specific vocational skills
speed.) - a. ..,

Number of jobs held 4'si
..

K !rids of Jobs held / ,,,,. ,,i

Kinds of dirties performed In past
Gaps in employment

'Reasons for leaving Jobs
Locat ion of schools attended
Reputation of schools attended
Criminal record
Dr iver's I !cense

Bondab 11,ItY

FrIend(s) working at firm
Qua I I f les forAT,JTC

Recommendatict. from persona I fr lends

Recommendations from past 'employers

Appearance of app I icalon :V _
-1-:,

Good' spe I I I ng app I icat iqn form 1
eft?.Acoseacy of' aap of Ion informal- lon-i

4

-1
Reputat ion-of past employers,

Employed or .unemployed_ status at 1- I
of app I icat,ion . ,

a Othr: Specify - ..'T

typing

jobs

3

1 2

2 e1 0
lit' 9`

2 2 -4

5 2)
7 4

2 1

1 6

0 0

0 1

3

0',
2

1

0

0

1

4

141.
-1-*),

1

2

0

3

0



8. Did the firm
receive a subsidy
for hiring or
training?,

La

9. Nilitaiy ixperience-f

NOT PROMOTED

P7) NO"'

PROMOTED

(25) NO

( yes, TJTC ( ) Yes, 'OTC

( Yes, WIN ( ) Yes, WIN

( ) Yes, OJT ( ) Yes, OJT

( ) 'es,-other ( ) Yes, othe

(25) 11'6

( 1). Yes, training in'54 \ 1)

relevant bpecilli

2L,I) No

Yes,.Arain
relevant speciaUMV:
Yes, no training.
relevant sifecialityY

',(1) Yes,. no.trairiing iR .4?.).

relevant

10. In what month .and yea'

was he/she hired?

.11. Current hourly wage rate -)$

04 :4

/ -,

month/yeat month/year

.4 75 median 5 35 ,median
TV

RATE THE EMPLOYEE''S PRODUCTIVITY( ON A SCALE OF ZERO TO 100,, WHERE-100 EQUALS

THE MAXIMUM PRODUCTIVITY RATING ANY OF YOUR EMPLOYEES HAS OR CAN ATTAIN AND

ZERO,IS ABSOLUTELY NO PRODt1CtIVITY BY YOUR EMPLOYEE.

=.)

Productivity score ,ft one - median
year tenure (curwt
score if tenure is less
than one year

13.. The pr4p4 t.ivity score

ati?ne e's tenure that,

y9u expected. when heighe t.°0

- was hired IV

75

mediari'

90

4
:13

17.7;

.1S.a

90 ,*0\

©'

a.

r".

Ike



Number
SECTION 'D

OF YOUR CURRENT EMPLOYEES AGE 30 AND UNDER WHO WERE HI
MONTHS AGO, PLEASE SELECT TWO: ONE WHO HAS BEEN PROMO
BEEN PROMOTED. (II MORE THAN ONE PERSON FITS A PARTICULAR CATEGORY, PLEASE
SELECT THE PER 9N WHO WAS HIRED CLOSEST TO EXACTLY 18 MONTHS AGO) IF YOU ARE
NOT ONE OF THE-PEOPLE IN YOUR ESTABLISHMENT THAT KNOWS HOW SUCCESSFUL A PERSON
TURNS OUT TO BE IN THE JOB, WOULD YOU TAKE THESE 4 PAGES WITH YOU- AND MAIL TAE
BACK TO US?

NOT PROMOTED PROMOTED'

median:

411-

APPROXIMATELY4.8
AND ONE WHO HAS NOT

1. HQW 014 Wa§.,11e/She
11;

2 .- What" sex

)
3. Race- thnicitY

- median:. 23

M (16..1"
/-

( ) Hispanic
t( 2) Black

4 4) White/Oriental

4. How much education.
did the person
have?

I

5.L.yycationar eduntimn
;ill a speciality

relevant to the job

V
6. Years' of relevant job

perielce prior to

g 1140),

,,dkbe/s14 "earn
f.thejob?

4

A lk

(1) bess.Nthan h

s.Ehool deg:
.(17), High school

degree
( tome colle
( College grad
(1) Don't know

(1

g:
(1) for
median

2 years

(3) Walk iii by chance
,pLaewpaperad

-'(r)..FrOmoa. current

employee
(1) Employ&ent service

referral: .,.!

(1) Priv4vemployment
agency refeoral

(3) School referral!'

( ) Union.. referral

( )Communitybased
organilatigl
referra

(') Otherftgo
agenc9,

(2) 00 vi: Specify

JilieP

rnment

on't know

)

joke<Ark 6
A6...

M (1) F A,

(-,L)Hispanic

( Black.

(21):Wbite/Orielpl

(1) Less ,than high
schdol degree

(14 High school
degree

( of Some.college.
( 5) College grad,,

( Don't know

(F None
(2) Less than,Fyii0

(4) 1 year
(5) 2'years
(I) more than :2 yeas
median' -2-: AMP'

1 years

rt

.

Walk in, by -chaAde

Newspaper ad
From a current
employee
Employment service
referral
1lVate employment

agency referral
('4) School referral.,.

refearil
( ) CommunittaSe_4,

organi ion
referral,

( 2) Other governs

agency
:(07001er:.Specify

7-0
, ( ) t' iLoW



:21. Did the firm
..ree,e4ve a 4

subsidy for
hiring or

training?

22. Military
exp;rience

t4

23. Month5 at firm
before
separation

24. Hourly wage
rate at time
of ration

P ducti ity.
5co e two'

weeks' before

separAti

VOUUNTARY

.0ESIGNATION

Don't know
No,

Yes, TJTC
Yes, WIN
Yes, OJT

No -

Yes; twining
in relevant
speciality
Ye no

trail ng in-

LAk
OFF'r

.( ) Don't know
No

( ) Yes? TJTC
( ) Yes..gqN
( ) OJT

(12) No

( ) Yes, \training
in relevant

\)specienly
(L)` Yes, no

training in

t , '7 relevant
pecik.4,tytl( 2 'speciality

tan .
median

mo -15 mo

$) 4175

.3

75

DISCHARGE OR
INDUCED QUIT

( ) Don't know
(24) No

( ) Yes, TJTC
( ) Yes, WIN
( ) Yes, OJT ,

g No

(1) Yes, training..
in

special
1) Yes, ne.-
{training, in
relevant
speciality

median
13 4. mo

5.25'

50
4

UCtiJityr
Dre at one

year's tendne
that you expected
'when-. he /she was

hired
A

4.

qt

m

t,
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GUIDE. F R EMPLOYER DISCUSSION
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:"

to

wk..,#IsdussIoti:4

01,44dkinit about yu'ur experiences in

b5, and at the se:#- mHAiSUcss amoung your-

s petencies Schocils shzd be

oh the f011owing,t pages are exampNs-kf the

to disaiss.

a )

This is you1fe time"

hiring youth for entrY
:selves your expectationVe
teaching youthN4qUesi 4
possible tolirc-0 you miglibt_iAnE

)
NOTES

w

°

\OP

>,

A



/
,g,,, THE EMPLOYEES AGE 30 OR UNDER HIRED /ABOUT 18 hIONTHS AGO WHO ARE NOT

',CHRKENTLY WORKING FOR YOUR ESTABLISHMENT,, PLEASE SELECT THREE: tormog WHO
RESIGNED VOLUNTARILY , SOMEONE LAID OFF AND NOT REHIRED, AND SOMEONE- DLSCHARGED

'.,. OR INDUCED TO RESIGN (IF MORE THAN ONE PERSON FITS A PARTICULAR CATEGORY( PLEASE

SELECT TILE PERSON WHO WAS HIRED CLOSEST TO EXACTLY 18 MONTHS AGO.' IT DOE,NOT.
MATTER WHETHER THE PERSON LEFT SHORTLY AFTER BEING HIRED; Oit ONLY 4TER13EIdG

Itr THERE FOR ALMOST A'YEAR.)

R. -*VOLUNTARY LAY DISCHARGE OR

RESIGNATION OFF INDUCED QUIT

14. HOw old was Media 23 median: 25' median: 27

he/she
15. That sex

16. Race/Ethnicity

17. How much
educition
did ',the
perSon have?

18. Vocational
-educatin in
a speciality
relevant to
the' job
Years o

0( 8) M (8) F

( )
(3)-
(21)

( 1)

(L 1)

Hispanic
BlaCk
White/Oriental

(5)
( ) Hispanic
( 1)
(12)

( F

Less than high (1)
school degree
High school
degree

( 9) Some college
( 5) College grad
(1) Don' t know

(

(11)

( )

Black
White/Oriental (11

less than high ( )
school degree
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7. Which would you generally prefer to he, a job applicant with
previous school -based vocational education in your field or a
job applicant who recLeved training froM a previous employer? Wty?
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8. Many firms find thtmRelves in the p. 'l)aying new employees
much more thap' theare able to prod first in hope6-that'when
the eMployeeis eutty.trained that th it`M will recoup the inveat--..
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